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Abstract
Continuous Time Signal Processing for Wake-Up Radios
by Alin Ratiu
Wake-Up Receivers (WU-RX) have been recently proposed as candidates to reduce the
communication power budget of wireless networks. Their role is to sense the environment
and wake up the main receivers which then handle the bulk data transfer. Existing
WU-RXs achieve very high sensitivities for power consumptions below 50µW but severely
degrade their performance in the presence of out-of-band blockers. We attempt to
tackle this problem by implementing an ultra low power, tunable, intermediate frequency
filtering stage. Its specifications are derived from standard WU-RX architectures; it
is shown that classic filtering techniques are either not tunable enough or demand a
power consumption beyond the total WU-RX budget of 100µW. We thus turn to the
use of Continuous Time Digital Signal Processing (CT-DSP) which offers the same level
of programmability as standard DSP solutions while providing an excellent scalability
of the power consumption with respect to the characteristics of the input signal. A
CT-DSP chain can be divided into two parts: the CT-ADC and the CT-DSP itself; the
specifications of these two blocks, given the context of this work, are also discussed.
The CT-ADC is based on a novel, delta modulator-based architecture which achieves
a very low power consumption; its maximum operation frequency was extended by the
implementation of a very fast feedback loop. Moreover, the CT nature of the ADC means
that it does not do any sampling in time, hence no anti-aliasing filter is required. The
proposed ADC requires only 24µW to quantize signals in the [10MHz 50MHz] bandwidth
for an SNR between 32dB and 42dB, resulting in a figure of merit of 3−10fJ/conv− step,
among the best reported for the selected frequency range.
Finally, we present the architecture of the CT-DSP which is divided into two parts:
a CT-IIR and a CT-FIR. The CT-IIR is implemented by placing a standard CT-FIR
in a feedback loop around the CT-ADC. If designed correctly, the feedback loop can
now cancel out certain frequencies from the CT-ADC input (corresponding to those
of out-of-band interferers) while boosting the power of the useful signal. The effective
amplitude of the CT-ADC input is thus reduced, making it generate a smaller number
of tokens, thereby reducing the power consumption of the subsequent CT-FIR by a
proportional amount. The CT-DSP consumes around 100µW while achieving more than
40dB of out-of-band rejection; for a bandpass implementation, a 2MHz passband can be
shifted over the entire ADC bandwidth.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Wake-Up Radios
T
he Internet of Things (IoT) represents the network which results by extending
the Internet Protocol beyond its initial goal of enabling worldwide machine-to-
machine communications. A “thing” in the IoT can be any object which has
the possibility of sending data over a network. The applications include, but are not
limited to, environment monitoring, infrastructure management, manufacturing, energy
management, healthcare systems and transportation. According to some technology
specialists the IoT is predicted to be the third big industrial revolution which occurred
in the past 50 years, after the invention of computers and the Internet. However, due
to the projected size of the IoT - between 50 and 100 trillion objects [1] - a key factor
in its success is minimizing the implementation and operation costs. The cost of an
IoT node can be lowered by increasing the level of integration of its electronic circuits:
solutions with a minimum of off-chip components are thus preferred. Second, operation
costs can be reduced by minimizing the maintenance required by an IoT network. The
things should be capable of operating autonomously for extended periods of time without
human intervention. Consequently, a key challenge in the development of the IoT is
designing low power communication systems thus enabling a long thing lifetime on nomad
power sources such as batteries or energy harvesters.
The next part of this chapter introduces the energy constraints related to IoT nodes
based on different forms of energy harvesting. It is showed that, in order to achieve the
targeted IoT node lifetimes, the power requirements of IoT circuits need to be drastically
reduced. Therefore, a new concept in receiver design is presented, the Wake-Up Receiver
(WU-RX), which thanks to its low power consumption, greatly reduces the total power
requirements of IoT transceivers. After an analysis of existing state of the art designs,
a new WU-RX architecture is proposed and analyzed. Finally, in the last part of this
chapter, the focus shifts to the most critical block of the proposed WU-RX architecture,
1
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the tunable filter. A set of specifications is derived, which further serves as a foundation
for its design which is discussed in the rest of this manuscript.
1.1 Power Considerations in Wireless Sensor Networks
The power budget of an IoT node is determined by the energy sources it has access to.
Figure 1.1 plots the amount of power available for a node versus its required lifetime
for different types of batteries powering it: [2]. By targeting lifetimes of several years, it
can be seen that the maximum power budget is around several tens of µW, around two
orders of magnitude below the power consumption of the state of the art in low power
receivers - 4mW [3]. Currently, the preferred solution for overcoming this power budget
gap is by employing receiver duty cycling which consists in only turning ON the receiver
for very short periods of time thus saving power.
Figure 1.1: Iot node available power versus its lifetime when powered by different
types of batteries: [2].
Before discussing alternative solutions which lower the power consumption of duty cycled
receivers, it is important to understand the main trade-offs related to the design of a
classic duty-cycled network (Figure 1.2). One of the basic hypothesis for efficient duty
cycling is the fact that the network is perfectly synchronized: if the node A wants to emit
a packet to node B, it is supposed that node A has perfect knowledge of the moments
when node B is online. This synchronization problem is usually solved at the network
level by sending sync packets which reset the internal timer of each node. The maximum
time between the synchronization instants is set by the drift of each node’s internal
time reference which, in turn, is inversely proportional to the amount of power the time
reference consumes. The network synchronization mechanism as well as a zoomed in
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view of an arbitrary moment in time when node A initiates a communication with node
B are represented in Figure 1.2.
  
TX request-to-send
TX monitor
ACK data
duty cycle period
network
sync
node B
node A
RX ON
TX ON
Figure 1.2: Representation of a duty cycled wireless network with synchronization
packets as well as a zoomed in view of an arbitrary moment in time where node A
initiates communication with node B.
This solution works well for networks where the average time between two consecutive
exchanges for any node is much smaller than the sync period, as the synchronization
adds very little overhead. However, this is not the case for IoT networks: nomad
nodes are expected to exchange a very small amount of data, with an average time
between consecutive communications in the order of tens of seconds, or even minutes.
Consequently, due to synchronization issues, there will be scenarios where duty-cycled
IoT networks will exchange more sync packets rather than actual data packets, drastically
increasing the synchronization overhead with respect to the actual communication.
Another drawback of duty-cycled networks is linked to the propagation delay of a packet
through the network. In order to meet the restrictive power budgets of IoT nodes,
imposed by the availability of nomad power sources, existing low power receivers need to
be heavily duty-cycled, such that their average power consumption becomes sufficiently
low. This has the negative effect of increasing the propagation time of the information
through the network. This situation becomes even worse for mesh networks, where the
worst case node-to-node propagation delay is multiplied by the number of hops between
the source of the information and its destination.
Alternatively, a new paradigm for IoT receiver and network design can potentially solve
the previously presented problems. The technique consists of adding a supplementary
receiver to each IoT node, called henceforth wake-up receiver (WU-RX). The WU-RX
monitors the communication channel and only switches ON the main receiver (also
referred to as the data receiver) when it receives an actual communication request. The
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advantage of such a scheme lies in the fact that the two receivers can now be optimized
separately. The WU-RX is switched ON for relatively long periods of time and spends
very little of its time actually receiving data, it can thus be optimized for low power
consumption while it is in monitoring mode. On the other hand, the data receiver will
spend almost the entirety of its ON time actually receiving information and thus can be
optimized for a small energy consumption per received bit.
The previously described WU-RX scheme can be implemented either in a completely
asynchronous network or in a duty cycled network. Figure 1.3 showcases the asynchronous
WU-RX principle: the receiving node B keeps the WU-RX turned ON all the time and
is ready to react whenever a TX-request-to-send packet is received. This solution
completely obliviates the need for real time clocks (RTCs) thus allowing for a very
flexible implementation of the network. The disadvantage of this approach is the fact
that the budget for the WU-RX is very low making its design potentially troublesome.
Alternatively, the WU-RX itself can be duty cycled opening up new possibilities concerning
the trade-off between the power consumed by the RTCs (impacting its drift) and the
power spent monitoring to the channel. In conclusion, the WU-RX principle represents a
substantial expansion of the design space of low power radios, potentially enabling the
implementation of more energy efficient trade-offs.
  
TX request-to-send
TX monitor
ACK data
node B
node A
RX ON
TX ON
WU-RX ON
Figure 1.3: View of a network with wake-up radios; in this representation no duty-
cycling is applied.
1.2 Wake-Up Receivers State of the Art
1.2.1 Architecture Considerations
Choices concerning the design of modern WU-RX can be explained by analyzing the two
classic and ubiquitous receiver topologies: the heterodyne and homodyne receiver, which
are portrayed in the Figure 1.4(a) and Figure 1.4(b). The key in achieving a low power
consumption is the removal of the most power consuming blocks: the RF gain stage and
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the frequency synthesis in the heterodyne receiver and the large RF gain stage in the
homodyne receiver.
  
RF filter mixer IF amp demodLNA
reference
LO1 LO2synthesis
RF filter LNA RF gain
( · )2
detector BB amp
baseband
baseband
a)
b)
IF filter
Figure 1.4: Standard receiver architectures: heterodyne (a) and homodyne (b).
A true, low power receiver can be implemented by removing the most power consuming
blocks from the previously presented architectures and by combining them. What results
is an architecture known as the “Uncertain IF” receiver [4], shown in Figure 1.5. The
frequency synthesis is completely removed from the heterodyne architecture and replaced
by a simple free running LO. This enables a downconversion to an uncertain intermediate
frequency which has a frequency precision defined by that of the local oscillator. At
this point, it is possible to amplify the signal with a rather low power consumption as
the operating frequency is expected to be lower than 100MHz. Finally, since the exact
frequency of the signal is unknown, the demodulation is done through energy detection
rather than by using a mixer, as in the case of the original homodyne receiver.
  
RF filter mixer IF amp
LO
baseband(·)
2
demodulatorIF filter
Figure 1.5: Architecture of the Uncertain IF receiver [4].
Relaxing the frequency precision requirement of the local frequency reference enables
a substantial reduction in its power budget. This trade-off is showcased by comparing
different state of the art frequency references: Figure 1.6. High precision systems with a
frequency uncertainty of smaller than 100ppm require a power of at least several mW -
this is equivalent to a frequency precision of 240kHz for an operation in the ISM band at
2.4GHz. On the other hand, ultra low power frequency references, usually implemented
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as free running oscillators, achieve power consumptions which fit in the WU-RX budget
but are limited in precision: around 1% which corresponds to 24MHz for an oscillating
frequency of 2.4GHz.
10ppm 100ppm 0.1% 1% 10%10u
100u
1m
10m
100m
po
we
r (
W
)
accuracy
WU−RX power budget
Figure 1.6: State of the art in frequency references: power consumption versus
precision [5], [6], [7], [8], [4], [9], [10], [11], [12].
The IF filter must be designed with a transfer function wide enough to accommodate
the imprecision linked to the free running oscillator. Low power frequency references for
the 2.4GHz band thus require the use of a very wide IF filter passband (up to 24MHz),
much wider than that required by the WU-RX communication speed (which is usually
limited to 100kbps). Consequently, the IF filter can only be used to minimize the noise
bandwidth before the demodulation stage and cannot be used for efficient interferer
rejection. This situation is illustrated in Figure 1.7: interferers located inside the RF
filter passband cannot usually be filtered by the subsequent IF filter stage, as the latter’s
passband is expected to be widest. These interferers are then downconverted to DC by
the energy detector thereby irremediably corrupting the baseband signal. Consequently,
it will be seen that most WU-RX implementations have a very limited interferer resilience.
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Figure 1.7: Spectrum of the signal at different points inside the Uncertain IF architec-
ture.
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Another drawback of the Uncertain IF architecture stems from the removal of the front-
end high frequency gain stage. The result is a low power radio with a degraded noise
figure (NF). Moreover, the demodulator is most of the time implemented using the
non-linearity of a diode, in which case, it can be shown [4] that its conversion gain (kconv)
is proportional to the voltage swing presented at its input: kconv = Vpp/(4nVt), where
Vpp is the demodulator input peak-to-peak swing, n – subthreshold factor and Vt – the
thermal voltage. Reducing the RF gain results in a lower amplitude signal at the input
of the demodulator which decreases its gain thus also degrading its noise figure. To
combat this, several strategies have been adopted in literature. As a possible solution,
active noise cancellation [13] can be combined with RF envelope detection in order to
reduce the noise contribution of the squarer. This solution is however limited by the fact
that the envelope detector needs to be used at RF thus requiring it to function at a very
low input swing due to the lack of an energy efficient way of providing gain. Another
solution, proposed in [14], uses baseband correlators along with information redundancy
to improve the effective sensitivity of the receiver at the cost of a reduced data-rate.
However, such a scheme can be used at the output of any WU-RX implementation. To
provide a fair comparison we are going to focus on the raw bit error rate measured at
the output of the demodulator, which is entirely defined by the signal-to-noise ratio of
the signal at that point.
1.2.2 Performance Analysis of Existing WU-RXs
The mode of operation described in the introduction of this chapter demands the WU-RX
to have a sensitivity as high as that of the data receiver. Any difference in the sensitivities
of the two receivers is essentially wasted by either waking up on incoming communication
requests which are then too faint for establishing a data transfer (WU-RX is more
sensitive) or by missing TX-request-to-send packets which could otherwise be treated by
the data receiver (data receiver is more sensitive). Similarly, the performance of the two
radios must be identical in the presence of interferers.
The performance of the existing state of the art WU-RXs as well as state of the art
data receivers is presented in Figure 1.8 (for WU-RXs, we have normalized the reported
sensitivities to a data-rate of 100kbps), a comparison table is also given in Table 1.1. A
careful analysis of the data provided in Figure 1.8 shows that next generation WU-RXs
should have an improved sensitivity in order to match that of data receivers. Furthermore,
as it is shown in Table 1.1, a key feature missing from existing WU-RXs is the robustness
to interferers; the interferer rejection achieved currently by WU-RXs is far from that
required by modern data receivers.
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Figure 1.8: State of the art low power data receivers and WU-RXs. The radio
sensitivities have been normalized to a data-rate of 100kbps.
Table 1.1: WU-RX state of the art. Note that the sensitivities and data-rates are
given as reported in the original publications and have not been normalized to 100kbps.
reference frequency sensitivity interfererrejection power data-rate process modulation
[4] 2GHz −72dBm n/a 52µW 100kbps 90nm OOK
[15] 915MHz −83dBm 10dB 121µW 10kbps 90nm OOK
[14] 868MHz −72dBm n/a 2.4µW 20kbps 130nm OOK
[16] 2.45GHz −88dBm n/a 50µW 250kbps 65nm OOK
[17] 816MHz −71dBm < 10dB 382µW 125kbps 40nm FSK
[18] 2.4GHz −97dBm 22dB 99µW 10kbps 65nm OOK
802.15.1[19] 2.4GHz −70dBm 27dB@3MHz n/a 1Mbps n/a GFSK
802.15.4[20] 2.4GHz −85dBm 31dB@10MHz n/a 250kbps n/a QPSK
Moreover, depending on the radiated output power, the ISM band may require transmit-
ters to use spread spectrum techniques such as frequency hopping. Consequently, the
WU-RX should also be designed to match these multi-channel requirements in order to
avoid limiting choices related to the design of the transmitters.
We can thus define 3 development directions for the improvement of existing WU-RXs:
• power: reducing the power consumption will always improve the quality of the
resulting networks.
• sensitivity: despite existing of WU-RX implementations with sensitivities close
to those required by low power communication standards, improvements of this
performance parameter can increase the communication range of IoT nodes.
• interferer robustness & multichannel capabilities: current WU-RXs have a limited
multichannel operation and usually suffer from a very poor interferer rejection.
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In conclusion, the current state of the art shows that existing WU-RX implementations
severely lack in interferer rejection. As a consequence, this work is focused on the
description and implementation of a block designed to improve this performance metric
as well as to enable multichannel operation. The proposed system is compatible with
most of the existing WU-RX implementations; however, it is important to define a precise
setting for our application. Thus, in the next part of this chapter, we propose a new
WU-RX architecture which attempts to solve some of the problems presented earlier and
is compatible with the system described in the following chapters of this manuscript.
Results from a set of architecture simulations of the proposed WU-RX will serve as
specifications and as starting point for the design of the proposed IF interferer rejection
block.
1.3 Proposed WU-RX architecture
From the previous discussion we have seen that there is a clear trade-off between the
sensitivity of a WU-RX and its power consumption: a design achieving around −100dBm
requires a power of 50µW while a design achieving −40dBm requires only 0.1µW,
corresponding to a relative power reduction of more than two decades. Systems are
usually designed to always operate in “worst-case” scenarios and do not scale their power
consumption according to the strength of the input signal. This means that the 50µW
design will always consume the same amount of power regardless of the strength of the
input signal (even if it is at −40dBm). We can thus conclude, that a true, low-power
WU-RX implementation needs to be capable of scaling its power consumption according
to environment conditions such as received signal strength and presence (or lack) of
strong interferers.
We propose a multi-stage WU-RX architecture conceived to achieve a scalable power
consumption – sensitivity trade-off. Its design, presented in the next part of this chapter,
is based on three different operation modes: an ultra-low power, low sensitivity mode; a
high sensitivity mode; and finally, an interferer resistant mode. The following architecture
analysis is only used to determine the specifications of the tunable filtering system required
to enable efficient interferer rejection. The implementation of the latter will then be
discussed for the rest of this manuscript.
1.3.1 Proposed System
To achieve a scalable performance level along with a scalable power consumption we
propose a WU-RX architecture in which the most power consuming blocks can be
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switched ON and OFF according to the current environment conditions. A top level
view of the proposed system is presented in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: Top level view of the proposed WU-RX architecture.
In the following paragraphs we discuss different WU-RX configurations where we estimate
their power consumption as well as their sensitivity and interferer resilience. The control
of the architecture configuration can be handled at a higher abstraction level and is
beyond the scope of this manuscript.
1.3.2 Low Power – Low Sensitivity WU-RX
The low power – low sensitivity mode is activated only when environment conditions
are extremely favourable (strong received signal with no interferers). All intermediate
frequency blocks are deactivated, as it consists of a simple energy detector placed at the
output of an uncertain receiver front end, as shown in Figure 1.10. The IF bandwidth
depends on the precision of the free running oscillator frequency, which is determined by
its implementation. No IF amplification is used to boost the signal, as we assume it is
sufficiently strong for a correct demodulation.
  
RF filter mixer
LO
(·)2
detector
baseband
LPF
Figure 1.10: Proposed WU-RX architecture in low power – low sensitivity mode.
1.3.3 High Sensitivity WU-RX
In the high sensitivity WU-RX mode, all IF blocks of the original architecture, except
the tunable IF filter, are switched ON, as seen in Figure 1.11.
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Figure 1.11: Proposed WU-RX architecture in high sensitivity mode.
With respect to the previous mode, the sensitivity is increased by the following mechanisms
which are described below: increased direct path IF gain and a more narrow IF bandwidth.
Increasing the IF Gain
As shown in [21], boosting the power of the IF signal increases the sensitivity of the
demodulator thereby improving the sensitivity of the WU-RX. In fact, the demodulator,
which is usually a squarer block, has a conversion gain which depends on the input signal
amplitude: increasing the signal amplitude increases the conversion gain which improves
the receiver noise figure. Based on results from literature, we estimate the sensitivity
of such a system can be improved from −40dBm to beyond −70dBm for a total power
consumption under 50µW ([22] and [4]).
Decreasing the IF Bandwidth
The sensitivity of the previously presented WU-RX architecture is limited by the wide
IF bandwidth which can be as high as 100MHz [4] while the useful IF signal has a
bandwidth of only several hundreds of kHz (imposed by the communication data-rate).
The demodulator, implemented as an energy detector, then integrates its input noise
over the entire bandwidth and downconverts it to baseband. The sensitivity can thus
be improved by limiting the width of the IF stage passband, but this requires an
improved precision of the local oscillator frequency. To illustrate prospective sensitivity
improvements achieved by reducing the IF bandwidth, a set of simulations is done, in
which we determine the minimum IF input signal-to-noise ratio (SNRin) for a given
bandwidth BW IF which results in 12dB of baseband SNR (SNRBB), corresponding to
a bit error rate (BER) of 1e-3. A representation of the simulation test bench is given
in Figure 1.12; note that the first spectral representation of the signal is used only to
normalize the SNR to a constant bandwidth and is obtained by extending the IF noise
power from BWIF to 100MHz – it never actually occurs in the proposed system.
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Figure 1.12: Model of the simulation bench used to characterize prospective sensitivity
improvements by reducing the IF bandwidth.
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Figure 1.13: IF signal-to-noise ratio required for a robust demodulation of the IF
signal.
Results are plotted in Figure 1.13; the SNRin has been computed by normalizing the
integrated noise to a bandwidth of 100MHz, according to equation 1.1. It can be seen
that by reducing the bandwidth from 100MHz to about 10MHz improves the sensitivity
of the receiver by about 3dB.
SNRin/norm = SNRin − 10log10
BW IF
100MHz (1.1)
We now propose a new scheme aimed at improving the local oscillator precision by
constructing a feedback loop which senses the frequency of the IF signal (through the use
of the F2V – frequency to voltage – block) and controls the local oscillator, as showed
initially in Figure 1.11 on the preceding page. At this point, we operate under the
assumption that the IF signal does not contain any interferers. Compared to a standard
PLL, the proposed LO control scheme does not employ any blocks running at RF other
than the local oscillator itself. Consequently, its power requirements are not expected to
increase dramatically [23].
A brief overview of the prospective performance of the proposed system is presented
next.
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The proposed frequency locking mechanism achieves a precision which is limited by the
estimation of the central frequency at IF level. At lower input signal levels, corresponding
to a lower SNRin, a bias in the estimation of the signal frequency is induced by the IF
noise. To illustrate this we consider a scenario where the useful signal is situated at
100MHz, the IF bandwidth is [0Hz–100MHz] and the input SNR is defined as SNRin.
As an estimator, we use the average 0 crossing frequency computed over an interval
ranging from 0.5µs to 10µs; the estimated frequency is thus given by equation 1.2 with
N – the number of 0 crossings occurring in the time interval ∆T . Results are plotted in
Figure 1.14: the solid lines represent the “average” result while the error bars represent
the most extreme cases occurring over the course of 100 MC (Monte Carlo) simulations.
E(f) = N − 12 ·∆T (1.2)
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Figure 1.14: Frequency estimated by a zero crossing detector versus the SNRin.
It can be seen that, for low signal strengths, the estimated frequency of the IF signal is
very close to the middle of the IF noise bandwidth, 50MHz rather than to the frequency
of the useful signal (100MHz). Moreover, the random nature of the IF noise increases the
standard deviation observed between two consecutive estimations of the central frequency
for a given estimation window. Having constructed the central frequency estimator, we
now inject its output into a proportional – derivative (PD) controller which is used to
tune the local VCO frequency. A more detailed view of the frequency control loop is
given in Figure 1.15. Note that VF2V (f) represents the voltage output of the F2V block
when presented a signal of frequency f .
The frequency precision achieved by the proposed LO calibration loop is assessed through
a series of simulations in which, initially, the useful signal is located at 100MHz and a
50MHz target is given to the control loop (ftarget). The frequency estimation is done over
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Figure 1.15: Frequency control loop.
a duration ∆T = 10µs. The evolution of the instantaneous frequency of the oscillator
over a duration of 250µs is plotted in Figure 1.16; as previously, the solid lines represent
the evolution of the “average” result, while the error bars represent the most extreme
cases occurring over the course of 100 MC simulations.
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Figure 1.16: Evolution of the local oscillator instantaneous frequency for different
values of the input SNRin.
The coefficients chosen for the control loop have been optimized for an SNRin of −10dB;
the under-damped behavior of the control loop for other values of the SNRin can be
easily corrected by adjusting the corrector coefficients. In steady state, depending on the
value of SNRin, the frequency precision of the local oscillator is reduced from an initial
value of 100MHz to values given in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2: LO precision for different values of the SNRin
SNRin ∆FLO
0dB 7MHz
−2dB 10MHz
−5dB 15MHz
−10dB 28MHz
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Comparing results from Table 1.2 with those from Figure 1.13 on page 12, we conclude
that the proposed frequency calibration mechanism operates correctly at around −5dB of
SNRin which reduces the IF uncertainty to about 15MHz thereby improving the sensitivity
of the WU-RX by 3dB with respect to the initial configuration (BW of100MHz). Despite
the modest improvement in the sensitivity, this result is very useful as it drastically limits
the IF bandwidth which relaxes the requirements of the interferer rejection stage.
1.3.4 Interferer Resilient WU-RX
In this operation mode, all blocks of the initially proposed architecture are switched ON.
For completeness, a view of the resulting architecture is given in Figure 1.17. Interferer
rejection can only be achieved using filters which have bandwidths similar to that of the
useful signal – up to 1MHz. This cannot be done at RF, since it would demand a filter
with a quality factor which is too large. On the other hand, descending the signal to IF
would solve the filter quality issue but would introduce another problem related to the
frequency uncertainty of the useful signal. To solve this, we propose the use of a tunable
IF filtering stage which is used to scan the entire IF band and attempt a demodulation
at each frequency point in the search for the wake-up signal.
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Figure 1.17: Proposed WU-RX architecture.
The total bandwidth which requires scanning is defined by the precision achieved by
the proposed signal tracking loop. Contrary to the previous situation, here we study
a scenario in which the input signal is present alongside much stronger interferers,
making the tracking loop lock onto one of the interferers rather than the useful signal.
Considering that the total bandwidth containing signals at IF is 10MHz – equal to
that of the RF filter – we can conclude that the useful signal will always be at most
10MHz away from the frequency the tracking loop locks onto. This gives us a total IF
bandwidth of 2 · 10MHz + 15MHz = 35MHz, corresponding to the two extreme cases
when strong interferers are located at either ends of the RF filter passband plus the
absolute uncertainty achieved by the frequency tracking loop presented previously.
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In conclusion, assuming an implementation of a WU-RX with a data-rate of 100kbps, a
tunable IF filter needs to be designed, with a passband equal to several times the data-
rate, 1MHz for instance, which can be shifted over the 35MHz of effective IF. Depending
on the communication scenario and on the constraints presented by the application,
several search algorithms are possible:
• Linear search: The central frequency of a 1MHz bandpass filter is swept across
the entire 35MHz frequency range; demodulation by energy detection is attempted
at every frequency point. Despite being slow, this strategy guarantees the best
interferer rejection for a given filter transfer function as it guarantees that, at some
point in time, the useful signal will be situated inside the filter passband with the
interferer located in the stopband.
• Binary search: The useful bandwidth is sequentially split in two parts, using
complementary lowpass / highpass filters; energy detection and demodulation are
then attempted on both the resulting half-spectrums. If the signal is successfully
separated from the interferer, the demodulator can intercept the resulting wake-up
signal and trigger the wake-up function of the main receiver. On the other hand,
if the interferer is still located in the same half spectrum as the useful signal, the
filters are reconfigured to enable the analysis of the resulting two quarter-spectrum.
This operation is repeated until a successful separation of the signal from the
interferer has been achieved.
The advantage of this solution lies in its speed compared to the that of the linear
search. However, more complex filtering transfer functions are necessary, since
dynamic reconfiguration from lowpass to highpass is required by the proposed
search algorithm.
• Custom search: Depending on the communication scenario and the statistical
properties of the signal at IF, a custom search algorithm can be designed to
optimize either response time or power consumption.
The optimization of the previously described search problem is dependent on the com-
munication scenario and is usually handled at a higher abstraction layer such as the
Medium Access Control (MAC) level. In order to provide a generic solution which can be
adapted to any sensor network, the IF filter is required to be perfectly tunable in terms
of transfer function type and achieved bandwidth. Finally, it is important to note that
the previously presented interferer resistant radio back-end has, by design, multi-channel
capabilities. Simply reprogramming the transfer function of the IF filter along with
changing the target of the frequency tracking loop allows us to cover the entire ISM
bandwidth of 80MHz.
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In the next part of this chapter we discuss the existing possibilities for the implementation
of the previously described filtering stage.
1.4 Tunable Filter Design
Given the design constraints of the previously presented IF filtering stage (very low
power budget and high tunability), we show that classic solutions cannot be employed.
1.4.1 Continuous Time Analog Domain Filters
This class of filters usually relies on active gain elements either in the form of operational
amplifiers (OAs), operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) or transconductance
cells (Gm). Lowpass transfer functions are constructed using capacitors and resistors,
while low frequency zeros, required for the highpass or bandpass designs are implemented
using active circuits mimicking the behavior of inductances [24] (which are usually
impractical for below GHz frequencies). Gm − C filters are preferred for low power
operation due to their open loop implementation [25], [26], but suffer from linearity
issues; on the other hand OAs are preferred for low frequency, high precision applications,
however, the closed loop nature of OAs make them consume more power [27].
The tunable element can be either the capacitor (switched capacitor bank or a varicap),
resistor (transistor in triode region or a switched resistor bank) or gain element [28], such
as a transconductance (by varying the bias current or adding supplementary elements
in parallel [24]). The most popular methods currently employed are either relying
on active resistors, thanks to their high tuning range and small silicon footprint, or
transconductance variation through its bias current which enables a reduction in power
consumption when lowering the operation frequency.
All in all, continuous time analog filters provide a high precision, high performance
solution for applications requiring filtering. Implementations targeting the frequency
range mentioned in the previous section tend to require a power in the milliwatt range
and hence do not satisfy the small power budget of a wake-up radio. The interested
reader is referred to [29] and [25] for more insight into the design of continuous time
analog filters.
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1.4.2 Discrete Time Charge Domain Filters
The proposed tunable IF stage can also be implemented using charge domain filtering
in which the information, represented as an electrical charge (hence it’s analog), is
transfered from the plates of one capacitor to another by means of clock controlled
switches. An example of such systems is represented by the switched capacitor circuits
which implement filters similar to the ones previously presented using only OAs, switches
and capacitors [30], [31], [32], [33] and [34]. Compared to classic, resistor-based solutions,
switched capacitor circuits simplify the design of OAs’ output stage, which does not need
to be low impedance, and also have the potential of reducing the silicon area, as resistors
are replaced by capacitors and switches.
Despite enabling the implementation of high precision filters, these circuits suffer from
several drawbacks regarding their power requirements. The sampled nature of the charge
in the time domain demands the use of an anti-aliasing filter as well as a circuit for
generating the sampling clock. In reality, the sampling clock frequency is usually much
higher than the frequency of the input signals, thereby simplifying the implementation
of the anti-aliasing filter. Moreover, charge domain filters usually employ OAs which
require a non-negligible amount of static power.
1.4.3 Digital Signal Processing
Alternatively, the proposed filtering function can be implemented using a Nyquist analog-
to-digital converter, followed by a digital signal processor (DSP). The major advantage
of this solution lies in the outstanding programmability offered by the DSP as it can
generate almost arbitrary transfer functions as well as any baseband logic required for
signal demodulation. Nevertheless, this solution comes with several drawbacks as it
requires extra circuitry in order to operate correctly. The sampled nature of the approach
imposes the use of a local oscillator generating the ADC sampling signal as well as the
DSP clock. Furthermore, due to aliasing constraints, an anti-aliasing filter (usually in
the form of a continuous time analog filter) needs to be added to the input of the ADC,
thereby increasing the static power consumption of the system.
In conclusion, the power overhead incurred by using a discrete time ADC & DSP makes
this solution impractical for wake up radio back-ends.
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1.4.4 Continuous Time Digital Signal Processing
CT-DSP is a new paradigm in signal processing which has been extensively studied over
the past years. CT-DSPs are obtained by removing clocks from classic DSP solutions [35].
A CT digital processing chain usually starts with a continuous time analog to digital
conversion (CT-ADC) which converts the input analog signal into a signal which encodes
the information two-fold: in an output binary word as well as in the arrival time between
consecutive output events. Contrary to a Nyquist ADC, a CT-ADC can generate an
event at any point in time, rather than just at integer multiples of the sampling period.
The lack of sampling in the time domain also means that the conversion does not create
any aliases, thus no anti-aliasing filter is required [36].
A classic DSP cannot be used to process the information from a CT-DSP because it does
not have the capabilities of preserving the exact timing between events. As such, a CT
(asynchronous) DSP, made up of asynchronous delay cells and adders, must be used. In
terms of programmability, CT-DSPs have been proven to be as agile as their sampled
counterparts [37], without requiring any clocks. The only drawback related to this
solution lies in the type of processing which can be implemented in the CT-DSP: state
of the art designs are limited to simple filtering functions. A more detailed description of
such systems is given in Chapter 2 on page 29.
1.4.5 Tunable Filter Choice
A comparison table summarizing the previous discussion is given in Table 1.3.
Table 1.3: Comparison of different tunable filter solutions and the components they
require.
filter type active gain clocks anti-aliasing
continuous time analog yes no no
discrete time charge domain yes yes relaxed
discrete time DSP no yes yes
CT-DSP no only for calibration no
For the implementation of the proposed tunable filter stage, the CT-ADC-DSP solution
has been chosen since it can accomplish the required functionality without adding any
supplementary circuitry such as a sampling clock or anti-aliasing filters or requiring
active gain components, such as OAs, OTAs or Gm cells.
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1.5 Study of the Proposed CT Filtering Architecture
For the rest of this chapter, we shift the focus of this discussion on the specifications of
the CT-ADC-DSP IF filtering stage. These results will then serve as a starting point for
the design and implementation of the tunable IF filter.
A detailed view of the proposed IF filtering stage inside the proposed WU-RX architecture
is given in Figure 1.18. The IF signal has a bandwidth of 40MHz (a 5MHz margin has
been taken with respect to the results from the previous section) and is described by
its input signal-to-noise ratio (SNRin) and input signal-to-interferer ratio (SIRin). In
order to avoid flicker noise, we choose 10MHz as the start of the IF bandwidth. The
quantization process then adds a certain amount of noise, corresponding to the component
noise (SNRconv), and harmonics defined by the conversion spurious free dynamic range,
SFDRconv. As stated in Section 1.3, the primary goal of the tunable filter solution is to
enable an interferer-cancelling IF stage; consequently, most of its performance metrics are
related and defined by the behaviour of the system in the presence of strong out-of-band
interferer-like signals. Most of these requirements are linked to the CT-ADC since its
conversion noise or linearity may limit the performance of the subsequent CT-DSP.
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Figure 1.18: View of the WU-RX IF with an input signal configuration described by
SNRin and SIRin.
1.5.1 Single Tone Reception
First, the performance of the proposed IF filtering stage (Figure 1.18) is tested in a
scenario where its input contains only the useful signal and no interferers. As in the
case of most existing WU-RX implementations, the input signal is considered to be
on-off-keying (OOK) modulated with a data rate of 100kbps. Several assumptions are
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also made: we suppose that the automatic gain control (AGC) block situated before
the CT-ADC amplifies the input signal to the full scale of the ADC; the CT-DSP has a
bandwidth of 1MHz and is configured such that the useful signal falls inside its pass-band;
the bandwidth of the last low-pass filter used is 500kHz. The configuration of the system
as well as the frequency domain representation of the signal at various intermediate
points is provided in Figure 1.19
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Figure 1.19: Single tone reception scenario.
The sensitivity of a radio is defined as the minimum input signal power which yields
a given bit error rate (usually equal to 1e-3). The front-end of the proposed receiver
(located before the CT-ADC, Figure 1.18) is a linear system which follows a simple rule
equation 1.3. Here, PRF represents the input power, k – the Boltzmann’s constant, T –
the temperature in Kelvin degrees and B – the input bandwidth.
SNRin = SNRRF −NFFE = 10log10 PRF
kTB
−NFFE (1.3)
We can see that the signal-to-noise ratio at the antenna output (SNRRF ) is entirely
defined by the power of the input signal and an environment parameter, the absolute
temperature. It follows that the signal-to-noise ratio at the input of our IF stage (SNRin)
depends only on the front-end noise figure (NFFE) and on the input signal power. Thus,
optimizing the sensitivity of the radio for a given NFFE , is equivalent to designing an IF
stage which achieves a bit error rate (BER) of 1e-3 for the lowest SNRin. Consequently,
a primary metric of performance of our system is the minimum SNRin for which the
baseband demodulator achieves an SNRBB of 12dB (equivalent to a BER of 1e-3). The
SNRin is defined as the ratio of the useful IF signal power divided by the noise power
integrated over the entire IF: from 10MHz to 50MHz; the SNRBB is defined as the power
of the useful signal in baseband divided by the noise power integrated from 0 to 500kHz.
Contrary to the RF front-end, the demodulation stage has a non-linear transfer function
due to the use of the squarer before the last low-pass filter. Thus, the relation between
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its input SNR and output SNR cannot be described compactly by its noise figure. There
are several papers in the literature which attempt to derive the analytical expression
linking the noise at the output of a squarer to the noise at its input [21], [38]. A full
analytical derivation of these equations requires several assumptions regarding the signal
at the input of the demodulator which, unfortunately, are not true in our case. For more
insight in this derivation, the reader is referred to Appendix A on page 145.
For a more realistic interpretation of the system proposed in Figure 1.19 we perform
system level simulations to plot the SNRBB as a function of the SNRin for different levels
of noise added by the CT-ADC (SNRconv): Figure 1.20. The intersections of these plots
with the horizontal line located at 12dB represent the required values for SNRin which
yield a BER of 1e-3. This operation is repeated for two values of rejection achieved by
the CT-DSP: 30dB in Figure 1.20a and 40dB in Figure 1.20b.
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Figure 1.20: Baseband SNR (SNRBB) versus the input SNR (SNRin) for different
values of SNRconv.
We can see that systems using low precision CT-ADCs, which achieve SNRconv of 0dB,
never reach a baseband SNR of 12dB regardless of the input signal power. In such
configurations the noise added by the CT-ADC is simply too high and completely masks
the noise coming from the RF front-end even for high values of SNRin. On the other hand,
we can conclude that ADCs achieving SNRconv of around 20dB are sufficient, as increasing
the SNRconv to infinity does not yield any substantial improvements. Finally, increasing
the CT-DSP rejection levels from 30dB to 40dB does not improve the sensitivity of our
IF stage. This can be explained by the fact that the baseband noise floor is determined
by the noise levels around the signal (inside the CT-DSP pass-band) and not by the noise
situated far from the signal, which gets attenuated by the CT-DSP transfer function.
These results can be alternatively viewed by intersecting the previous plots with the line
corresponding to 12dB of SNRBB, giving us the required SNRin for different values of
the SNRconv: Figure 1.21.
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Figure 1.21: Required SNRin versus the SNRconv for achieving a BER of 1e-3.
We conclude that, in order to limit the impact of the ADC noise on the sensitivity of the
receiver, SNRconv should be at least 20dB.
1.5.2 Single Tone Reception with an Interferer
According to results from the previous section, correct demodulation of OOK signals
requires only around 20dB of SNRconv for a bit error rate of 1e-3. However, when
receiving the useful signal along with interferers the ADC is required to operate at a
much higher SNRconv. Such a configuration is presented in Figure 1.22. In the first
example, the useful signal is received without any interferers, and the automatic gain
control (AGC) is configured such that the amplitude of the input signal corresponds to
the ADC full-scale. The resulting ADC output signal SNR is equal to the conversion SNR
(SNRconv), given by its effective number of bits. In the second scenario Figure 1.22 (right)
an interferer XdB above the useful signal has been added. The ACG now equalizes the
power of the interferer to the ADC full-scale. Since the noise level at the output of the
ADC is only determined by the conversion performance, the useful SNR decreases by the
same amount as the useful signal and becomes SNRconv −XdB. Thus if, for instance, a
30dB interferer rejection is targeted, this means that the conversion precision (SNRconv)
should be at least 30dB above the initial demodulation requirements, assuming a perfect
filtering of the unwanted signal.
This scenario supposes a single tone interferer, so no intermodulation products are
generated. Consequently, the conversion process can be considered perfectly linear
(SFDRconv →∞), without having an impact on the results of this study. As previously,
the width of the CT-DSP passband as well as the bandwidth of the low pass filter in the
demodulation block have a passband equal to 5 times the communication speed which
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Figure 1.22: The SNR constraint for the analog to digital conversion
is 100kbps. The frequency domain representation of the signal at various intermediate
points of the system is given in Figure 1.23.
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Figure 1.23: Useful signal & interferer reception scenario.
Depending on the rejection levels achieved by the CT-DSP, a different minimum conversion
precision (SNRconv) is required for the CT-ADC. In order to avoid over design, and thus
save power, the goal of this section is to determine the minimum CT-ADC precision
which does not compromise the potential results offered by the rejection levels of the
CT-DSP. Consequently, for different values of SNRin, SIRin has been swept in order to
extract the minimum value which yields 12dB of baseband SNR. This operation has
been repeated for different CT-DSP rejection levels (30dB in Figure 1.24a and 40dB in
Figure 1.24b) as well as for several CT-ADC precisions (ranging from SNRconv = 20dB
to an ideal ADC, which does not add noise).
The colored lines split the (SNRin, SIRin) two dimension plane in two parts: points
situated above the respective curves yield baseband SNRs above 12dBs equivalent to
BERs less or equal to 1e-3. Input scenarios with less than 0dBs of SNRin contain
too much noise, and regardless of the power of the interferers, the baseband SNR is
always below 12dB. In both plots, the dotted line represents the results obtained using
an ideal, noiseless ADC. It can be seen that, as a rule of thumb, the SNRconv of the
CT-ADC has to be equal to the rejection level achieved by the CT-DSP. This represents
the minimum conversion precision, which does not compromise the system’s ability of
robustly demodulating input signals.
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Figure 1.24: Required SNRin and SIRin for different values of the conversion precision,
SNRconv, and CT-DSP rejection level.
Mathematical Interpretation
This result can be alternatively interpreted by considering that the signal at the input of
the ADC is primarily made up of the interferer. Given the supposition that the AGC
amplifier equalizes the input to the full-scale of the ADC, this means that, at the output
of the ADC the ratio between the interferer and the total noise is bounded by the ADC
precision (equation 1.4).
10log10
Pinterferer
Pnoise−total
= 10log10
Pinterferer
Pnoise−in + Pnoise−ADC
< 10log10
Pinterferer
Pnoise−ADC
= SNRconv
(1.4)
Given the definition of the SIRin (equation 1.5) it follows that the ratio between the
useful signal and the total noise at the output of the ADC is bounded by equation 1.6.
SIRin = 10log10
Psignal
Pinterferer
(1.5)
10log10
Psignal
Pnoise−total
= 10log10
Psignal
Pnoise−in + Pnoise−ADC
<
< 10log10
Psignal
Pnoise−ADC
= SNRconv + SIRin
(1.6)
This means that for a given ADC precision, the useful SNR at its output is bounded
by a function which depends on the SIRin. When targeting higher rejection ratios, the
SNRconv needs to be adjusted accordingly, in order to maintain a constant signal to total
noise ratio at the output of the CT-ADC.
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1.5.3 Single Tone Reception with Two Interferers
Finally, the last parameter required to completely specify the conversion performance
is its linearity, measured by its spurious free dynamic range – SFDRconv. The main
limitation related to this performance metric is showed in Figure 1.25: the interferer
is made up of a two-tone signal. Since the analog to digital conversion is a non-linear
operation, intermodulation spurs are expected to appear throughout the spectrum [39].
Such intermodulation products may fall arbitrary close to the useful signal frequency
and thus become impossible to filter out at the CT-DSP level. Consequently, the
intermodulation spur now acts as “noise” with respect to the received signal and has its
power added to that of the conversion noise thus diminishing the useful signal-to-noise
ratio. Consequently, the two tone spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) is used as the
main linearity metric for the rest of this manuscript.
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Figure 1.25: The SFDR constraint for the analog to digital conversion
In this section a two-tone interferer scenario is analyzed in which the frequency difference
between the interferers is chosen such that their third order intermodulation product falls
at a frequency very close to that of the useful signal and inside the CT-DSP pass-band.
The power of this intermodulation product is strictly determined by the power of the
two interferers (measured through the input signal to interferer ratio – SIRin) and by
the linearity of the CT-ADC (SFDRconv). The evolution of the signal throughout the
system is presented in Figure 1.26. To differentiate the effects of ADC noise from those
of the non-linear behavior of the CT-ADC, it is supposed that the SNRconv is infinite.
As previously, it is desired that the CT-ADC is sufficiently linear not to compromise the
robust reception of input signals without wasting power on over designing its performance
parameters.
The (SNRin, SIRin) two dimensional space is explored for determining the performance
limits of the architecture. Two CT-DSP scenarios are considered (30dB rejection in
Figure 1.27a and 40dB rejection in Figure 1.27b) for several values of the ADC linearity
(SFDRconv ranging from 20dB to a perfectly linear ADC).
A perfectly linear ADC (SFDRconv →∞) is limited primarily by the input noise level
(SNRin) and also by the amount of rejection brought by the CT-DSP. As the linearity of
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Figure 1.26: Useful signal with two interferers reception scenario.
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Figure 1.27: Required SNRin and SIRin for different values of the conversion linearity,
SFDRconv, and CT-DSP rejection level.
the ADC degrades, more powerful spurs are created inside the CT-DSP passband which
go through, unattenuated, into the demodulation block. If a 3dB degradation of the
ideal sensitivity of the WU-RX is accepted, then according to Figure 1.27, SFDRconv
needs to be at least 40dB when the CT-DSP achieves 30dB of rejection and 50dB when
40dB of rejection are targeted by the CT-DSP.
Mathematical Interpretation
For the signal configuration described previously, it can be proven that useful SNR at
the output of the ADC is limited by the SIRin and by the SFDRconv. Given that SIRin
is given by equation 1.5 on page 25 and SFDRconv by equation 4.28, it follows that the
useful signal to 3rd order intermodulation term, at the output of the ADC is given by
equation 1.8.
SFDRconv = 10log10
Pinterferer
PIM3
(1.7)
10log10
Psignal
PIM3
= 10log10
Psignal
Pinterferer
+ 10log10
Pinterferer
PIM3
= SIRin + SFDRconv (1.8)
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The useful SNR at the output of the ADC is given by the first term in equation 1.9 and
is bounded by the second term in the same equation. This represents the signal reception
limit for a given ADC linearity (SFDRconv): increasing SIRin and the rejection levels of
the DSP does not yield better results since the third order intermodulation term is too
strong compared to the input useful signal.
10log10
Psignal
Pnoise−total
= 10log10
Psignal
Pnoise−in + PIM3
< 10log10
Psignal
PIM3
= SIRin + SFDRconv
(1.9)
1.6 Wake-Up Receiver Design Conclusions
We have seen that the performance of existing wake-up receivers does not match that of
standard data receivers for either the 802.15.1 or 802.15.4 standard. Performance areas
which can be targeted for improvement include but are not limited to interferer robustness
and multi-channel capabilities. As a solution to this we have proposed the use of an IF
filtering stage based on a CT-ADC-DSP which, thanks to its highly tunable transfer
function, enables the separation of the useful signal from excess noise and interferers.
The proposed stage is compatible with most existing WU-RX implementations, however,
for completeness, we have also proposed a new WU-RX architecture which has a scalable
performance – power trade-off. This architecture has only been studied at a system
level in order to define a set of specifications for the proposed IF filter (summarized in
Table 1.4); its implementation is beyond the scope of this manuscript and is not discussed
in any of the following chapters.
Table 1.4: Performance limits of the IF interferer rejection stage according to the
specifications of the CT-ADC and the CT-DSP.
CT-DSP CT-ADC input signal requirements
rejection SNRconv SFDRconv SNRin SIRin
30dB 30dB 40dB 4dB −20dB
40dB 40dB 50dB 6dB −30dB
This set of specifications will now serve as a starting point for the implementation of the
tunable IF filter which is presented in the rest of this manuscript.
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Chapter 2
Continuous Time Processing
Chain
I
n this chapter we introduce the continuous time digital signal processing systems.
Their principle of operation as well as critical system-level trade-offs for minimizing
the power consumption are highlighted and analyzed. In the second part of this
chapter, based on previously derived system-level specifications, we estimate the power
consumption of our system, by extrapolating state of the art CT-ADC-DSP implemen-
tations. We show that the reuse of concepts from existing systems results in a power
consumption well beyond the 100µW budget of our implementation. Consequently,
in the last part of this chapter we present a new CT-ADC architecture designed to
greatly reduce the power requirements of the subsequent CT-DSP. This architecture is
particularly adapted for efficiently processing IF signals in the back-end of low power
radios where signals are characterized by having a high likelihood of containing strong,
out-of-band components which need to be removed for successful demodulation.
2.1 Classification of the Different Signal Processing Do-
mains
According to the discrete / continuous nature of the time and amplitude of signals, we
can distinguish four signal processing domains, as shown in Figure 2.1:
• Continuous in Amplitude and Time: The circuits which fall in this category are
usually build around operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs) or Gm − C
cells. These truly analog systems have been widely studied from the beginning
years of microelectronics and even in the beginning years of electronics.
29
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Figure 2.1: Classification of systems according to the continuous / discrete nature of
the time and amplitude [36].
• Continuous in Amplitude and Discrete in Time: For this class of systems the signal
is defined as having an arbitrary value at specific moments in time, usually defined
as multiples of a master clock. An example of such systems are switched capacitor
circuits (in which case the signal is defined as the charge moving from and to
capacitors).
• Discrete in Amplitude and Time: Classic digital signal processors fall in this
category. The signal is quantized by an ADC which associates a discrete binary
word to the analog signal presented at its input at time instants defined by the
sampling clock.
• Discrete in Amplitude and Continuous in Time: Such an operation mode is obtained
by removing the clocks from the previously described class of systems.
For this manuscript we focus on the implementation of a system falling in the last category.
The reasons behind this choice are mainly related to the specific requirements of our
application: a high degree of programmability for a very low power consumption. It will
be seen in the following sections that CT-ADC/DSP systems are very good candidates
for achieving such goals.
2.2 Description of the CT-DSP Chain
A CT-DSP chain can be divided in two parts: one for the CT analog-to-digital conversion
and the other containing the CT digital signal processor unit.
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2.2.1 CT-ADC
The role of a CT-ADC is to convert the input analog signal into a signal which is discrete
in amplitude and continuous in time.
Operation Principle
Like sampled ADCs, there exist several CT-ADC architectures which can be differentiated
based on their principle of operation as well as on the encoding of the data at their output.
So far, two CT-ADC architectures have been proposed in literature: the flash CT-ADC
[37], [40] and the delta-modulator CT-ADC [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48]. For
the purpose of this introduction, the operation principle of the flash CT-ADC is analyzed,
however, the conclusions based on this analysis apply to all CT-ADCs presented in the
literature so far.
The basic operation of a flash CT-ADC is presented in Figure 2.2: a series of discrete
quantization levels are defined and assigned to a digital word ranging from 0 to the
full scale of the ADC. The input, analog signal, is compared to each of these levels
using a bank of continuous time (non clocked) comparators. Whenever one of these
levels is crossed by the input signal, the corresponding comparator triggers its output.
This change is reflected in the digital output word through a decoder (in this case a
thermometer to binary decoder is required). This digital output is fed to the CT-DSP as
the digital representation of the signal at the input.
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Figure 2.2: Implementation of an N-level flash CT-ADC.
The input-output characteristic of a 9 level mid-thread flash CT-ADC is presented in
Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Input-output characteristic of a 9 level flash CT-ADC.
Activity Dependent Power Consumption
The previously described system has the interesting property of automatically scaling its
power consumption according to the input signal properties [36]. The ideal configuration
for such a system is achieved when the input is sparse in the time domain, i.e. it
contains long periods when the input is constant. The power consumption of a CT-ADC
quantizing such a signal is portrayed in Figure 2.4. When the input is constant, no
comparators are triggered, hence no dynamic power is drawn. The power consumption of
the CT-ADC thus becomes equal to the static power consumption of its building blocks
which can be very low. As the input signal starts to evolve more rapidly (i.e. its first
derivative is large), the frequency of events at the output of the CT-ADC also increases
thereby increasing its dynamic power consumption.
  
input (Vin)
power static
time
time
Figure 2.4: Representation of the activity dependent power dissipation of a CT-ADC
[36].
We can thus conclude that, in terms of power consumption, the CT-ADC performs
favorably when quantizing signals with long periods of “silence”. According to the
Nyquist criterion, the sampled ADC is required to sample at a frequency greater than
twice the highest frequency expected at the input, even when the signal to be quantized
is constant. On the other hand, this advantage is lost for time varying input signals
such as pure sinusoids: Nyquist ADCs require two samples per period while CT-ADCs
can trigger all of their quantization levels (if the input is full-scale) over one period.
This increases activity at the output of the CT-ADC which translates into an increased
power consumption of both the CT-ADC and of the CT-DSP. Consequently, it may seem
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tempting to reduce the number of quantization levels of a CT-ADC in order to optimize
its power consumption; unfortunately, this comes at a cost as its linearity also degrades.
This trade-off occupies a central role in CT-ADC design and is discussed next.
Linearity - Activity Trade-Off
For a mid thread quantizer with a step of ∆ and a total number of levels, N , as defined
in the Figure 2.3, it can be proven that a single tone input (Vin(t)) of frequency f
yields an output q(t) which can be decomposed in a Fourier series (c(n)), as given by
equation 2.2 - equation 2.4 ([39] and [49]). Thus we can conclude that, in the frequency
domain, the signal at the output of an ideal CT-ADC contains only the input tone, its
odd order harmonics and no quantization noise in-between. These spectral properties
have been derived and experimentally proven in [50]. For more mathematical properties
of continuous time digital signals, the interested reader can refer to [51], [52], [53], [54].
vin(t) = A · sin(2pift) (2.1)
q(t) =
+∞∑
n=1
c(n) · sin(2pifnt) (2.2)
c(n) = 4∆
pin
· sin(pi2n)
(N−1)/2∑
i=1
sin(dipin) (2.3)
di =
1
2 −
1
pi
sin−1
((2i− 1)∆
2A
)
(2.4)
As in the case of sampled ADCs, it is desirable that the digital interpretation of the
output resembles the most the analog input, in the time domain as well as in the
frequency domain. A comparison between the spectral representation of a signal at the
output of a CT-ADC and that of a sampled ADC is presented in Figure 2.5. In terms
of conversion noise, CT-ADCs are only affected by component noise, as they do not
add any quantization noise (the signal is never sampled in the time domain). The only
unwanted effects of the continuous time conversion are the odd harmonics appearing at
the output. As seen in equation 2.3, these harmonics have a power proportional to ∆.
This means that, for a sinusoid input of a given amplitude, the only way of reducing the
harmonic power, thereby increasing the conversion spurious free dynamic range (SFDR)
and signal to noise and distortion ratio (SNDR), is by decreasing ∆. However, this has
the unwanted effect of causing an increased average commutation frequency at the output
of the CT-ADC, favg – given by equation 2.5, increasing the power consumption of both
the CT-ADC and of the CT-DSP.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between the spectral representation of a signal at the output
of a CT-ADC and that of a sampled ADC for a single tone, sinusoid input.
favg =
1
∆Tev
= 2Nf (2.5)
When designing power efficient CT-DSP systems, a critical trade-off in the design of the
CT-ADC is between its linearity and its power consumption which is reflected in the
output average event frequency. Figure 2.6 plots both the SFDR (expressed in dB) of a
flash ADC and the average output event frequency versus the number of quantization
levels (defined as the integer part of the ratio between the input peak-to-peak swing and
the quantization step). Figure 2.7 highlights this trade-off directly, by plotting the SFDR
versus the event rate.
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Figure 2.6: SFDR and number of events generated per period for a CT-ADC with an
input sinusoid versus the ADC number of levels, N .
Given the importance of the previously described trade-off, several attempts have been
made to reduce the event frequency without sacrificing the linearity of the respective
converters. These attempts can be classified in five categories:
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Figure 2.7: SFDR versus the number of events generated per period for a CT-ADC
with an input sinusoid for different ADC number of levels, N .
• Transfer function optimization: For a given statistical description of the input
signal and a required conversion bandwidth, the position of the quantization levels
can be mathematically derived to optimize the trade-off between the CT-ADC
output event rate and its linearity. This solution is similar to the µ-Law companding
mechanism used to improve the dynamic range of sampled ADCs. A continuous
time implementation has been presented in [55].
• Dynamic quantization step: Another option consists in dynamically tuning the
quantization step according to the local input signal characteristics. In [56] the
authors have implemented a system which continuously tracks the first derivative
of the input in order to increase (or decrease) the quantization step whenever the
derivative is large (or small). Consequently, large quantization steps are used for
fast varying signals thereby reducing the average output event rate. The authors
have also shown that the error corresponding to this treatment is usually high
frequency and does not affect the in-band SNDR. The disadvantage lies in the
extra circuitry used for the derivative tracking; the required analog implementation
does not scale its power consumption according to the signal activity which is an
imperative characteristic of true event driven systems.
• Hysteresis: Adding hysteresis to the continuous time comparators can reduce the
output event frequency while having a small impact on the quantization error. This
technique can efficiently suppress events which consist of the input signal crossing
a quantization level for only very brief moments of time before going back to the
initial level. This technique is, to a certain extent, used in all existing CT-ADC
implementations, as all continuous time comparators exhibit some hysteresis. The
main limitation of this solution is that the potential event rate reduction it offers
is minimal and cannot be scaled effectively.
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• Decimation: This technique is inspired by the decimation filters used in Σ −∆
modulators and consists in defining a time window during which all events issued
by the ADC are accumulated inside a decimation block which only outputs at most
an event per timing window. The CT-ADC still functions at a high frequency, but
the CT-DSP sees a reduced event rate, defined by the value chosen for the timing
window of the decimation block [57]. The disadvantage of this solution is that,
instead of increasing the power of the harmonics, the decreased event rate causes
an increase in the conversion noise floor. Given that CT-ADCs are only limited
by component noise, it is possible that such a penalty can be tolerated while still
achieving an efficient conversion.
• CT-ADCs with embedded filters: a novel technique proposed and detailed at a later
point in this chapter consists of constructing a feedback loop around the CT-ADC
such that the overall response of the system before the CT-ADC favors certain
frequencies while attenuating others ([RMA+15] and [RMPT15]). This solution is
particularly adapted for implementations which have a high likelihood of containing
out-of-band signals. Attenuating these components enables an activity reduction at
the level of the CT-ADC. This solution is limited by the fact that in-band signals
do not benefit from a reduced output event rate as they are not attenuated by the
embedded CT-ADC transfer function.
2.2.2 CT-DSP
Continuous time digital signal processors (CT-DSPs) are a class of systems designed to
process the data produced by CT-ADCs [58].
Event Driven Nature
The information contained in the data at the output of a CT-ADC is encoded in
the succession of digital output words as well as in the precise timing between them.
Consequently, any system processing such an output (in our case the CT-DSP itself)
must preserve the entirety of this information otherwise risk adding an error to the
quantized CT-ADC output. This means that any block in the CT-DSP must also be
event driven, rather than being triggered by a synchronous clock, which is the case in
classic DSP implementations. A comparison between these two systems is presented in
Figure 2.8: a continuous time adder needs to react immediately to a change presented at
its input (therefore δt becomes a major constraint in CT systems and must be kept as
low as possible) while a synchronous adder only begins its operation on the rising edge
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of the clock (clk) and has to resolve its output before the next rising clock edge occurs
(at which point the addition operation is repeated).
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Figure 2.8: Operation principle of a CT adder (left) and of a sampled adder (right).
To avoid the design of a new class of DSPs, certain papers in the literature, [59], suggest
quantizing the time between consecutive events issued by the CT-ADC thereby rendering
its output data compatible with classic DSPs. This facilitates the implementation of
more complex processing functions in the digital domain at the cost of introducing a
supplementary error in the CT-ADC signal given by the noise of the time quantization.
Furthermore, the event-driven nature of a true CT-DSP implementation is lost when
opting for the clocked approach: clocked DSP blocks repeat their operation at every
clock rising edge even when the input signal remains constant. Time quantization at the
CT-ADC output is not discussed here as it is beyond the scope of this manuscript.
Functionality
The functionality of existing CT-DSP implementations is severely limited by the con-
tinuous time nature of the CT-ADC output which renders it incompatible with classic
memory cells. Consequently, existing CT-DSPs usually have narrow functionalities and
are limited to finite impulse response (FIR) filters [43], [60], [61] or infinite impulse
response (IIR) filters [62]. The architecture and the equations behind such a system are
developed next, followed by a discussion about the most important trade-offs at building
block level.
The architecture of a continuous time FIR filter is presented in Figure 2.9: it consists
of CT delay cells, CT multipliers, CT adders and no clocks! The equations governing
this system can be derived by expressing the time representation of the output as a
sum of delayed versions of the input, equation 2.6, and taking the Laplace transform on
both sides, equation 2.7, [35]. The system transfer function H(s) can then be derived
by replacing s with jω and taking the ratio Y (s)/X(s). We thus recognize the transfer
function of an K-th order filter with a0 to aK as coefficients.
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Figure 2.9: Architecture of a CT finite impulse response (FIR) filter.
y(t) =
K∑
i=0
aiq(t− iτ) (2.6)
Y (s) = Q(s) ·
K∑
i=0
aie
−sτi (2.7)
H(jω) = Y (s)
Q(s) =
K∑
i=0
aie
−jωτi (2.8)
Similarities exist between the frequency representation of the previously derived transfer
function and that of a sampled FIR implementation. As it can be seen in equation 2.8,
the transfer function is periodic in the frequency domain, with a period equal to Fc = 1/τ .
Supposing a low-pass implementation of H(jω), pass-bands are expected to appear
throughout the spectrum with a period equal to Fc, as showed in Figure 2.10.
  
0 Fc kFc
Figure 2.10: Spectral representation of the transfer function of a low-pass FIR filter
which has the values of all of its delay cells equal to τ = 1/Fc.
For completeness, the architecture of a CT-IIR, [62], is given in Figure 2.11: the output
of an FIR filter (FIR1) needs to be fed back to its input through another FIR filter
(FIR2). The corresponding transfer function is given by equation 2.9. As in the case of
a sampled IIR implementation, the adder needs to have its output digitally truncated.
Supposing the output word, y(t), is M bits wide, this means that the output of the
second FIR filter, p(t), has a width of P bits with P > M . However, this bus represents
the input of an adder which we already supposed to be only M bits wide, hence digital
truncation is required.
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Figure 2.11: Architecture of a CT infinite impulse response (IIR) filter.
H(jω) = FIR1(s)1− FIR2(s) =
∑K
i=0 aie
−jωτi
1−∑Li=1 bie−jωτi (2.9)
FIR vs. IIR
Despite being implemented in continuous time, FIR and IIR filters face the same issues
as they do in discrete time. Table 2.1 presents a short comparison between the two
solutions.
Table 2.1: FIR and IIR filter comparison
FIR IIR
phase linear not defined
order high low
stability always stable can be unstable
limit cycles none can occur
These characteristics are closely linked to the history of these filters, as the IIR filters
have been derived, and can be considered as digital approximations of analog filters (such
as Butterworth filters). Compared to sampled implementations, the biggest challenge
regarding CT-IIRs is related to minimizing delay cell mismatch. Clocked IIR filters are
controlled by a master clock and treat each cycle as a constant time unit, regardless
of any jitter present around the fundamental clock frequency. In CT-IIR filters, any
mismatch which occurs in the value of a delay cell can be treated as a small amount
of noise which is injected and possibly reamplified by the loop structure of the filter.
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Consequently, most CT-DSP implementations rely on the use of FIR filters rather than
IIR filters.
Building Blocks
As seen previously, the three basic building blocks required for the implementation of
FIR or IIR transfer functions are the delay cells, the multipliers and the adders. A quick
overview of these blocks is provided below:
• Continuous Time Delay Cells: The basic operation principle of a continuous time
delay cell is presented in Figure 2.12: inputs, which can arrive at any moment,
have to be delayed by a fixed amount of time, τ , before being presented at the
output [63], [64], [65], [66]. Furthermore, if we define the minimum time between
two consecutive events (∆Tev) at the output of the CT-ADC as Tgran, delay cells
are usually required to have τ > Tgran. This means that the capacity (maximum
number of events which have to be delayed at the same time) of the delay cell is
larger than 1, and defined by the ratio τ/Tgran. This problem is usually addressed by
opting for a series implementation of the delay macro-block using several elementary
delay cells with a delay value of Tgran or smaller. Elementary delay cells have a
mostly analog implementation: usually a pre-charged capacitor is discharged by a
current source until a certain voltage is reached at which point a positive feedback
mechanism is triggered and the capacitor is completely discharged.
  
delay  (τ)
Tgran Tgran Tgran
in out
in out
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out τ
ΔTev > Tgran
Figure 2.12: Operation principle of a continuous time delay cell.
The two most important parameters required to specify a delay cell are its delay
value, τ , and its event capacity (or granularity Tgran). It will be seen later that
these two parameters, due to choices regarding the implementation, play a vital role
in determining the energy required per delay as well as the area of the elementary
delay cell.
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• Continuous Time Multipliers and Adders: Most CT-DSP implementations combine
the multiplication and the addition functionalities into a single block called weighted
adder. Depending on the speed of the input signal, the weighted addition can
be done either in the analog or in the digital domain. Low frequency, voice
processing systems [43], [61] have been proven to operate at speeds low enough
to allow for a digital implementation of the weighted adder. On the other hand,
the CT conversion of high frequency signals, such as those of RF applications [37],
generates events which have very hard timing constraints and requires a faster,
analog implementation of the adder.
2.3 Co-Designing the CT-ADC with the CT-DSP
In this section we try to asses the power requirements of the proposed CT-ADC-DSP
system based on the specifications derived previously (Section 1.6 on page 28) and by
extrapolating results from the literature. We show that in order to achieve a power
consumption compatible with the budget of a WU-RX (< 100µW) the CT-ADC and the
CT-DSP need to be designed and optimized together rather than separately.
In the previous chapter we have seen that the CT-ADC must achieve an SFDRconv
of 40dB (50dB), depending on the amount of rejection offered by the CT-DSP: 30dB
(40dB). The linearity – activity trade-off presented previously (Section 2.2.1, Figure 2.7
on page 35) allows us to conclude that the respective SFDR is achieved if the CT-ADC
has 12 levels (22 levels). In the worst case scenario, the interferers are located around
the high end of the IF bandwidth, 50MHz, thus imposing an average event frequency
at the output of the CT-ADC of 1.2GHz (2.2GHz) (given by equation 2.5 on page 34),
supposing a full-scale signal. The average time between two consecutive events is thus
830ps (455ps).
To avoid strict matching requirements for the delay cells, we are going to suppose, for
now, that we are opting for a CT-FIR filter to remove unwanted IF interferers. Having
specified the ADC requirements, the next step is to determine the minimum FIR filter
order which enables us to achieve the required rejection of 30dB (40dB). The actual
filter design is done using automated tools which compute the FIR coefficients required
to achieve a transfer function respecting a set of requirements defined by the user. In
this section we choose a minimum order equiripple design method; the user-imposed
constraints in the case of lowpass filter design are presented in Figure 2.13: a ripple of
Apass is allowed in the passband, the minimum stopband rejection is defined by Astop,
the stopband starts at Fstop while the passband ends at Fpass respectively. Due to the
frequency repetition property of the filter, we only need to specify the stopband until
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Fc/2, with Fc = 1/τ ; the transfer function over the rest of the spectrum can be computed
from that. This filter design method is implemented in various design and analysis
tools; its description is beyond the scope of this manuscript. For more information, the
interested reader can refer to [67].
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Figure 2.13: Details regarding the equiripple filter design specifications for a lowpass
filter implementation.
Out of the five design parameters (Apass, Astop, Fpass, Fstop and Fc), four are imposed by
the application: Fpass is defined by the communication speed, we choose a value of 1MHz;
Fstop needs to be as close as possible to Fpass, we thus choose a value of 2MHz; Astop has
been derived in the previous chapter, we require between 30dB and 40dB of rejection;
finally, for Apass we choose the standard value which defines the cutoff frequency of a
filter, 3dB. In general, the order of an FIR filter is determined by its quality factor
(Qfilter – equation 2.10) and by the amount of rejection it achieves: since we fix Fpass,
increasing Fc or the stopband rejection (Astop) also increases the order of the filter and
hence its power consumption.
Qfilter =
Fc
Fpass
(2.10)
One solution for the implementation of the FIR filter is to choose Fc/2 greater than
the maximum ADC frequency and then implement a bandpass filter, with a central
frequency which can be tuned by changing the ADC coefficients. As an example we
choose Fc = 200MHz, the corresponding FIR transfer function is plotted in Figure 2.14.
Applying the equiripple design method for a bandpass filter around a central frequency
(Fmid) around 50MHz we deduce that a 165 (220) order filter is necessary to achieve
30dB (40dB) of rejection.
The previous solution is not optimal, since it relies on a bandpass FIR which requires
a set of poles to implement the highpass half of the transfer function and another set
of poles for the lowpass part. To combat this, we could use an FIR filter in highpass
configuration; thanks to the transfer function repetition property, a passband is created
around Fc/2, as shown in Figure 2.15. The position of the passband can be tuned by
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Figure 2.14: FIR transfer function example using a bandpass implementation.
changing Fc through τ . Contrary to the previous solution, here we require only a single
set of poles which defines the highpass shape of our filter. For an Fc of 100MHz, the
equiripple design method results in filters of order 90 (120) for 30dB (40dB) of rejection.
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Figure 2.15: FIR transfer function example using a highpass implementation.
Both previously presented solutions require filters with very high orders, making them
impractical. However, they can be further improved by taking advantage of the properties
of the input signal. The RF filter limits the total bandwidth of the IF signal to 10MHz.
We can thus guarantee an attenuation of all interferers, despite having several passbands
in the [10MHz–50MHz] band, as long as the frequency difference between these passbands
is greater than the total RF front-end bandwidth, 10MHz. The filter quality factor can
thus be minimized by choosing Fc = 10MHz and opting for a lowpass implementation:
Figure 2.16. Using this strategy, we only require a filter of order 8 (10) to achieve the
targeted 30dB (40dB) of rejection.
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Figure 2.16: FIR transfer function example using spectrum repetitions to filter out
unwanted interferers.
A comparison of the three filter design strategies is given in Figure 2.17 where we
plot the rejection achieved by each filter versus its order. We can see that, by taking
advantage of the spectral properties of the input signal, the FIR order, and hence its
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power consumption, can be reduced by a factor of 20, with respect to the initial bandpass
design.
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Figure 2.17: Achievable CT FIR filter rejection levels versus the FIR order for the
previously presented filter design methods.
In Table 2.2 we now compare the requirements of our design with existing CT-ADC/DSP
realizations that we chosen as benchmarks ([68] and [37]). Despite being published only
four years later, the second design ([37]) is about 500 times more energy efficient than
the first ([68]). This can be explained by looking at the operating frequency of both
solutions: in general, high frequency designs are more energy efficient but require much
more power.
Table 2.2: Comparison of existing CT-ADC/DSP implementations with the require-
ments of our application.
CT-DSP Schell [68] Kurchuk [37] our implementation
frequency 10kHz 3GHz 50MHz
ADC # of levels 256 8 12 (22)
event rate – average (Tavg) 195ns 20.8ps 830ps (455ps)
DSP order 16 6 8 (10)
ADC energy / event (EADC/ev) 10pJ 30fJ n/a
DSP energy / event /tap (EDSP/ev) 20pJ 40fJ n/a
In terms of operating frequency, our design is situated midway between [68] and [37];
meaning that the expected energy efficiency should be estimated accordingly. However,
for completeness, we extrapolate the power efficiencies from both previous designs to
determine the power requirements of our application. The equations linking EADC/ev
(energy required by the CT-ADC to produce an event) and EDSP/ev (energy required
by one DSP tap to process one CT-ADC event) to the actual ADC and DSP power
consumptions are given in equation 2.11 and equation 2.12, with Tavg – the average time
between two consecutive events generated by the CT-ADC and NFIR – the number of
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taps of the CT-DSP. A summary of the results in presented in Table 2.3.
PADC =
EADC/ev
Tavg
(2.11)
PDSP =
EDSP/ev
Tavg
·NFIR (2.12)
Table 2.3: Estimation of the power requirements of our CT-ADC/DSP implementation
based on results from literature.
estimation bench Schell [68] Kurchuk [37]
ADC estimated power 12mW (22mW) 36µW (66µW)
DSP estimated power 193mW (440mW) 385µW (879µW)
Given our limited power budget of 100µW, the comparison with the state of the art
enables us to draw two conclusions. First, despite our efforts to limit the order of
the CT-FIR, an improvement in the power efficiency of CT-DSPs is required, since
existing works require simply too much power. Second, given the disproportionate power
requirements between existing CT-ADCs and CT-DSPs, we can conclude that for an
optimal solution, these systems should be designed together. To achieve this, we propose
a novel system which combines a CT-ADC with a CT-FIR in the feedback path thereby
achieving an CT-IIR transfer function; this structure is presented next.
2.4 Proposed CT-ADC Architecture
The CT-ADC linearity / event-rate trade-off can be optimized based on prior knowledge
regarding the signals which need to be quantized, in a manner similar to the one used
to reduce the FIR filter order. In the presented wake-up receiver case, unwanted,
interferer-like signals are expected to appear at any frequency inside the [10MHz–50MHz]
bandwidth, with a maximum total input signal bandwidth of 10MHz as defined by the
input RF bandpass filter.
The power consumption of our system is dramatically increased by interferers which are
expected to have an amplitude much greater than that of the useful signal, in some cases
as high as 30dB above it. This increases the input signal swing, making the CT-ADC
“spend“ most of its output events quantizing the interferers and injecting them in the
CT-DSP which then filters them out, rather than using this energy to quantize the signal
of interest. In the end, this process leads to an increased power consumption of the
entire CT-ADC/DSP system. However, this can be avoided by removing unwanted tones
before the CT-ADC rather than after it. Since the input of the CT-ADC is analog, one
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possibility is to use analog filtering in a manner similar to the anti-aliasing filters used
before sampled ADCs. This poses a problem with respect to our implementation, since
tunability is also a required characteristic of the filtering stage.
2.4.1 Filtering CT-ADC Principle
To solve the previously presented problem we propose a new, filtering, CT-ADC ar-
chitecture which relies on feedback from the output, through a tunable, CT-FIR filter
[RMA+15]. The digital nature of the feedback offers a very good programmability,
equivalent to that of any CT-DSP. The signal issued from this digital stage is then
injected into the input of the CT-ADC through an analog adder which enables the
cancelling of unwanted input signals. This cancellation mechanism is similar to the
one employed in predictive modulators [69]. The proposed digital filtering CT-ADC
(DF-CT-ADC) architecture is presented in Figure 2.18. The only restriction placed on
the behavior of the CT-ADC is that it has a unity, or constant, transfer function over
the entire bandwidth of interest, [10MHz–50MHz] in our case. The transfer functions
between different points in the system are expressed in equation 2.13 - equation 2.15.
It is interesting to remark that the useful signal transfer function (equation 2.14) now
resembles that of an IIR filter.
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Figure 2.18: Proposed DF-CT-ADC architecture.
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The CT-FIR characteristics required to remove out-of-band signals can be easily derived
from the analysis of the previously defined expressions. For in-band signals, z(t) should be
equal to x(t), hence FIR(s) should have a low absolute value such that the right hand side
of equation 2.15 becomes close to 1. On the other hand, out-of-band components should
be attenuated from z(t), meaning that the magnitude of FIR(s) at these frequencies
should be high, thereby making the right hand side of equation 2.15 decrease towards
zero. Consequently, FIR(s) should have a band-pass behavior amplifying out-of-band
signals while attenuating in-band components, as showed in Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.19: Representation of the required feedback FIR transfer function and of the
resulting signal transfer function.
Given our supposition that the CT-ADC has a unity transfer function over the entire
bandwidth, it follows that the transfer function between Z(s) and X(s) is also equal to
STF(s). The CT-ADC thus sees the input signal containing attenuated interferers. This
has the major advantage of reducing the effective amplitude of the input signal before it
is quantized by the CT-ADC; thus resulting in less events generated by the CT-ADC
and a lower power consumption in the CT-ADC/DSP system.
The CT-FIR filter required for the proposed DF-CT-ADC architecture can be designed
following the procedure presented in the previous section: highpass implementation with
Fc = 10MHz. Stopbands are thus created around all integer multiples of Fc (Figure 2.19).
2.4.2 Reducing the Input Event Rate
The main performance criterion related to the DF-CT-ADC is the event rate reduction
versus the SFDR compared to an implementation without FIR feedback. To study this,
we suppose our system has an input signal containing an out-of-band interferer, located
at 50MHz which is attenuated by Aatt, and a single sinusoid in-band, located around
45MHz, which is amplified by Aamp. We sweep the input signal-to-interferer ratio (SIRin)
and plot the event rate reduction factor (Γr) achieved for different values of (Aatt,Aamp).
The event rate reduction factor is computed according to equation 2.16 with Tavg – the
average event rate observed at the output of the CT-ADC and TavgDFADC – the average
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event rate observed at the output of the DF-CT-ADC; its value is plotted in Figure 2.20.
Again, we suppose that the AGC amplifies the input signal to the full-scale of the ADC.
Γr =
Tavg
TavgDFADC
(2.16)
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Figure 2.20: Event rate reduction offered by the proposed solution versus the SIRin
for different values of Aamp and Aatt.
At −30dB of SIRin we can assume that the input signal consists mainly of the interferer;
attenuating it by 20dB (or 10dB) without amplifying the in-band signal (Aamp = 0dB)
results in a diminished input swing, as seen by the ADC, of a factor of 10 (or 3.2). At
the same time, if we increase Aamp to 10dB, the swing of the ADC input signal, z(t), is
slightly greater than previously, thereby reducing Γr. If we now apply the same reasoning
to an input scenario with a lower power interferer (corresponding to a higher SIRin), the
initial supposition of the input being primarily made up of the interferer, becomes less
and less valid. The DF-CT-ADC attenuation (Aatt) starts showing diminishing returns
since it is filtering out components which were not that strong in the first place; we thus
observe Γr → 1. If, on top of the previous case, we affect a positive gain (Aamp) to the
in-band signal, the DF-CT-ADC will actually generate more events than the standalone
ADC. However, this is not problematic, since we make the supposition that this WU-RX
configuration is only active when the useful signal is corrupted by strong interferers.
The previously derived results show us that, in theory, the event rate at the output of
the ADC can be reduced by factors up to 10. However, this reduction is useful only if
the CT-ADC linearity is sufficient to enable a robust demodulation of input signals. This
problem is discussed next.
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2.4.3 Effects on the Linearity of the Conversion
To assure a robust reception of the useful signal, even in the presence of more than one
interferer, the CT-ADC needs to be sufficiently linear to limit the power of intermodulation
products (IM) falling in-band. Interferers, themselves, can be filtered by the CT-DSP,
however IM can fall arbitrarily close to the useful signal and thus cannot always be removed
by post-filtering. In a two interferer scenario, located at 48MHz and 50MHz, results
from Section 1.6 on page 28 show that 50dB of ADC SFDR is required when targeting
30dB of interferer rejection. This means that, for robust reception, the ratio between the
useful signal (located at 45MHz for example) and the third order intermodulation term
(46MHz) is greater than 20dB. This value, shifted by a 3dB margin, will serve as target
and benchmark in the following study.
The proposed DF-CT-ADC architecture constructs a feedback loop around the CT-ADC
which reduces the power of out-of-band signals before presenting them to the ADC input.
This has two effects on the value of the ratio between the signal and intermodulation
product. On the one hand the power of the interferers at the ADC input is reduced
by Aatt; since the power of the IM term is proportional to the power of the signals
causing it, it follows that the IM term’s absolute power also reduces. On the other
hand, the ADC achieves 50dB of SFDR only if the signal at its input is full-scale; in
standalone configuration we assume that the input AGC fulfills this role, however, the
central purpose of the filtering structure is to reduce the ADC event rate, meaning that
its input signal is no longer full-scale. In the end, this makes the ADC effectively operate
at a lower SFDR, since not all of its quantization levels are triggered. Consequently, the
goal of the next part of this section is to find a balance between Aatt and Aamp such that
the effect of interferer attenuation is greater than the SFDR degradation caused by the
ADC not operating at its optimum point, thereby leaving us with a better signal to IM
ratio (SIMR) for an ADC generating less events. A view of the signals before and after
the DF-CT-ADC is given in Figure 2.21.
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Figure 2.21: Frequency domain representation of the signals at the input and at the
output of the DF-CT-ADC.
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We start by doing a set of architecture-level simulations for the configuration presented
previously: an input consisting of two interferers (48MHz and 50MHz) and a useful
signal (45MHz) with an SIRin of −30dB and a 22 level ADC achieving 50dB of SFDR.
When applying no filtering, this configuration is at the limit of robust reception, any
degradation of the useful signal to third order intermodulation ratio results in an
irrecoverable degradation of the received baseband signal. In Figure 2.22 we plot the
output SIMR for the proposed DF-CT-ADC versus Aatt for different values of the in-band
gain, Aamp.
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Figure 2.22: Output SIMR for a 22 level ADC with an input signal at −30dB of SIR
and different configurations of the proposed DF-CT-ADC.
It can be seen that, for a standard CT-ADC, as the interferer power is reduced (without
adjusting the ADC full-scale) the power of the IM products actually increases making
the SIMR decrease. Adding direct path amplification, through Aamp, readjusts the signal
swing, as seen by the ADC, making it closer to its full-scale, thus decreasing the power of
IM products and increasing the SIMR. It is important to note that Aamp does not only
increase the power of the useful signal, but also of all the intermodulation products falling
in-band, as derived from equation 2.14 on page 46. However, these results need to be
put into perspective: any improvements in SIMR offered by the proposed DF-CT-ADC
architecture are useful only if they come along with a reduced output event rate.
It is clear, from the previous discussion, that despite greatly reducing the output event
rate, adding any kind of attenuation to the DF-CT-ADC actually reduces the SIMR,
thus corrupting the correct reception of input signals. This can be avoided by using a
CT-ADC with a smaller quantization step, ∆. The DF-CT-ADC output SIMR is thus
plotted versus the number of CT-ADC quantization steps for different values of Aatt and
Aamp in Figure 2.23.
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Figure 2.23: Output SIMR for different values of Aatt and Aamp versus the number
of CT-ADC levels for different configurations of the proposed DF-CT-ADC.
The pink line corresponds to the performance of a 22 level standalone CT-ADC while
the dotted line represents the minimum SIMR which does not degrade the demodulator
performance. Configurations with 20dB of attenuation require either more than 10dB
of gain or more than 40 CT-ADC levels to achieve the previously defined performance
specification. On the other hand, configurations with 10dB of attenuation achieve the
SIMR threshold for an ADC with 29 levels when Aamp = 0dB and 38 levels when
Aamp = 10dB. The average activity observed in these two configurations is 12 and 16
events per period compared to the standalone average activity of 26 events per period.
Note that the input signal is two tone which creates a slow beating in its amplitude, thus
making it, in average, not trigger all its quantization levels twice over the course of one
period (which would have yielded 44 events per period).
Another way of looking at the previous results is by plotting the output SIMR versus
the average number of events triggered in a signal period, as shown in Figure 2.24. As
explained at the beginning of this chapter, standard CT-ADC solutions are bounded to
the corresponding trade-off line in Figure 2.24. The proposed DF-CT-ADC architecture
enables us to achieve a better linearity while, at the same time, generate less output
events, thereby reducing the power consumption of the subsequent CT-DSP.
In the end, depending on the configuration chosen for the DF-CT-ADC, the ADC will
see a signal, z(t), with an attenuated version of the interferers and an amplified useful
signal which will trigger a finite subset of its quantization levels. Thus, based on the
number of levels triggered during a period, we can compute the SFDR at which the
CT-ADC operates, by referring back to Figure 2.7 on page 35; results are summarized in
Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.24: Output SIMR versus the average number of events triggered per signal
period for different values of the CT-ADC quantization level.
Table 2.4: CT-ADC operating point for different configurations of the DF-CT-ADC.
Aatt Aamp ADC # of levels # events / period ADC SFDR
10dB 0dB 29 12 32dB
10dB 10dB 38 16 37dB
20dB 0dB 50 7 26dB
2.5 CT-ADC/DSP Conclusion
In this chapter we have introduced the continuous time signal processing digital domain.
We have showed that CT digital systems are usually composed of a CT-ADC and a
CT-DSP; the different trade-offs related to these systems have also been presented. In the
second part we have specified the requirements of our implementation and have compared
them to existing CT-DSP implementations. It has been shown that in order to respect
the 100µW power budget, improvements in the power efficiency of existing CT-DSPs were
necessary. Finally, in the last part of the chapter we have proposed two improvements to
existing digital CT processing chains aimed to reduce their power consumption. First,
a novel FIR architecture has been proposed, which uses the repetition property of its
impulse response to drastically lower the FIR order without sacrificing the out-of-band
attenuation. Second, we have presented a new filtering CT-ADC architecture, which we
call the DF-CT-ADC, which besides fulfilling the role of a CT digital filter, also reduces
the average event rate generated by the CT-ADC without sacrificing its linearity, thereby
reducing the power requirements of the entire system.
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Energy Efficient CT-ADC
H
aving studied different trade-offs related to the implementation of low power CT-
ADC/DSP systems, we now start the discussion regarding the design of the tunable
IF filtering stage with its most critical block, the CT-ADC. For the implementation,
we have chosen ST’s 28nm Ultra Thin Body and Buried oxide Fully Depleted Silicon
On Insulator (UTBB FDSOI) CMOS technology with a Vdd of 0.65V; more information
regarding this technology node can be found in Appendix B on page 151. The rest of this
chapter is organized as follows: first, existing CT-ADC architectures are presented along
with their strengths and weaknesses. In the second part of this chapter, a new CT-ADC
architecture is proposed which aims to improve the power efficiency of previous works. A
detailed description of the transistor-level design of our solution is provided in Section 3.3
on page 66 of this chapter. Finally, in the last part of this chapter we compare the
performance of our proposed CT-ADC [PRMT15a] extracted from measurement data
with that of state of the art ADC and CT-ADC implementations.
3.1 Previous Work
Existing continuous time ADCs can be divided into two categories: delta modulator
based CT-ADCs and flash CT-ADCs.
3.1.1 Basic Architectures
The architecture of a flash-based CT-ADC has already been presented in Section 2.2 on
page 30. For completeness, a brief description of its operating principle is given below. A
bank of comparators continuously compares the input signal to a set of predefined levels.
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Whenever one of these levels is crossed, the corresponding comparator triggers and the
change is reflected in the value of the output word (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of an N -level flash CT-ADC.
The delta modulator CT-ADC also has its operating principle based on the use of contin-
uous time comparators. However, contrary to the flash CT-ADC, only two comparators
are required regardless of the number of levels associated with the conversion transfer
function. To achieve this, the input signal (Vin) is tracked using two outputs (inc and dec)
coming from a digital to analog converter (DAC) located in the feedback loop. Whenever
one of these comparators is triggered, an increase or decrease instruction is generated.
This instruction is then sent to the output and also send to the feedback DAC in order to
generate a shift of one quantization step in the level of the two tracking signals, inc and
dec. The input signal is then reconstructed by injecting the output instructions into an
accumulator. Figure 3.2 presents the architecture while Figure 3.3 presents the evolution
of the input, output and some key internal signals.
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of a delta modulator based CT-ADC.
Previous works, [60], have shown us that for high frequency implementations, the flash CT-
ADC is the architecture of choice. Due to the lack of a feedback path, the input frequency
for such systems is limited only by the speed of the continuous time comparators employed.
The disadvantages related to this choice are linked to its complex implementation: the
architecture necessitates a high number of comparators with thresholds requiring a
precision which increases linearly with the number of quantization levels.
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the input, output and some key internal signals of a delta
modulator based CT-ADC.
On the other hand, existing implementations of delta-modulator based CT-ADCs [68]
usually use very small quantization steps (corresponding to a total number of up to 256
quantization levels) but are limited to the quantization of low frequency signals, such
as voice (up to 20kHz). The high frequency operation of delta modulator CT-ADCs is
limited by the reaction speed of the feedback loop which is usually slow due to the large
number of components it consists of: the CT comparators themselves, the logic as well
as the DAC.
Since our application requires up to 22 quantization levels, it seems that the delta
modulator based CT-ADC architecture is more appropriate. Besides having a complex
implementation, a flash based solution demands the generation of a large number of
quantization levels. Any systematic error in the generation of these levels would degrade
the linearity of the conversion which is the main constraint of this particular block.
However, our application requires the CT-ADC to operate at frequencies up to 50MHz,
well beyond the current limit of delta modulator based CT-ADCs which is several tens
of kHz. Consequently, architecture level improvements are required.
3.1.2 Improved Delta-Modulator Based CT-ADCs
In this section we explore several delta modulator implementations, both in continuous
time and in discrete time, in order to analyze their different strengths and weaknesses
and thus propose a fast, energy-efficient CT-ADC architecture.
Possible improvements of the architecture presented in Figure 3.2 on the facing page can
have two goals: decreasing the delay in the feedback loop to allow for a higher frequency
operation or improving the overall energy efficiency of the CT-ADC.
The first component, adding delay to the feedback path, is the continuous time comparator:
improving its comparison time will enable a higher frequency operation. A common
characteristic of existing continuous time comparator implementations is the fact that
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the time required to resolve the comparison depends on the level used for the comparison.
Thus, due to reduced overdrive voltages, comparisons with levels close to the supply
rails (Vdd and Vss) take more time to be resolved than comparisons with levels situated
around the middle of the supply rails. We can thus conclude that in order to improve
the feedback delay in a delta modulator based CT-ADC, it is desirable to use fixed
comparison levels which can be optimized for speed. This can be achieved by subtracting
from Vin the reconstructed output value, as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Architecture of a delta modulator based CT-ADC which uses fixed
comparator thresholds.
The input signal is tracked by an analog image of the quantized output so that VC is
always kept between −∆/2 and ∆/2. The input adder can be designed such that the
common mode of VC is situated around Vdd/2, thereby minimizing the comparison time
of the two comparators. This delta modulator architecture has been implemented in [45].
Despite reducing the comparator contribution to the loop delay, the previously presented
architecture introduces the accumulator and its corresponding delay to the feedback loop.
Furthermore, the architecture still requires an N level DAC, making the linearity of the
conversion sensitive to any static mismatch in the level generation.
A careful analysis of Figure 3.4 reveals that the values at the output of the DAC always
change by one least significant bit (LSB), either +∆ or −∆. This hints to the possibility
of using a DAC with only one bit, which is, by construction, perfectly linear. Furthermore,
the information required to pilot this DAC is already contained in the inc and dec signals,
therefore the accumulator doesn’t need to be included in the feedback path. A view of
the modified architecture is presented in Figure 3.5: the inc and dec signals are integrated
through an analog integrator placed in the feedback path. In [70] the input subtraction
operation, as well as the feedback integrator are all implemented around an operational
transconductance amplifier (OTA), thereby minimizing the delay in the feedback loop.
3.2 Proposed CT-ADC
In the previous section we have shown that the key in achieving a fast, energy efficient
delta modulator based CT-ADC is by using comparators with fixed thresholds coupled
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Figure 3.5: Architecture of a delta modulator based CT-ADC which uses fixed
comparator thresholds and has a fast feedback loop.
with a simple, fast feedback path. The architecture presented in Figure 3.5 seems to
fulfill these requirements, however we show that the operations performed on the input
signal are not optimal. To illustrate this, we take as an example an input signal (Vin)
which is a ramp; the evolution of VC is presented in Figure 3.6: Vcm is the common
mode at the output of the subtractor while +∆/2 and −∆/2 represent the comparator
thresholds.
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of VC , the signal at the input of the comparators, in a standard
delta modulator based CT-ADC.
After each level crossing, the analog integrator and the input subtractor must shift
the input signal by an amount equal to ∆. Depending on the value of ∆ and on the
slew-rate of the OTA this operation might take a significant amount of time with respect
to the average time between two consecutive events. Increasing the slew-rate of the OTA
minimizes this “dead-time” at the cost of an increased power consumption. Furthermore,
the electronic charge moved to achieve this level shift also inevitably incurs a penalty on
the energy required to produce an event.
3.2.1 Improved Commutation Scheme
The problems presented previously can be solved by using a new commutation scheme, in
which, instead of shifting the signal by ∆ for every level crossing we propose to simply flip
the direction of the signal. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7: VC now looks like a saw-tooth
wave and no longer undergoes any discontinuity in the voltage domain. Consequently,
both the commutation time and the energy required to achieve the previously described
operation are reduced. This has the effect of increasing the maximum input frequency
and improving the energy efficiency of the conversion.
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of a differential version of VC , the signal at the input of the
comparators, in the proposed delta modulator based CT-ADC.
3.2.2 Proposed Architecture
In this section we are going to construct the CT-ADC architecture required to achieve the
previously described commutation scheme. The idea of this work originated at Columbia
University, however, the design, layout and tests have been done as part of a collaboration
between the CEA and Columbia University.
In the previous example we have supposed that the input signal is represented by a ramp,
which is monotonously rising. However, the scheme proposed in Figure 3.7 requires the
generation of rising and falling signals. The input signal cannot be used to directly
generate the alternating rising and falling elements of the required saw-tooth wave signal.
To achieve this, we propose the use of a differential integrator in the direct signal path:
the direction of the integration can be switched by simply swapping the inputs of the
differential integrator. The “front-end” of the proposed CT-ADC architecture is shown
in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Front end of the proposed CT-ADC architecture.
Here, the switches present in the dotted box enable us to switch the polarity of the
Gm − C input to generate the saw-tooth wave described in Figure 3.7. Whenever one of
the two comparators is triggered, a narrow pulse is generated and sent to the output of
the CT-ADC as well as to a digital block, referred to as logic, which flips the position of
the input switches, S and S. It is interesting to remark that the proposed architecture
does not require an actual DAC. In fact, the input switches controlling the polarity of
the Gm, behave like a simple 1-bit DAC. This ensures a good linearity as well as a very
fast operation since the DAC delay has been reduced to the that of turning ON or OFF
a CMOS switch.
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The logic required to control the polarity of S and S is very simple: an OR gate between
inc and dec generates the clock signal for an inverter feedback D flip-flop (DFF), as
showed in Figure 3.9. Thus, the output of the DFF is flipped at the arrival of each pulse
on the inc or dec nets. The total delay of the logic required for the proposed CT-ADC is
thus equal to that of only two logic gates (an OR and a DFF).
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Figure 3.9: Logic required to control the input switches (DAC) of the proposed
CT-ADC architecture.
The CT-ADC front-end presented in Figure 3.8 achieves the goal of converting a signal
from the analog domain (Vin) to the digital domain (inc and dec). However, the conversion
is “incomplete” since it is still required to correctly interpret inc and dec in order to
reconstruct the input signal. In the case of a classic delta modulator, this reconstruction
process is represented by the output accumulator. In the proposed architecture, the
digital domain integrator has been replaced by one in the analog domain, the Gm − C
block. This integrator sees at its input (VGMin) a scrambled version of Vin; this process
can be represented by multiplying the input with a sequence of 1s and −1s which change
in time based on a function of the input signal, f(Vin(t)), as given in equation 3.1.
VGMin(t) = Vin · (−1)f(Vin(t)) (3.1)
The original signal can be reconstructed by “unscrambling” the comparator outputs. To
do this, we multiply inc and dec with the same signal, (−1)f(Vin(t)), in a manner similar
to the principle used in chopping circuits. Therefore, a new set of switches is required at
the comparator outputs; the proposed CT-ADC architecture thus becomes as shown in
Figure 3.10.
Due to timing constraints, the second pair of switches is controlled by Sd and Sd, delayed
versions of S and S. This can be explained by the fact that the inc and dec signals
are represented by narrow pulses which are triggered by level crossings and have a very
narrow width. These pulses must be completely sent to out+ and out− before the output
switches are flipped. In other words the output switches must never trigger while either
inc or dec are equal to Vdd. To achieve this, another logic block (called logic) is used,
which instead of being triggered by rising edges on inc and dec which is the case of the
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Figure 3.10: Full view of the proposed CT-ADC architecture.
block called logic, is triggered by falling edges. This ensures that pulses are entirely sent
to the output before any of its switches are triggered. Since logic is not located in the
feedback path, there are no hard timing constraints for the propagation delay related to
it.
A more detailed view of different internal signals as well as of the input and output is
presented in Figure 3.11. Vout is obtained by subtracting Vout− from Vout+; the density
of pulses obtained at this level depends on the instantaneous value (amplitude) of the
input signal Vin.
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Figure 3.11: View of the input, output and some key internal signals of the proposed
CT-ADC.
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3.2.3 Features
The signal going through the proposed CT-ADC architecture undergoes an integration,
performed by the Gm and a differentiation, performed by the two output comparators
which behave like a delta modulator. Overall, it comes out at the output unattenuated
with the event frequency directly proportional to the input signal amplitude. However,
the succession of the operations has two interesting effects on the average output sample
rate as well as on the spectrum of the quantization error at the output.
Output Event Rate
The ADC produces a delta modulated version of the integral of the input. Therefore,
the output pulse rate, and hence the power dissipation, is proportional to the slope of
the integral of the input, hence to the input signal instantaneous value. Contrary to
existing CT-ADCs which exhibit an increased event rate as the frequency increases, as
shown in 2.5 on page 34, our implementation does not scale its power consumption with
the input signal frequency. High frequency input signals generate fewer output events
per period while low frequency signal generate more events in a period such that the
average event rate remains constant. We can interpret this as having an ADC which
scales its quantization step based on the input frequency: low frequencies, susceptible to
generate low frequency in-band error, are quantized with a fine quantization step, while
high frequency out-of-band signals which generate mostly high frequency error [56] are
quantized with a large quantization step, thereby reducing output activity and saving
power.
Error Shaping
The quantization error, responsible for the harmonics in the output, is introduced at the
interface between the analog and the digital domain, at the comparator level. Before
arriving at the output, it undergoes a differentiation transfer function which attenuates
low frequency, in-band harmonics, while applying out-of-band high frequency harmonics.
It is interesting to note that the component noise introduced after the Gm block also
benefits from the first order error shaping bestowed by the back-end of the proposed
CT-ADC.
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3.2.4 Possible Errors
The previously described operation principle works if we assume that the delay in the
feedback loop is much smaller than the time between two consecutive events. On the one
hand, the loop delay is determined by the transistor level implementation and will be
discussed at a later point in this chapter. On the other hand, the minimum time between
events is determined by the characteristics of the input signal which are discussed next.
Analyzing the time domain operation of the proposed CT-ADC, showed in Figure 3.12,
and using an ideal model without any delay in the feedback loop, we can distinguish two
situations which generate events close to each other. First, when the input signal has a
high absolute value, it generates ramps with a high slope on the capacitors situated before
the comparators thereby reducing the time between consecutive events (this is happening
around 12.5ns, when the input signal is close to 1V). Supposing the amplitude of the
input (Ain) stays constant for the time elapsed between two consecutive events (∆Tevent),
then this time can be written as given in equation 3.2, with C1 – the capacitance value,
gm – the transconductance value and ∆ – the quantization step. Given the proposed
commutation scheme, it is unlikely that this type of events generates a glitch in the
behavior of the CT-ADC as this would require very high values for the input amplitude,
well beyond the full scale of the converter.
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Figure 3.12: Input and output signals as well as the voltage across the capacitors.
∆Tevent =
∆ · C1
Ain · gm (3.2)
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The second type of potentially problematic events occurs when the input signal undergoes
a zero crossing as this induces a change in the integration direction. If we couple this
with a recent comparator trigger, it follows that output events can occur at arbitrarily
close intervals. This can be seen in Figure 3.12: the first zero crossing of the input
(around 25ns) generates events very close to each other, while the second zero crossing
(around 50ns) generates comparator triggers that are spaced by a large amount of time.
If we now artificially introduce a delay in the feedback loop, the voltage across the
capacitors starts to slightly overshoot the [−∆/2 ∆/2] window set by the two comparators,
as seen in Figure 3.13. This overshoot corresponds to the charge integrated on the
capacitors for the time corresponding to the loop delay and can be modeled as an
artificial increase of ∆. Since the loop delay depends on the input signal, it follows that
each level crossing sees a different local value of ∆ which turns out to have, as an effect,
a reduction of the CT-ADC linearity. If we now couple this overshoot with the event
described in the previous paragraph, a glitch in the behavior of the ADC can occur: input
zero crossings happening while capacitor voltages are above (or below) the ∆/2 level
cause the Vc+ and Vc− to stay outside the [−∆/2 +∆/2] window for an undetermined
amount of time, as seen in Figure 3.13. We choose to call this event as out of bounds
operation.
  
Figure 3.13: Input and output signals as well as the voltage across the capacitors for
a CT-ADC with a non-zero delay in the feedback path.
Having showed that for an ideal feedback loop the minimum time between consecutive
events can be arbitrarily small, it follows that it is impossible to design a feedback loop
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Figure 3.14: Spectrum of the output signal containing periods when the CT-ADC
goes out of bounds.
which is always faster. The out of bounds behavior will thus always eventually occur.
This event can be modeled by a time domain multiplication of the ideal “correct” output
(assuming no glitches occur) with a binary signal equal to 0 when Vc+ and Vc− are out of
bounds and 1 otherwise, as given in equation 3.4. This can be translated in the frequency
domain by a convolution with sinc function; for a sinusoid input, the corresponding
output spectrum is plotted Figure 3.14. The conversion SNR thus degrades proportionally
to the width of the sinc “lobe” situated around the main tone which, in turn, depends
on how long the binary function b(t) is equal to 0. Consequently, to minimize the noise
added by these glitches, we must minimize the time the capacitor signals are out of
bounds. Without changing the architecture, this time is entirely defined by the input
signal and thus can be arbitrarily long. Thus, this problem needs to be dealt with by
changing the very behavior of the proposed architecture.
V realout = V idealout · b(t) (3.3)
b(t) =

0 Vc+ out of bounds
0 Vc− out of bounds
1 otherwise
(3.4)
The solution we propose consists of introducing an extra set of comparators to which we
refer, henceforth, as overflow comparators. Their role is to compare Vc+ and Vc− with
an overflow threshold and reset (electrically short) the capacitors every time an overflow
event is detected. The overflow threshold needs to be high enough not to get triggered
by the overshoots occurring during normal operation but also low enough to minimize
the time the comparator voltage is out of bounds. For this implementation, we choose
an overflow threshold of ∆. The architecture with the proposed overflow comparators is
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presented in Figure 3.15 while the evolution of internal signals around an overflow event
is shown in Figure 3.16.
With the proposed solution, the pulse generated by the overflow event can also be
integrated into the ADC output. In the example given in Figure 3.16, ideally, the CT-
ADC would have generated two pulses around the 25ns mark. However, after generating
one of them, an out of bounds behavior is observed and the second pulse is lost. This
loss can be recovered by injecting the overflow pulse in the Vout− output; the second
pulse is thus observed at the output with a slight delay compared to its ideal position,
corresponding to the time required by Vc+ to reach ∆ from its initial value of ∆/2.
A small error is thus added to the ADC output whenever an out of bounds behavior
occurs. This error has a negligible effect on the spectrum of the output signal, as seen in
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Figure 3.15: Proposed CT-ADC with overflow comparators.
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Figure 3.16: Input, output and some key internal signals around an overflow event.
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Figure 3.17. Moreover, due to the choice of the overflow threshold as ∆, the reset event
restores the signal on top of the capacitor to its normal value (as if no out of bounds
behavior had occurred); no charge is thus lost.
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Figure 3.17: Spectrum of the CT-ADC output signal with overflow comparator
correction.
3.3 Transistor-Level Implementation
In this section we will explore different design choices related to the transistor-level
implementation of the blocks required for the proposed CT-ADC architecture. In order
to further minimize power consumption we choose a Vdd of 0.65V, lower than that of the
ST 28nm UTBB FD-SOI technology, which is 1V.
3.3.1 Comparators
Despite dealing with signals up to 50MHz, the continuous time comparators are required
to operate at a much higher speed since their comparison delay is directly reflected in the
total delay of the feedback loop. Therefore, as comparator architecture we choose the one
used in [37], which required comparing signals against fixed thresholds at GHz frequency.
The comparator implementation is presented in Figure 3.18. We can see that only two
transistors are required between Vdd and Vss, making this architecture particularity
adapted for operating at the low supply voltage chosen for our implementation (0.65V).
The transistor sizes as well as the biasing chosen for their back-gate are presented in
Table 3.1. CMOS switches S2 and S3 have been optimized to minimize leakage while S1
has been optimized to minimize resistive losses. Comparator inverters are back-biased at
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Figure 3.18: Transistor level implementation of the continuous time comparators.
0.75V to reduce the threshold voltage of the transistors thereby increasing the speed of
the comparison.
Table 3.1: Sizing of the comparator components.
component type value back-biasing
S1 NMOS 1µm/30nm 2V
S1 PMOS 1µm/30nm −2V
S2 NMOS 100nm/30nm 0V
S2 PMOS 100nm/30nm 0V
S3 NMOS 180nm/120nm 0.75V
S3 PMOS 180nm/120nm −0.75V
M1 PMOS 1.4µm/30nm −0.75V
M2 NMOS 1.4µm/60nm 0.75V
M3 PMOS 480nm/30nm −0.75V
M4 NMOS 240nm/30nm 0.75V
M5 PMOS 480nm/30nm −0.75V
M6 NMOS 240nm/30nm 0.75V
M7 PMOS 480nm/30nm −0.75V
M8 NMOS 240nm/30nm 0.75V
C1 capacitance 81fF n/a
In normal operation mode, CMOS switches S2 and S3 are open while S1 is closed. The
comparator threshold value is stored on the plates of the capacitor C1 as described by
equation 3.5. The second constraint we impose to achieve the desired behavior is that
when Vin = Vth + Vcm then VC− = Vtrip, with Vcm – the common mode at the input of
the comparator and Vtrip – the trip point of the first inverter. Thus if Vin > Vth + Vcm
then the first inverter is tripped in one direction, while if Vin < Vth + Vcm then the first
inverter trips in the opposite direction.
VC = VC+ − VC− = Vth + Vcm − Vtrip (3.5)
This initial condition required for a correct operation of the comparator is achieved
by using a setup time in which switches S2 and S3 are closed and S1 is open. VC−
naturally becomes Vtrip since the first inverter is in feedback; meanwhile, a voltage equal
to Vth + Vcm is applied to the Vprog terminal to program the required threshold. This
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scheme is used just to illustrate the operation principle of the comparator. For our
implementation, due to constraints related to the Gm −C block, we have chosen another
threshold setup mechanism which achieves the same result using different means and
which is detailed later on in this chapter.
The most important performance parameters related to the proposed comparator imple-
mentation are its power consumption, its comparison delay, its offset with respect to the
required threshold value and its leakage of the charge representing the threshold.
Power Consumption
The power consumption of the proposed comparator can be divided into two parts: one
corresponding to the first inverter which, by construction, operates near its trip point
thereby drawing a significant crowbar current and another one corresponding to the last
three inverters which have an almost purely dynamic power consumption depending only
on the switching frequency.
For a correct assessment of the first inverter power consumption, the proposed comparator
needs to be tested inside the CT-ADC architecture in order to assure correct input
conditions. Furthermore, depending on the value of its threshold, ∆/2, the voltage on the
net connecting the gates of M1 and M2 spends more (or less) time around the trip point
of the inverter thus drawing more (or less) crowbar current. The power consumption
of this first inverter stage decreases from 5µW to 4µW as ∆ increases from 40mV to
80mV despite decreasing the average toggle frequency from 250MHz to 125MHz. On
the other hand, the last three inverters require a power of only 1.8µW to 900nW which
scales linearly with the output event frequency.
Comparison Delay
Continuous time comparators usually have a comparison delay (δTcomp) which can be
decomposed into two elements: a part depending on the evolution of the input signal
(δTrise) along with a propagation delay corresponding to any digital block present at
their output (δTprop). The signal-dependent behavior can be modeled as a requirement
for a certain amount of energy (Etrig) to trigger the “analog” part of the comparator, as
shown in Figure 3.19. Fast rising signals provide this energy faster and therefore trigger a
change in the comparator output sooner. The trigger energy provided to the comparator
is given in equation 3.6, with m – the slope of the input signal.
Etrig =
1
2 ·m · δT
2
rise (3.6)
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Figure 3.19: First order model of the comparator behavior.
For the chosen comparator topology, δTrise represents the time required to trigger the
first inverter stage, while δTprop corresponds to the propagation time through the last
three inverters designed to increase the slew rate of the comparator output signal. The
comparison delay is determined by a set of post-layout simulations, in which we apply a
ramp as an input and we sweep its slope from 5MV/s to 50MV/s. The corresponding
extracted comparator delay as well as a model for δTrise and δTprop fitted on simulation
results are plotted in Figure 3.20. We can see that, as the slope of the input increases,
the comparison delay decreases accordingly, as predicted by our model, from 480ps to
around 190ps.
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Figure 3.20: Extracted comparator delay as well as a model for the rise and propagation
delays.
Threshold Mismatch
Threshold mismatch is important because our CT-ADC architecture uses two comparators
which are supposed to have the same, exact thresholds. Any mismatch in the value of
these thresholds will result in a CT-ADC which has half of the quantization levels slightly
different from the other half thereby generating extra non-linearity in the digital output.
To quantify this mismatch, a set of MC simulations is conducted from which the actual
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comparator threshold is extracted. The standard deviation of the actual threshold value
with respect to the 40mV target is 0.4mV. To conclude on the impact of this variation
on the SFDR of the CT-ADC, a set of architecture level simulations is done in which
mismatch is intentionally injected in the value of the two thresholds. Results are plotted
in Figure 3.21; the SFDR starts to degrade for threshold differences above 5mV, more
than 12 times greater than the standard deviation of the observed threshold mismatch
in our implementation. We can thus conclude that comparator threshold mismatch has
an insignificant effect on the CT-ADC linearity.
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Figure 3.21: SFDR degradation of the proposed CT-ADC architecture with a single
input tone at 10MHz versus and an artificially injected threshold mismatch; the absolute
value of ∆ is 40mV.
Threshold Leakage
In the proposed comparator architecture, the required threshold value is stored, as a
charge, on the plates of the input capacitance (C1). Leakage through any of the gates of
the first inverter, through S2 or S3 or even charge injection incurred by the first inverter
switching from one state to another may modify the total charge on the plates of the
capacitor thereby shifting the comparator threshold. This process is hard to model and
heavily dependent on the input signal characteristics which determine the comparator
switching frequency.
Since we want to have a certain amount of control over the comparator quantization
step ∆, we limit this threshold drift by resetting the comparator periodically in time.
The reset frequency has been determined experimentally by applying a DC input to the
CT-ADC and measuring the time between consecutive output events. At this point we
suppose that both comparators are behaving in the same way. Ideally, no charges are
ever injected or removed from the plates of the input capacitances and the time between
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consecutive output events stays constant. However, measurements show that, apart from
the random variations observed in the time duration between consecutive pulses due
to noise, there is also a static drift caused by the phenomena predicted in the previous
paragraph. This is shown in Figure 3.22 where the initial period observed between two
pulses drifts from 4.6ns to about 5.4ns over 4.5ms of operation. This corresponds to a
slow drift of the quantization step or a reduction in the CT-ADC gain which may have a
negative impact on CT-ADC performance parameters such as SNR, when measuring the
output over long periods of time. In the case of low power wireless receivers however,
thanks to duty-cycling, the circuit is not expected to remain powered for long enough
durations, necessary for the previously described phenomenon to occur.
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Figure 3.22: Measured drift of the time between two consecutive output pulses for a
constant DC input; this time is proportional to the instantaneous value of ∆.
We thus conclude that, assuming we can tolerate a threshold drift of 10% (which has
a negligible effect on the CT-ADC characteristics such as average event rate, power
consumption etc.), the initial threshold corresponding to a period of 4.6ns is allowed
to drift up to a value corresponding to a period of 5ns equivalent to 2ms of operation
between two consecutive phases when the threshold is refreshed. This gives us a timing
window in which 200 bits can be demodulated, assuming an input data-rate of 100kbps.
Furthermore, it will be seen later that the total time the CT-ADC is offline due to
threshold resetting is much smaller than the effective operation time (of 2ms): less than
2 bits are expected to be lost.
For an application requiring continuous operation with a fixed threshold, the previously
presented comparator threshold drift issue can be easily solved at the expense of an
increased power consumption. One solution is to use two capacitors for each comparator:
one could be used in the main comparator path while the other is charged. Alternatively,
the capacitor voltage drop-off could be sensed and corrected continuously, using an analog
control loop.
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3.3.2 Transconductance
The role of the transconductor is to transform the input voltage difference in a proportional
current over a bandwidth equal to that of the input, [10MHz–50MHz]. We choose a Gm
architecture based on a differential pair with an active load (M1 and M2) controlled by
a common mode feedback circuit. The output common mode is sensed through the net
Vcmfb and injected in a source follower circuit (M8 and R4) to control the gates to the
active load. The transistor level implementation is presented in Figure 3.23, while the
component values are detailed in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.23: Transistor level implementation of the transconductance.
Table 3.2: Sizing of the Gm − C components.
component type value back-biasing
M1 PMOS 1.28µm/400nm −0.75V
M2 PMOS 1.28µm/400nm −0.75V
M3 NMOS 1.8µm/190nm 0.75V
M4 NMOS 1.8µm/190nm 0.75V
M5 NMOS 1.5µm/500nm 0.75V
M6 NMOS 1.5µm/500nm 0.75V
M7 NMOS 1.5µm/500nm 0.75V
M8 NMOS 4µm/100nm 0.75V
C1 capacitance 30fF n/a
C2 capacitance 30fF n/a
R1 resistor 350kΩ n/a
R2 resistor 350kΩ n/a
R3 resistor 60kΩ n/a
R4 resistor 220kΩ n/a
For the input signal characteristics we have chosen a common mode of 500mV with a
maximum peak-to-peak swing of 200mV. The common mode allows us to bias the input
differential pair, made up of M3 and M4, in the subthreshold regime. This gives us a
high gm/Id at the cost of a reduced linearity. The linearity is increased using source
degeneration: separating the tail current of the differential pair with the resistance
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R3. Concerning the input peak-to-peak swing, it has been chosen based on the voltage
transfer function of the Gm −C: at maximum input swing, VC+ and VC− should achieve
high enough slopes to minimize the comparator delay, given in Figure 3.20 on page 69.
Transfer Function
To determine the transfer function of the Gm − C block we start by stating that the
comparator input is high impedance, therefore, connecting it to the output of the Gm−C
cell does not alter the latter’s transfer function. Furthermore, node Vcmfb acts as an AC
ground, therefore the AC output current of the differential pair sees a load made up
of a capacitor (C1) in parallel with a resistor (R1), neglecting the output impedance of
the transconductance stage. Consequently, the voltage transfer function of the Gm − C,
defined in equation 3.7 and plotted in Figure 3.24, has a low-pass behavior with a DC
gain determined by the value of the reference current injected in the Iref terminal. For
all values of Iref the cutoff frequency is at 15MHz.
TFgmc = 20 · log10
(
Vc+ − Vc−
Vin+ − Vin−
)
(3.7)
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Figure 3.24: Voltage transfer function of the proposed Gm − C implementation for
different values of Iref .
Linearity
Depending on the input frequency which sets the voltage gain, according to Figure 3.24,
two different mechanisms can limit the linearity of the transconductor. On the one hand,
low frequency signals undergo a high voltage gain and consequently have a low input
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compression point: the elevated output swing can push the input differential pair out of
saturation (Vds < Vds−sat). This is unlikely to occur for high frequency signals as the
corresponding voltage gains are much lower. This allows for a higher input swing which
can trigger the second non-linearity inducing mechanism: the subthreshold behavior of
the input differential pair which has Vgs < Vth. Figure 3.25 plots the voltage gain of the
proposed transconductor with its capacitive load versus the input peak-to-peak amplitude
for different frequencies. As expected, the input compression point, corresponding to a
gain degradation of 1dB, increases with frequency.
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Figure 3.25: Degradation of the voltage gain versus the input peak-to-peak swing at
different input frequencies.
It is important to note that, for the previous analysis, the Gm − C has been used in
stand-alone conditions. However, the flipping operation of the CT-ADC guarantees that
its output swing is limited to ±∆/2 around its common mode. This means that, for
values of ∆ in the tens of millivolts, the drain-source voltage of the input differential pair
will always be greater than the saturation margin, Vds−sat. Consequently, the Gm − C
linearity can only be limited by the subthreshold behavior of M3 and M4. To measure
the linearity of the Gm − C in more realistic conditions we choose a different simulation
setup: we apply at the input a unit step voltage difference and we measure the current
injected in the output capacitors immediately after applying the change at the input.
This mimics the flipping behavior of the CT-ADC “front-end”. We thus guarantee that
VC+ and VC− are around the common mode when the current is measured. The resulting
gm, normalized to its maximum value (equation 3.8), is plotted in Figure 3.26 versus the
input unit step amplitude for different values of the degeneration resistance R3.
gm(dB) = 20 · log10
(
gm(Vinp−p)
max(gm(Vinp−p))
)
(3.8)
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Figure 3.26: gm normalized to its maximum value versus the input voltage difference
for different values of the degeneration resistance.
In the final implementation we have chosen an R3 of 60kΩ, which allows us to achieve a
1dB input compression point at 190mV of input peak-to-peak swing, only 10mV off the
original target of 200mV.
Output Common Mode
Finally, we study the differential DC offset observed on the nets VC+ and VC−, in order to
determine the number of reference voltages required to program the two threshold levels
∆/2 and ∆. Ideally, the differential DC offset observed at the output of the Gm − C is
much smaller than ∆, thus enabling us to use a single reference voltage Vprog1 for both
core comparators and another one, Vprog2, for both overflow comparators, as given in
equation 3.9 and equation 3.10.
Vprog1 = Vcm+ +
∆
2 ' Vcm− +
∆
2 (3.9)
Vprog2 = Vcm+ + ∆ ' Vcm− + ∆ (3.10)
The histogram of the output differential DC offset (Vcm+ − Vcm−) observed over 100
MC simulations is plotted in Figure 3.27; the standard deviation observed is 37mV.
We thus conclude that the initial supposition of approximately equal common modes
is false as the differential DC offset is usually higher than a standard ∆ value (40mV).
Consequently, the previously described threshold setting scheme requires four different
reference voltages, as defined by equation 3.11 – equation 3.14, thereby greatly increasing
the complexity of the CT-ADC control circuit.
Vprog1 = Vcm+ +
∆
2 (3.11)
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Figure 3.27: Sampled PDF of the Gm − C output differential DC offset over 100 MC
simulations.
Vprog2 = Vcm− +
∆
2 (3.12)
Vprog3 = Vcm+ + ∆ (3.13)
Vprog4 = Vcm− + ∆ (3.14)
To simplify the testing of the CT-ADC, a new, simpler threshold management circuit is
proposed.
3.3.3 Threshold Management
In this section we propose a new threshold setting mechanism which enables us to
automatically set-up all comparators using a single reference current which is injected
from the exterior and which is directly proportional to ∆. Furthermore, this allows us to
easily tune the value of ∆ thereby offering more flexibility to the CT-ADC.
The proposed threshold setting mechanism is presented in Figure 3.28 and is based on
a sequential process consisting of four steps. For simplicity, in this paragraph we only
follow the evolution of different internal nodes corresponding to the two core comparators,
which we call comp1 and comp2 ; however this can be easily extended to the two overflow
comparators as well.
• In the first step the two Gm−C inputs are disconnected and a voltage corresponding
to their common mode is applied instead. The two Gm − C outputs thus become
equal to their common mode which we call Vcm+ and Vcm−. During this step
CMOS switches S1 and S3 are closed while S2 is open; thus the output common
modes of the Gm−C are sampled on the input capacitance of the two comparators.
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Figure 3.28: Proposed threshold setting mechanism.
The voltage across these capacitors (V comp1C and V
comp2
C ) becomes equation 3.15
and equation 3.16.
V comp1C (T1) = Vcm+ − V comp1trip (3.15)
V comp2C (T1) = Vcm− − V comp2trip (3.16)
• In the second phase the Gm − C output is disconnected from the comparators
by opening S1 while closing S2 and S3. Instead of applying a static voltage Vprog
to set the threshold of the comparators, we inject a current Ith for a duration of
δT . For now, this current is injected only on the plates of the capacitor from the
first comparator (comp1 ). The voltage on the capacitors can thus be rewritten as
equation 3.17 and equation 3.18.
V comp1C (T2) = Vcm+ − V comp1trip +
Ith · δT
C1
(3.17)
V comp2C (T2) = Vcm− − V comp2trip (3.18)
• The third phase consists of repeating the operation from phase two, but this time
on comp2. The key in achieving matching thresholds is reusing the same charge
pump for Ith and the same delay cell used to generate δTth. The two comparator
voltages now become: equation 3.19 and equation 3.20.
V comp1C (T3) = Vcm+ − V comp1trip +
Ith · δT
C1
(3.19)
V comp2C (T3) = Vcm− − V comp2trip +
Ith · δT
C1
(3.20)
• The last phase consists in connecting Vin+ and Vin− to the inputs of the Gm − C
cell and also connecting the Gm−C output to the comparator input (S1 closed and
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S2 and S3 open). By identifying the different parts of equation 3.5 on page 67 with
equation 3.19 and equation 3.20 we deduce that the threshold of both comparators
is now Ith · δTth/C1 above whatever common mode is presented at their input.
The threshold of the overflow comparators can be set using the same mechanism as
before and by mirroring Ith with the correct ratio of 2, thus obtaining Iovf . Process and
temperature variations might affect Ith, Iovf and δT giving us an uncertainty on the
absolute value of ∆. However the proposed mechanism guarantees matching between
comparator thresholds as well as obtaining the correct ratio between the overflow and
core comparator thresholds. Noise on the supply rails can be a source of mismatch,
however, its effects can be drastically limited through careful routing and decoupling.
Alternatively, all thresholds could be set up in the same δT window using four current
sources instead of two. In this case, we are trading mismatch caused by supply noise for
the limited matching achieved by current mirrors.
As seen in Figure 3.28 the threshold setting phase takes only 1.5µs compared to the total
time between two consecutive resets of the comparators which occurs every 2ms.
Charge Pump
The implementation of a switchable charge pump, required for generating and injecting
Ith and Iovf , is presented in Figure 3.29; the corresponding transistor sizes are also given
in Table 3.3. Transistor M6 is used to switch ON and OFF the charge pump, while
current mirrors (M1, M2) and (M3, M4, M5) are used to generate Ith and Iovf from a
reference current, Ictrl injected from outside the chip.
  
M1 M2
M3 M4 M5 M6Ictrl
ENcp
Ith Iovf
Figure 3.29: Design of the charge pump used to set comparator thresholds.
Sequential Logic
The last element missing in the implementation of our proposed CT-ADC is the sequential
logic required for driving the threshold setting mechanism. An active on low pulse
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Table 3.3: Sizes of various components used in the design of the charge pump.
component type value back-biasing
M1 NMOS 1µm/1µm 0V
M2 NMOS 1µm/1µm 0V
M3 PMOS 5µm/1µm 0V
M4 PMOS 2µm/1µm 0V
M5 PMOS 4µm/1µm 0V
M6 PMOS 200nm/60nm 0V
injected from the exterior, which we call ZCDrst, is used to set into motion the entire
threshold setting scheme; the period between these pulses thus defines the CT-ADC reset
period. A schematic representation of the control signals thus generated is presented in
Figure 3.30. The common mode of the Gm −C is sampled while CM sample is active, the
upper comparator thresholds (core and overflow) are set when TH 1 is active, the lower
comparator thresholds (core and overflow) are set while TH 2 is active; the CT-ADC is
in “active” mode while the signal labeled as convert is at 1.
  
zcdRST 01 1
0 T1 T2 T3
10 0CMsample
10 0TH1
10 0TH2
01 1convert
δT δT
Figure 3.30: Reset and control signals used for the proposed threshold setting mecha-
nism.
The detailed implementation of this specific block is not discussed since it consists only
of trivial sequential logic blocks and delay cells. For the implementation of the delay
cells we used a series of inverters loaded by capacitors. The achieved delay value is not
important and there are no matching requirements since the actual CT-ADC threshold
will be controlled by a reference current injected into the chip, Ictrl.
3.3.4 Breakdown of the CT-ADC Power Consumption
For a single tone full-scale input, with ∆ = 80mV and Iref = 5µA the simulated CT-ADC
power consumption is 24µW. A breakdown of this power consumption according to the
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different CT-ADC blocks is given in Figure 3.31.
11 %
Gm − C (2.6µW)50 %
core comparators (12µW)
15 %
overflow comparators (3.6µW)
20 %
digital (4.8µW)
4 %
reset (< 1µW)
Figure 3.31: Breakdown of the CT-ADC power consumption.
3.4 Measurement Results
In this section we present the CT-ADC measurement results as well as a comparison
with other CT-ADCs and sampled ADCs with similar bandwidths.
3.4.1 Single Tone Input: Noise
Based on results from Section 1.6 on page 28 the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) required for
our CT-ADC is above 30dB over the bandwidth [10MHz–50MHz].
Spectrum
An example of the output spectrum is given in Figure 3.32a for an input tone at 10MHz
and Figure 3.32b for a 50MHz tone.
As expected, the output spectrum contains the input tone along with first order shaped
harmonics and component noise, as predicted by Section 3.2.3 on page 61.
SNR and SNDR
To find the SNR (SNDR) we compute the ratio of power between the useful signal and
the noise (and distortion) integrated between 10MHz and 50MHz. The resulting SNR
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Figure 3.32: Spectrum of the signal observed at the output of the proposed CT-ADC
for different input frequencies
and SNDR for ∆ = 80mV and Iref = 2µA are plotted versus the frequency of the input
tone in Figure 3.33. For low frequencies, input signal harmonics fall inside the ADC
bandwidth and slightly degrade the SNDR with respect to the SNR. We can see that the
initial specifications are met, since the SNR stays above 33dB over the entire bandwidth.
The observed power consumption is constant, around 24µW regardless of the input
frequency, as explained in Section 3.2.3 on page 61.
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Figure 3.33: The output SNR and SNDR versus the input tone frequency.
Alternatively, we can plot the SNR and SNDR versus input signal amplitude normalized
to the full scale (in dB). In this case, by reducing the amplitude of the input signal,
we also reduces the frequency of flipping events observed at the output which reduces
the power consumption of the ADC. This is plotted in Figure 3.34 for an input tone
of 10MHz, ∆ = 80mV and Iref = 5µA. Despite reducing the input amplitude by 14dB
with respect to the full scale of 200mV, the power reduces only by a factor of 1.6. This
can be explained by the fact that only the digital part of the CT-ADC scales its power
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with the input amplitude; the analog part draws a constant DC power regardless of the
characteristics of the input.
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Figure 3.34: The output SNR, SNDR as well as the ADC power consumption versus
the input signal amplitude (normalized to full scale).
Aliasing
To verify the alias free operation of the proposed CT-ADC, we test it with an out-of-band
tone located at 60MHz. The resulting spectrum is plotted in Figure 3.35; no degradation
of the in-band spectrum is observed (noise or aliases).
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Figure 3.35: The output spectrum for an input consisting of an out-of-band tone
located at 60MHz; no aliasing is observed.
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Comparison with State of the Art
We start by comparing our CT-ADC with existing discrete time implementations which
have similar bandwidths. The results are presented in Table 3.4. As a figure of merit
(FoM), we have chosen the Walden FoM since it is the most adapted for comparing low
power ADC implementations; its equation is given in equation 3.21 with P – the ADC
power, ENOB – the effective number of bits and fBW – the ADC bandwidth (40MHz in
our case).
Table 3.4: Comparison with state of the art discrete time ADCs with bandwidths
smaller than 100MHz.
Yoshioka[71] Tsai[72] Van der Plas[73] Brooks[74] this work[PRMT15a]
technology 40nmCMOS
90nm
CMOS
90nm
CMOS
180nm
CMOS
28nm UTBB
FDSOI CMOS
supply 0.7V 1V 1V 1.8V 0.65V
input
bandwidth 12.3MHz 20MHz 75MHz 100MHz
40MHz
(10MHz–50MHz)
implementation discretetime
discrete
time
discrete
time
discrete
time continuous time
sampling rate 24.6MS/s 40MS/s 150MS/s 200MS/s signal-dependent
core area 0.0058mm2 0.055mm2 0.0625mm2 0.05mm2 0.0032mm2
SNDR 44.2dB 44.5dB 40dB 40.3dB 32dB-42dB
total power 54.6µW 113µW 133µW 8.5mW 24µW
FoMW
17fJ/
conv-step
20fJ/
conv-step
10.9fJ/
conv-step
503.3fJ/
conv-step
3-10fJ/
conv-step
antialiasing
filter required? yes yes yes yes no
FoMW =
P
2ENOB · 2 · fBW (3.21)
The comparison with existing CT-ADCs is presented in Table 3.5. The reader is advised
to take these results with a grain of salt as previous implementations have targeted
different bandwidths as well as different ENOBs.
Table 3.5: Comparison with existing continuous time ADCs.
Schell[68] Kurchuk[37] Weltin-Wu[45] this work[PRMT15a]
technology 90nmCMOS
65nm
CMOS
130nm
CMOS
28nm UTBB
FDSOI CMOS
supply 1V 1.2V 1V 0.65V
input
bandwidth 10kHz
2.4GHz
(0.8GHz–3.2GHz) 20kHz
40MHz
(10MHz–50MHz)
core area 0.06mm2 0.0036mm2 0.36mm2 0.0032mm2
SNDR 58dB 20.3dB 47− 54dB 32dB-42dB
total power 50µW 2.7mW 2− 8µW 24µW
FoMW
3.14pJ/
conv-step
66fJ/
conv-step
200− 850fJ/
conv-step
3-10fJ/
conv-step
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The figures of merit achieved by our implementation are among the best reported:
Figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.36: Walden and Energy figures of merit of recent state of the art ADC
implementations.
3.4.2 Two Tone Input: Linearity
In Section 1.6 on page 28 we have showed that depending on the amount of out-of-band
attenuation achieved by the CT-DSP (30dB or 40dB), the CT-ADC must have an
SFDR of 40dB or 50dB. However, the loop architecture of the proposed DF-CT-ADC
(Section 2.4 on page 45) enables us to “boost” the linearity of the CT-ADC. Given it is
reasonable to assume an SFDR boost of at least 10dB, we conclude that our CT-ADC
must have a linearity between 30dB and 40dB.
SFDR
The CT-ADC SFDR is measured by injecting an input signal consisting of two tones
situated at the high end of the ADC bandwidth (48MHz and 50MHz). Due to loop
delay constraints, this configuration is the most susceptible of showing a degraded SFDR
caused by the overflow behavior described in Section 3.2.4 on page 62. The SFDR is thus
plotted in Figure 3.37 versus the input signal amplitude for two values of ∆: 80mV and
140mV; for these measurements we have used an Iref of 5µA. We can see that, by tuning
∆ through Ictrl, the peak SFDR is achieved at different values of the input peak-to-peak
swing. Effectively, the inherent tunability of the quantization step, which is controlled
through only one current, fulfills a role similar to that of an automatic gain control block:
instead of adapting the signal to the characteristics of the ADC, we adapt the ADC to
the characteristics of the signal. Compared to a standard implementation, the proposed
CT-ADC thus requires less AGC thereby saving power.
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Figure 3.37: SFDR of the proposed CT-ADC versus the input peak-to-peak swing for
two values of ∆.
Influence of the Back-bias
In this section we study the influence of the delay in the feedback loop on the linearity
achieved by the ADC. Since this delay cannot be controlled directly, we choose to change
it indirectly, by tuning the back-biasing of the logic block in Figure 3.15 on page 65. This
enables us to increase the threshold voltages of the transistors used in the various logic
blocks from an initial value corresponding to a back-biasing of 2V, to a higher value,
corresponding to a back-biasing going as low as 0V. This translates to an increase of the
propagation delay, observed in simulation and given in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6: Speed of the logic block for different values of the back-bias voltage.
back-bias voltage NMOS threshold PMOS threshold delay
2V 186mV 166mV 40ps
1V 260mV 249mV 55ps
0V 335mV 332mV 83ps
SFDR variations, plotted in Figure 3.38, are obtained by applying a two tone input
(48MHz and 50MHz), sweeping the input peak-to-peak amplitude and applying the
previously defined controls to the back-bias terminals. Here, we use ∆ = 80mV and
Iref = 5µA. For lower input amplitudes, the time between consecutive ADC events
is large and a higher delay in the feedback loop can be tolerated: the SFDR obtained
for all back-biases is the same. However, as the amplitude increases the time between
consecutive ADC events diminishes and we observe slow feedback configurations (low
back-biasing – high delay) start failing. We can thus conclude that the technology
back-biasing option allowed us to boost the SFDR of the CT-ADC from a maximum
of 28dB achieved when 0V are applied to the back-gate to 34dB corresponding to a
back-bias of 2V.
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Figure 3.38: SFDR of the proposed CT-ADC versus the input peak-to-peak swing for
different values of the back-bias voltage.
3.5 CT-ADC Conclusion
The proposed CT-ADC achieves an improvement, in terms of FoMW , of over 300 times,
3 to 12 times and 20 times respectively, better than previous CT-ADC implementations
([43], [60] and [75]). The CT-ADC is thus no longer the bottleneck in implementing
IF stages for ultra low power radios. This paves the way for new CT-DSP approaches,
with no sampling in time, to implement the receiver back-end. Such an architecture is
presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Power Scalable CT-DSP
R
esults form the previous chapter show that it is possible to implement an energy
efficient CT-ADC covering the entire band of interest [10MHz–50MHz]. However,
this energy efficiency needs to be carried over to the CT-DSP for a successful
implementation of an ultra low power IF stage, for applications like wake-up radios.
In this chapter we present such a CT-DSP, consisting of two digital filters designed
specifically to operate with the previously presented CT-ADC. The rest of this chapter
is organized as follows: first, the CT-DSP architecture as well as its building blocks are
specified. Next, we discuss the transistor level implementation of the CT delay cells, CT
adder and various extra blocks required for the DF-CT-ADC. Finally, in the last part of
this chapter we present transistor level simulation results for the entire system. At the
time of writing, the chip has unfortunately not came back from the foundry (the delivery
date has been delayed by 4 months) therefore no measurement results are available.
4.1 CT-DSP Architecture
The goal of this section is to completely specify the requirements of the CT-DSP system.
According to the proposed WU-RX architecture the IF signals have a frequency support
limited to 10MHz, corresponding to the width of the RF passband filter, which can be
situated anywhere in the [10MHz–50MHz] band. Furthermore, results from the previous
chapter show that the IF CT-ADC achieves an SNR of 32dB–42dB. Therefore, according
to Section 1.6 on page 28, the CT-ADC’s dynamic range is sufficient for a robust reception
of input signals characterized by an SIR between −20dB and −30dB, given a CT-DSP
which achieves a rejection of 30dB to 40dB.
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4.1.1 Dual FIR – IIR Implementation
The chosen CT-DSP architecture, presented in Figure 4.1, is based on a dual solution
relying on the use of a CT-FIR coupled with a CT-IIR filter. On the one hand, the
CT-IIR filter (DF-CT-ADC), described in Section 2.4 on page 45, attenuates out-of-band
components from the input of the CT-ADC thereby boosting its linearity and reducing
the average number of events it generates. On the other hand, the CT-FIR filter situated
at the output of the CT-ADC has the role of increasing the rejection levels achieved by
the CT-IIR to levels compatible with the previously derived specifications.
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x(t) y(t)
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τ
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τ
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CT – ADDER
CT-IIR
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CT – ADDER
z(t)
CT-FIRkad
Figure 4.1: Architecture of the proposed CT-DSP.
The power consumption of the previously proposed filtering stage is strictly dependent on
the order of the two filters (p and k), which, in turn, depends on the amount of rejection
they achieve. In theory, an IIR filter is capable of achieving much higher rejection levels
than an equivalent order FIR. It would thus seem that the best strategy is to maximize
the rejection offered by the IIR in order to minimize (and maybe even remove) the
FIR output filter. However, we show in the following paragraph that due to limitations
concerning the IIR transfer function implementation, the previous argument is not always
valid.
To illustrate this, we take as an example a fourth order IIR with the following coefficients:
0.75, 0.5, −0.5, 0.25; we also consider that the adder has a conversion gain of kad and
that the ADC has a unity transfer function over the frequency band of interest. The IIR
transfer function can thus be written as given in equation 4.1. The frequency response
related to this transfer function is now plotted in Figure 4.2 for different values of the
adder conversion gain kad. As expected, the total rejection, defined as the difference
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between the maximum and the minimum of the frequency response, increases with kad
and, in theory, can be arbitrarily high. However, this happens by boosting the in-band
signal gain rather than attenuating out-of-band components, which has the negative
effect of increasing the signal swing seen by the CT-ADC thereby, increasing its power
consumption. We therefore conclude that, for a given IIR filter order, there exists a
limited amount of “useful“ rejection the filter is capable of achieving. In this case,
simulations show that the filter is limited to about 10dB of out-of-band attenuation.
Beyond that point, increasing the gain in the feedback loop (kad in our case) has the
effect of only slightly improving the out-of-band attenuation while greatly increasing the
in-band signal gain at the expense of the digital circuitry’s power consumption.
Y (s)
X(s) =
1
1 + kad · FIR(s) =
1
1 + kad · (0.75 + 0.5eτs − 0.5e2τs + 0.25e3τs) (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: Example of the IIR transfer function for different values of the adder
conversion gain, kad.
For this implementation, we settle for a 3rd order IIR followed by a 9th order FIR.
Together, these two filters should provide us with sufficient rejection required by the
targeted interferer levels.
4.1.2 CT Digital Filter Design
We minimize the power consumption of the CT-DSP by using the spectrum repetition
property of CT digital filters’ transfer function, as explained in Section 2.3 on page 41.
The transfer function of either of the two filters thus becomes similar to the one given in
Figure 4.3: lowpass FIR implementation creates passbands around every integer multiple
of 1/τ .
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Figure 4.3: Example of a CT-DSP frequency response along with a possible configura-
tion of the IF signal.
The repeated spectrum solution also simplifies the design in terms of tunability: LO
uncertainties result in an IF signal which can be anywhere inside the [10MHz–50MHz]
band, thereby requiring sufficient tunability of the CT-DSP to cover an equivalent
frequency band. However, using the proposed solution, it can be seen that by changing
τ from 100ns to 66ns the passband frequency of the first lobe is shifted from 10MHz to
15MHz, the second lobe – from 20MHz to 30MHz, the third lobe – 30MHz to 45MHz
and lastly, the forth lobe from 40MHz to 60MHz. In the end, this small change in
the value of the tap delay cells, enables us to cover the entire ADC bandwidth, except
the [15MHz–20MHz] band. This can be solved by reconfiguring the coefficients of the
filter in order to obtain a highpass behavior instead of the lowpass one. Consequently,
passbands are created around (1 + 2K)/(2τ), with K – an integer. It can be easily seen
that varying τ from 100ns to 66ns, the first spectrum repetition passband shifts from
15MHz to 20MHz; thus the entire ADC bandwidth is covered by the previously defined
delay cell variation.
Furthermore, the repeated spectrum solution allows us to scan several frequency bands
at one time, thereby reducing the total scan time. Instead of varying τ so that 1/τ
covers the entire 40MHz bandwidth, we only have to change τ such that 1/τ varies from
10MHz to 15MHz twice (once for the lowpass scan and once for the highpass scan). The
effective scan time is thus divided by a factor of 4. Note that this solution works because
we know that, thanks to the RF front-end filter, the frequency support of the signal at IF
is limited to 10MHz. The uncertain IF architecture then downconverts it to an unknown
IF, situated between 10MHz and 50MHz.
The only drawback of the low 1/τ solution presented previously is related to the fact that
noise from all IF passbands is injected into the output envelope detector (Figure 1.18 on
page 20) thereby slightly degrading the overall sensitivity of the radio. However, results
from [38] detailed in Appendix A on page 145, show that for low data-rate systems, the
demodulation sensitivity is mostly limited by noise situated around the signal rather
than by wideband noise downconverted from the IF and integrated in the baseband. The
sensitivity degradation related to this phenomenon is thus negligible.
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4.1.3 Architecture Simulation
Before discussing the transistor level implementation of the previously proposed system,
a set of specifications is defined for the different blocks of the CT-DSP.
Delay Cells
The delay cells deviate from their ideal behavior by two mechanisms:
• mismatch – random, constant deviations from the ideal value
• jitter – random, time varying deviations from the ideal value
Delay mismatch does not add any noise to the output, but has the effect of changing
the transfer function of the filter. On the other hand, jitter does not affect the transfer
function of the filter, but adds extra noise to the output. By design, we must ensure that
this extra noise is small enough compared to the noise of the CT-ADC, otherwise risk
degrading the overall sensitivity of the WU-RX.
To study the effects of both jitter and mismatch, we conduct a series of behavioral
simulations of the output FIR filter, since its higher order is more susceptible of negatively
impacting the characteristics of the output signal. The performance metrics of interest
are the amount of deviation from the ideal transfer function (in the case of mismatch)
and the output SNR (in the case of jitter).
We start studying the specifications of the CT-DSP delay cells by measuring the effects of
mismatch in their values. Any deviation from the standard value results in a slight shift
of the respective transfer function pole in the complex plane, which changes the overall
transfer function of the filter. In the end, deviations from the ideal transfer function
(which has been computed based on a filtering mask) shift the frequency response of the
real filter outside of the previously specified mask, as shown in Figure 4.4.
The changes in the frequency response can be measured by extracting the following three
parameters:
• δFpass, the deviation from the ideal passband: the frequency difference between
the ideal passband frequency (in this case Fpass = 1MHz) and the one obtained
from a simulation with mismatch, defined by −3dB of rejection.
• δFstop, the deviation from the ideal stopband: the frequency difference between the
ideal stopband frequency (in this case Fstop = 2MHz) and the one obtained from a
simulation with mismatch, defined by −30dB of rejection.
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Figure 4.4: Changes observed by adding mismatch to an ideal CT-FIR transfer
function.
• δAstop, the deviation from the ideal rejection over the stopband: the difference in
rejection between the ideal case (30dB) and the one obtained from a simulation
with mismatch, over a bandwidth starting from the previously extracted Fstop.
To quantify these parameters, a series of simulations is done in which the values of the
delay cells are obtained by sampling a uniform random variable, described by its average
value (100ns in our case) and its standard deviation, which we call στ . Next, behavioral
level MC simulations of the 9th order FIR are conducted, which enable us to extract
Fpass, Fstop and Astop for different values of στ , ranging from 0s to 1200ps. Results are
plotted in Figure 4.5 on the facing page.
Note that the filter transfer function is studied around 50MHz, meaning that the absolute
frequency of Fpass is shifted to 49MHz (corresponding to a difference of 1MHz with
respect to the center frequency) and Fstop is shifted to 48MHz.
The uncertainty of the passband frequency, portrayed in Figure 4.5a on the next page,
has a small effect on the filtering performance of the CT-DSP: since the signal data-rate is
only 100kbps, most of its energy is located in several hundreds of kHz of bandwidth, much
lower than the initial target of a total of 2MHz of bandwidth corresponding to an Fpass of
49MHz. Changes in Fstop, given in Figure 4.5b on the facing page, degrade the interferer
rejection performance of the CT-DSP. Without any IF filtering, the effective bandwidth of
the system is defined by the RF front-end filter, and is equal to 10MHz; consequently, the
deviation of the stopband frequency from its initial target of 2MHz (Fstop = 48MHz) must
be minimized, otherwise the CT-DSP is rendered useless, achieving a bandwidth similar
to the one of the RF front-end filter. We settle for a stopband of 4.5MHz, equivalent to
a minimum Fstop of 45.5MHz. Finally, Astop (plotted in Figure 4.5c) directly influences
the total interferer rejection. The initial target for the entire CT-DSP (CT-FIR and
DF-CT-ADC) is 40dB. Estimating the contribution of the DF-CT-ADC to about 20dB
of rejection, we conclude that Astop for the CT-FIR must be above 20dB. Consequently,
the maximum delay standard deviation (στ ) which can be tolerated is around 700ps.
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(a) Degradation of Fpass for a center frequency of 50MHz; error bars indicate
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(b) Degradation of Fstop for a center frequency of 50MHz; error bars indicate
the performance of 90% of runs.
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(c) Degradation of Astop; error bars indicate the performance of 90% of runs.
Figure 4.5: Effects of delay cell mismatch on the transfer function of a 9th order FIR
filter.
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This value will serve as a specification for the delay cell calibration scheme, described
later on in this chapter.
The second specification of the delay cells is related to the noise (jitter) they generate.
This jitter is represented as a normal random variable which changes the value of the time
delays affected to each event. These deviations occur randomly from the standard delay
value and are different for the same delay cell from one event to another. Since the jitter
has an average of 0 it does not affect the filter transfer function; on the other hand, it
raises the noise floor at the FIR output by an amount proportional to the number of delay
cells and to the standard deviation of their jitter, which we call σjitterτ . Consequently,
the delay cells must be designed so that the output of the FIR filter does not experience
a significant rise in the noise floor compared to that observed at the CT-ADC output.
The noise introduced by the delay cells is not signal-dependent. Each pulse generated by
the CT-ADC can be thought of as a signal element which is injected into the CT-FIR
where it experiences jitter. Since all pulses are identical, regardless of being issued by a
low frequency or a high frequency signal, it follows that they are affected by noise in the
time domain in the same way.
To quantify the effects of jitter, we propose a series of simulations in which results issued
from an “ideal” CT-ADC with a single tone 50MHz input are injected in the passband
of the 9th order FIR filter designed previously. The delay cells have a nominal value of
100ns on top of which we add a random variable of average 0 and standard deviation
σjitterτ swept from 10ps to 400ps. The FIR output in-band SNR is plotted against the
value of the σjitterτ and compared to the measured CT-ADC SNR (which is between
32dB and 42dB). Results are plotted in Figure 4.6; we thus conclude that the delay cell
jitter must be kept under 325ps in order to avoid adding supplementary noise to the FIR
output.
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Figure 4.6: Effects of delay cell jitter on the noise floor of the CT-DSP output.
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Weighted Adder
The CT adder can deviate from its ideal behavior by two mechanisms:
• coefficient quantization – the previous study was done using MATLAB which
employs 64 bit floating point numbers, the silicon implementation of the CT-adder
will have its coefficients quantized over a finite number of bits.
• coefficient mismatch – for an analog implementation of the CT adder, likely to
be used given the relatively high input frequency and low power budget of our
application, the coefficients will inevitably be affected by mismatch, making them
deviate from their nominal value.
Coefficient quantization imposes certain limits on the design of the CT-DSP transfer
function: reducing the set of numbers from which coefficients can be chosen limits the
best-case transfer function achieved by the filter. Ideally, we should minimize the number
of bits used for the representation of the filter coefficients while guaranteeing sufficient
stopband attenuation thereby minimizing the power consumption of the adder. To
determine the number of bits required for the coefficient representation, we apply the
minimum order equiripple FIR design method on the 9th order CT-FIR and plot the
resulting transfer functions for different types of coefficient representations: 64 bit double
precision floating point or fixed point over a various number of bits (between 2 to 4 bits).
The resulting transfer functions are plotted in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: CT-FIR transfer functions obtained using different representations of its
coefficients.
Four bit coefficients achieve a transfer function very close to the original one; however, it
can be seen that using only two bit coefficients allows us to achieve a rejection above
27dB. Moreover, for the design of highpass transfer functions, we also require signed
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coefficients since the only way of implementing a transfer function zero near 0Hz is by
using FIR filters with coefficients which have a sum of 0. Consequently, for the coefficient
representation of both the IIR and the FIR filters, we use two bit signed numbers.
Finally, mismatch will occur in the value of the CT-DSP coefficients since an analog
implementation of the adder is expected to be less power consuming. For a CT-ADC
generating 10 events during a period of 20ns (corresponding to 1/50MHz) and injecting
them into a 9th order CT-FIR, the CT adder would have to solve additions at an
average frequency of 9 · 10 · 50MHz = 4.5GHz, thereby requiring a large power budget
if implemented digitally. Mismatch in the value of the CT-DSP coefficients affects the
operation of the CT-DSP in a manner similar to the delay cell mismatch: it does not
add any noise but it alters its transfer function. To measure this, the procedure used
for the study of delay cell mismatch is repeated: the coefficient values are modeled as
normal random variables around their nominal value. Fpass, Fstop and Astop are used as
performance metrics (transfer function is studied around 50MHz). Their values, observed
over 100 MC simulations for different values of the mismatch standard deviation, are
plotted in Figure 4.8.
By setting a limit of 20dB to Astop, we conclude that the maximal allowed mismatch
in the value of the 9th order FIR coefficients is around 9%, higher than the matching
achieved by analog design kit components which are usually used to implement analog
CT adders.
4.1.4 CT-DSP Specifications
The CT-DSP specifications derived previously are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: CT-DSP specifications.
IIR
order 3
configuration lowpass/highpass
minimum τ 66ns
maximum τ 100ns
rejection 20dB
FIR
order 9
configuration lowpass/highpass
minimum τ 66ns
maximum τ 100ns
rejection 20dB
delay cells (100ns) matching (st. dev.) 700psjitter (st. dev.) 325ps
coefficients # of bits 2 + 1 (sign bit)matching (st. dev.) 9%
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(a) Degradation of Fpass for a center frequency of 50MHz; error bars indicate
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(c) Degradation of Astop; error bars indicate the performance of 90% of runs.
Figure 4.8: Effects of coefficient mismatch on the transfer function of a 9th order FIR
filter.
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4.2 CT Delay Cell
This section discusses design choices related to the implementation of the delay cells used
for the CT-DSP.
4.2.1 State of the Art for Asynchronous Delay Cells
There exist a number of ways of implementing asynchronous delay cells. The first
possibility consists of using allpass filters, which have a constant gain in the frequency
domain over their entire passband and a phase delay such that analog input signals come
out delayed in the time domain. This solution is more adapted for the delay of analog
signals rather than asynchronous digital signals. The implementation of allpass filters
requires a set of poles usually constructed around OTAs which require a static power
even when the input is “silent”, an undesired behavior for CT-DSPs.
Since we are dealing with digital signals, a purely digital possibility would be to use a
chain of inverters to achieve the required delay. Despite drawing no static power (except
leakage), this solution is not optimal due to the high number of switching events triggered
by each input transition, thereby resulting in a large dynamic energy spent per input
event. Furthermore, this solution offers a poor programmability: the only way to change
the value of the delay is to bypass a certain number of its inverters.
Opting for a mixed-signal solution relieves us from the previously presented issues. One
could reduce the number of switching events in the chain of inverters by “slowing down”
the signal using lowpass RC filters, as seen in Figure 4.9. Depending on the time constant
of the RC filter, the number of inverters of the previous digital solution can be reduced to
only 1, which converts the signal on top of the capacitor, which is analog, into a digital
signal. The delay value of can be tuned by either changing the value of the resistor or
that of the capacitor. The main issue of this implementation is that, depending on the
delay value, the voltage on top of the capacitor can spend a long time around the trip
point of the inverter, making it draw a significant crowbar current from the supply rails.
Furthermore, the lack of a reset of the capacitor makes this solution have “memory”:
consecutive events may not be delayed by the same amount depending on the initial
charge on top of the capacitor (Figure 4.9).
Lastly, mixed-signal delay cells can be implemented based on the operation of CMOS
thyristors. A current mirror discharges (or charges) a capacitor until a certain threshold
is reached, at that point, a positive feedback mechanism is triggered which pulls the
capacitor voltage to Vss (or Vdd) as seen Figure 4.10. The threshold is usually set as the
trip point of an inverter while the feedback mechanism solves the problems related to the
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Figure 4.9: RC based, mixed-signal delay cell.
previous implementation (based on the RC time constant). The reset of the capacitor
voltage (not shown in Figure 4.10) ensures a memory-less operation, while the positive
feedback mechanism minimizes the time the capacitor voltage spends around the trip
point of the inverter. The duration of the delay can be programmed by tuning the
reference current of the current mirror.
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Figure 4.10: CMOS thyristor based, mixed signal delay cell.
4.2.2 Delay Cell Design
The design and layout of the proposed delay cell architecture has been done in collab-
oration with Columbia University. The chosen delay cell architecture is based on the
implementation presented in [63], on top of which several simplifications have been made,
with the goal of reducing the power consumption. The resulting transistor level view of
the proposed elementary delay cell is presented in Figure 4.11.
The signal EN (active on low) is used to completely disable the delay cell in case a lower
order filter is required. RST provides an external mechanism to reset all the internal
nodes of the circuit; in normal operation, this action is accomplished by the trigger of
the output signal VOUT which ensures that the delay cell returns to its original state only
once the input pulse has been completely and successfully delayed. In normal operation,
an active on low pulse on VIN triggers a transition to Vdd on Vtrig which switches ON M6.
VC starts discharging through the current mirror M5 – M18, from the initial value of Vdd
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Figure 4.11: Transistor level implementation of the proposed delay cell.
to a trip point defined by the CMOS thyristor formed by M7 and M8. The three output
inverters are used to invert Vthy and also to make its transition sharper. Transistor M9
pulls down Vthy immediately after the trip point has been reached, this recharges node
VC thereby reducing its swing from Vdd–Vss to Vdd–Vtrig and saving power.
The evolution of the input, output and some key internal nodes (Vtrig, VC and Vthy) is
plotted in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Time domain evolution of different delay cell signals during a delay event.
The sizing of the transistors used in Figure 4.11 is detailed in Table 4.2. Transistor M5
is used to mirror very small currents, hence a large value has been chosen for its length.
Some transistors’ widths have been optimized to minimize the crowbar currents observed
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near switching events (M12, M13, M14, M16 and M17); otherwise, minimum size has been
chosen to minimize dynamic power consumption of the delay cell.
Table 4.2: Sizing of the elementary delay cell components.
component type value back-biasing
M1 NMOS 80n/30n 0V
M2 NMOS 80n/30n 0V
M3 NMOS 80n/30n 0V
M4 PMOS 80n/30n 0V
M5 NMOS 200n/2u 0V
M6 NMOS 80n/30n 0V
M7 NMOS 80n/30n 0V
M8 PMOS 320n/30n 0V
M9 NMOS 80n/30n 0V
M10 PMOS 80n/30n 0V
M11 PMOS 80n/30n 0V
M12 NMOS 480n/30n 0V
M13 PMOS 164n/30n 0V
M14 NMOS 108n/30n 0V
M15 NMOS 80n/30n 0V
M16 PMOS 164n/30n 0V
M17 NMOS 108n/30n 0V
M18 NMOS 200n/2u 0V
NAND1 NAND X2 0V
NAND2 NAND X2 0V
C1 capacitance 2.11fF n/a
The delay value versus the control current, Iτ (controlled through Vτ ) is plotted in
Figure 4.13. It is interesting to note that, regardless of the delay value τ programmed
through Vτ , the elementary delay cell requires the same amount of energy to perform
a single delay operation. This energy can be divided into a digital part, required to
switch various digital circuits, and an analog part required to charge and discharge the
capacitor, as shown in equation 4.2. Since the positive feedback mechanism is triggered
at a voltage, Vtrip, defined by the M7 M8 CMOS thyristor, it follows that for every delay
event, the capacitor discharges from 0.65V to Vtrip, making the analog energy constant
regardless of Iτ .
Eeltoken = E
digital
token + E
analog
token = E
digital
token + CVdd · (Vdd − Vtrip) (4.2)
In Table 4.3 we compare post-layout simulation results of our elementary delay cell with
state of the art implementations from literature.
The previously presented delay cell allows us to implement an asynchronous digital delay
with a programmable value, from 2ns to 15ns. In the next section we discuss how to
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Figure 4.13: Value of the delay cell versus the tail current.
Table 4.3: Comparison of the proposed elementary delay cell with previous works.
metric Schell [68] Kurchuk [37] Vezyrtzis [61] this work
technology 90nm 65nm 130nm 28nm FDSOI
delay range 22ns–280ns 100ps–300ps 15ns–500ns 2ns–15ns
energy per token 35fJ 11fJ–13fJ 50fJ 3.8fJ–5fJ
power with inactive input n/a n/a n/a 4.9nW
power when disabled 14.2nW n/a 2.3nW 0.6nW
matching (st. dev.) n/a n/a n/a 7.4%
Vdd 1V 1.2V 1V 0.65V
assemble instances of the proposed elementary delay cell in order to achieve the required
66ns to 100ns CT-FIR tap delays.
4.2.3 Delay Cell Architecture
Architecture level simulations of the DF-CT-ADC show that the minimum time between
two consecutive events issued by the CT-ADC is 2ns (which we call Tgran) while the
average time between such tokens is 5ns (Tavg). Consequently, a 100ns delay tap, required
by the CT-FIR, must be constituted of at least 50 instances of the previously presented
elementary delay cell programmed to a value of 2ns, as shown in Figure 4.14. Thus, the
delay of every token generated by the DF-CT-ADC requires a total energy of 2.19pJ, as
given by equation 4.3 with NS – the number of elementary delay cells in a delay tap,
NFIR – the FIR order and Eeltoken – the energy required by each elementary delay cell.
We can now compute the average power required by the delay cells, given Tavg = 5ns, as
being equal to 438µW, more than 4 times above the power budget of the WU-RX.
Etotaltoken = NS ·NFIR · Eeltoken (4.3)
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Figure 4.14: Classic delay cell architecture in the context of our FIR filter.
As it has been seen previously, the energy required by an elementary delay cell for a
single operation does not depend on the actual delay value, given the capacitance is kept
constant. This means that the energy requirements of a single tap can be reduced by
lowering the number of series elementary delay cells it consists of. However, this requires
using longer delay values for the elementary cells (to maintain a tap delay of 100ns)
which in turn, requires an increased granularity at the ADC level. This can be achieved
by adding parallel delay paths, as shown in Figure 4.15: the first event issued by the
CT-ADC is sent to the first (upper-most) path, the second to the second path and so on,
until the NP + 1-th event is reached, which is again sent to the first path.
  
τtap /NS
IN OUT
Tgran
Tavg NS
τtap /NS τtap /NS
τtap /NS τtap /NS τtap /NS
τtap /NS τtap /NS τtap /NS
NP
Figure 4.15: Delay tap architecture based on a parallel elementary delay arrangement.
Only 1 out of every NP events is sent to any given delay path, effectively multiplying
the CT-ADC granularity by a number equal to the number of parallel paths. This allows
us to increase the delay value of each elementary delay, while maintaining a constant tap
delay (τ), thus reducing the number of elementary delays in a delay tap and the power
consumption by a factor of NP . However, this reduction also has an impact on other
important performance parameters of the delay tap such as jitter, size and matching.
In the next part of this chapter we study these trade-offs in the general case of a delay tap
of value τtap, which consists of NP parallel paths of NS series elementary delay cells. The
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input signal is an asynchronous train of events described by a minimum time between
two consecutive events of Tgran and an average time between events of Tavg.
Energy
As seen earlier, the energy required by each token going into the delay tap is equal to the
sum of energies of elementary delay cells triggered, as given by equation 4.4. Choosing a
parallel delay architecture also imposes the use of a switch to dispatch each input token
to the different delay paths; however, this energy is expected to be small compared to
the total energy required to delay the token; we therefore ignore it.
Etaptoken = NS · Eeltoken (4.4)
The number of series delay cells is defined by the input granularity and the total tap
delay value. Each parallel path sees the input granularity multiplied by NP therefore
each elementary delay can be programmed to a value of NP · Tgran. Finally, since the
total tap delay value is τtap we conclude that the number of series delay cells is given by
equation 4.5. Note that capacitance is kept constant regardless of the values chosen for
NS and NP .
NS =
τtap
TgranNP
(4.5)
This gives as a total of energy required per token given by equation 4.6.
Etaptoken =
τtap
TgranNP
· Eeltoken (4.6)
Jitter
Results from [76] show that the jitter of a CMOS thyristor based delay cell depends
on its value (τel), on the steering current (Iτ ), on a constant determined by different
technology parameters (k1), and on the value of the capacitance which is being charged
(C1), as shown in equation 4.7. Since the capacitance is kept constant throughout the
design, it can be integrated in the technology constant k1, yielding k2.
Var [τel] =
C1
I2τ
· k1 = τel · k2
Iτ
(4.7)
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The delay value, τel, is inversely proportional to the steering current, Iτ , thus we can
express the variance of an elementary delay cell as given in equation 4.8.
Var [τel] = τ2el · k3 (4.8)
The proposed delay tap is composed of NS series elementary delay cells; its total delay
can thus be expressed as a sum of Gaussian random variables with a variance given by
equation 4.8. The variance of the total tap delay becomes equation 4.9.
Var [τtap] = NS ·Var [τel] = NS · τ2el · k3 (4.9)
Replacing the elementary delay value by the total tap delay divided by the number of
series elements, we conclude that the jitter of the tap delay is described by equation 4.10
as a function of NS or by equation 4.11 as a function of NP .
Var [τtap] =
τ2tap
NS
· k (4.10)
Var [τtap] = NPTgranτtap · k (4.11)
It is interesting to note that for a design where we choose to tune the current while
keeping the capacitance value constant, the tap jitter increases proportionally to the
number of parallel paths. On the other hand, it can be proven that if we choose to
tune the capacitance while conserving the value of the current, the tap jitter will remain
constant at the expense of increased energy requirements for the parallel path solution.
Size
Since we have opted to change the delay value of each elementary cell by tuning its
steering current rather than changing its design, it follows that the total area of a tap is
proportional to the number of delay cells it consists of: equation 4.12 with Sel – the area
of an elementary delay cell.
Stap = NS ·NP · Sel (4.12)
Replacing NS with its value derived in equation 4.5 gives us a total area which is constant,
given by equation 4.13.
Stap = τtap
Tgran
Sel (4.13)
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Matching
Despite being an important parameter in the design of CT-DSPs, the matching achieved
by individual delay taps can be compensated and minimized using supplementary circuits;
it does not play a direct role in the true figure of merit of the delay tap. Mismatch
compensation for the proposed delay cell architecture is discussed at a further point in
this chapter: Section 4.2.4; the circuits used for this purpose only need to be periodically
activated, thereby having a minimal impact on the power consumption.
Overall Figure of Merit
A figure of merit for the delay tap can be defined by combining the previously derived
performance parameters as given in equation 4.14. It can be seen that this FoM is
constant and does not depend neither on the number of series elements nor on the
number of parallel paths. Essentially, by adding parallel paths we trade jitter for energy.
FoM tap = Etaptoken ·Var [τtap] · Stap 6= f(NS , NP ) (4.14)
If we admit that our system has a finite jitter specification for its delay taps, in our case
325ps as shown in Section 4.1.4 on page 96, it follows that this limitation defines the
maximum number of parallel delay paths we can use. A set of post-layout simulations is
done for different configurations of the delay tap (NS and NP ), results are summarized
in Table 4.4. The number of parallel paths can be increased up to 5, while maintaining
an RMS jitter which does not affect the CT-ADC performance. The energy required by
the delay taps is thus also divided by a factor of 5.
Table 4.4: RMS jitter of a delay tap with different configurations (NS and NP ).
NP NS τel std(τel) std(τtap)
1 50 2ns 10ps 70ps
2 25 4ns 29ps 145ps
3 17 6ns 43ps 176ps
4 13 8ns 73ps 263ps
5 10 10ns 100ps 316ps
6 9 12ns 138ps 415ps
4.2.4 Calibration and Matching
The matching achieved naturally by the delay taps is not sufficient to preserve the
performance of the 9th order transfer function of the CT-FIR. Consequently, a calibration
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mechanism must be used to periodically fine tune the values of the delay taps such that
the standard deviation of the total mismatch remains under 700ps, which represents the
matching specification derived in Section 4.1.4 on page 96.
The elementary delays can be tuned by changing the tail current which controls the
current mirror. Given the total number of elementary delay cells, it is impractical to
control all of them individually through an analog control knob. Consequently, we
propose a tap-level modification of the previous architecture which consists of introducing
extra delay elements (with a nominal delay value of 10ns or 1ns) in each delay path which
can be bypassed using a multiplexer, as shown in Figure 4.16. Tuning of the delay tap is
achieved by adding / removing supplementary delay cells from the main delay path.
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Figure 4.16: Programmable parallel delay tap architecture.
At this point, we want to minimize the number of extra elementary delays which need
to be added and active in order to minimize the supplementary power consumption
incurred by the proposed tuning mechanism. To compute N10ns and N1ns we develop
a statistic model for the elementary delay which enables us to predict the best case
matching performance obtained using different configurations of the delay tap.
The delay model is based on a set of MC simulations in which we study the evolution
of an elementary delay versus the injected, reference current. A representation of the
results over 10 runs is given in Figure 4.17. The value of each elementary delay can
be written as a second order equation with respect to the reference current, as seen in
equation 4.15.
τ = aI2τ + bIτ + c (4.15)
Observing the variations of the three parameters of equation 4.15 (a, b and c) by plotting
their probability density functions (Figure 4.18), we can conclude that they can be
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Figure 4.17: Value of a delay tap versus the control current for different MC runs.
described by three normal Gaussian random variables. Furthermore, simulations show a
strong correlation between these three parameters, as it can be seen in Figure 4.19 where
we plot b vs a and c vs a.
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Figure 4.18: PDFs of the three parameters describing the statistical link between the
value of each elementary delay and the control current.
We can now randomly draw a value for a, based on its PDF, compute b and c according to
the previously extracted correlation functions and thus model the value of an elementary
delay based on its steering current. This process is repeated for each delay cell in the
architecture. We suppose that a single Iτ is used to control all 10ns delay elements of the
9th order FIR and another current, I ′τ , is used to control each 1ns elementary delay. An
iterative search algorithm is then used to compute Iτ and I ′τ which yield the best-case
matching performance for different values of N10ns and N1ns. Results are summarized in
Table 4.5. The average number of active extra calibration delay cells per delay tap is also
given; this allows us to estimate the energy cost of the proposed calibration method.
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Figure 4.19: Correlation between b and a (left); c and a (right).
Table 4.5: Performance of the proposed delay tap calibration method.
N10ns = 2
N1ns = 3
N10ns = 2
N1ns = 5
N10ns = 2
N1ns = 7
N10ns = 3
N1ns = 3
N10ns = 3
N1ns = 5
N10ns = 3
N1ns = 7
average τtap 99.95ns 99.95ns 99.98ns 99.93ns 99.96ns 99.98ns
matching 1.1ns 640ps 310ps 1.01ns 520ps 260ps
Iτ 90.75nA 91.25nA 90.25nA 99.75nA 98.25nA 94.75nA
I ′τ 40nA 40nA 40nA 40nA 40nA 45.25nA
# 10ns delays / tap 0.63 0.6 0.53 0.73 0.67 0.51
# 1ns delays / tap 0.46 0.52 0.5 0.52 0.47 0.49
power increase +9.7% +9.9% +9% +11.2% +10.2% +8.7%
We can see that using 3 delay cells of 10ns offers us minimal improvement with respect
to a solution consisting of N10ns = 2. Furthermore, the 700ps matching limit is reached
when at least five 1ns delay elements are used. In average, each tap delay is expected to
consume 9.9% more energy per CT-ADC token due to the added, active calibration delay
cells. Note that, even though it might be tempting to increase the number of calibration
cells, especially N1ns, the area of the filter is also increased proportionally.
Ideally, the calibration is implemented on chip by injecting pulses in all parallel delay
paths and changing their configuration based on a reference signal which defines the tap
delay values. This calibration phase should be repeated periodically as a temperature
drift may introduce a systematic shift in the delay values. Since the chip described in
this chapter is intended to be an early stage prototype, the calibration is done off-chip
and the effects of temperature drifts are not taken into account.
4.2.5 Delay Architecture Summary
A summary of the parameters and performance of the proposed delay tap architecture is
given in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Summary of the delay cell architecture and its performance.
criterion value
elementary delay 6.6ns–10ns
delay tap 66ns–100ns
series elements (NS) 10
parallel paths (NP ) 5
calibration 10ns elements (N10ns) 2
calibration 1ns elements (N1ns) 5
energy per tap per token (Etokentap ) 42fJ
mismatch (std(τtap)) 640ps
jitter (RMS) 316ps
4.3 CT Adder
The role of the CT adder is to sum the asynchronous pulses issued by the CT-ADC and
to output them in the form of a digital bus or an analog signal.
4.3.1 Previous Work
Depending on the length of the FIR filter and on the average frequency of incoming pulses,
previous works have either opted for a digital or for an analog CT adder implementation.
Digital CT-Adder
For digital implementations of CT adders, an important requirement is that the propaga-
tion delay through the adder is kept constant regardless which of its inputs is triggered.
If this condition is not maintained, the asynchronous output signal risks undergoing
distortion which would negatively affect its linearity. One digital CT architecture which
guarantees constant propagation times is the Carry Save Adder (CSaA), which consists
of several full-adders, each computing a single sum and carry bit. The schematic of an
implementation which adds three 4-bit numbers is presented in Figure 4.20.
The speed requirement of the adder is defined by the average token frequency issued
by the CT-ADC multiplied by the number of filter taps; in our case, this adds up to
an average frequency of 1.8GHz. On the other hand, the maximum addition frequency
is undefined as events can be issued by the CT-ADC at arbitrary intervals: consider a
second order FIR with a 100ns delay cell along with a CT-ADC generating an event
at t = 0s and another one at t = 100ns + δt. Due to the asynchronous nature of the
CT-ADC, δt can be arbitrarily small, making the maximum frequency of the adder
arbitrarily high (1/δt). Consequently, to avoid metastability and assure that the CT
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Figure 4.20: Architecture of a 3 input (4 bits) Carry Save Adder.
adder input does not change while an addition is being resolved, a pseudo-synchronization
block is required at the input of the adder. This block has the role of latching all inputs
which arrive while an addition is being resolved and passing them to the adder once the
addition operation has finished.
The previously described metastability concerns are dependent on the average CT-ADC
token frequency. Existing works achieved successful implementations of digital adders
for CT-ADCs with output token frequencies up to 5MHz, [68]. However, our application
described in the previous chapters employs an ADC operating at much higher frequencies,
making the implementation of digital CT adders less attractive.
Analog CT-Adder
There exist several analog CT adder designs which do not suffer from the metastability
concerns of digital adders. One example, presented in [60], which achieves operation
frequencies in the GHz range, uses charge pumps to charge and discharge a capacitor
holding the result of the addition. The CT adder architecture is presented in Figure 4.21:
a series of charge pumps are connected in parallel to a summing capacitor; the charge
pumps are triggered by a digital control signal in the following manner: rising edges
trigger a slight charge of the capacitance while falling edges trigger a symmetric discharge.
Since each charge pump operates independently, there are no minimum timing constraints
between tokens arriving to the CT adder. Moreover, the FIR coefficients can be directly
integrated with the CT adder by changing the weights affected to the charging (discharg-
ing) currents in the NMOS and PMOS current mirrors. The control blocks can also be
reconfigured to react on either rising or falling edges thereby enabling the use of signed
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Figure 4.21: Charge pump based analog adder.
coefficients. In the example given in Figure 4.21 all coefficients have the same absolute
value, however the i+ 1 coefficient is negative.
Analog CT adder implementations are low power and can operate at much higher speeds
compared to their digital counterparts. The only drawback is related to the output signal
which is in the analog domain rather than digital. However, this is not a concern for
our application, since the CT-DSP output is supposed to be injected into the envelope
detector which does not specifically require a digital signal. Consequently, we opt for an
analog implementation of the CT adder; this is detailed in the next part of this chapter.
4.3.2 Proposed Weighted-CT-Adder
The proposed CT adder has been designed to function correctly with the encoding
used for the data coming from the CT-ADC which presents itself as a train of narrow,
asynchronous pulses. Furthermore, the multiplication with the tunable FIR coefficients
is also embedded in the adder operation.
Elementary Cell
The schematic of a single elementary adder cell is given in Figure 4.22. Asynchronous
pulses, coming either directly from the CT-ADC or from any delay tap, are injected from
nodes V+ and V− to nodes a0+, a1+, a0− and a1− through a set of transmission gates and
multiplexers which are controlled by the on-chip memory used to store the coefficients of
the CT-DSP. Please note that the adder cell input (V+ and V−) does not represent a
differential signal, it represents the two bit encoded data issued by the CT-ADC as shown
in the previous chapter. We use 2 bits to program the value of the respective coefficients
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(b0 and b1) and another bit (bs) to set the sign of the coefficient. The ensuing pulses
are then used to trigger a set of switches which control the total capacitance connected
above the node Vout and directly influence its voltage. A capacitive ladder which controls
Vout is thus created. A more detailed explanation of the adder operation and of the state
of node Vout is given in the next section, where we study how the elementary adder cells
are connected together to construct adders of arbitrary lengths.
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Figure 4.22: Proposed elementary adder cell.
Note that, for a single elementary adder cell, the output voltage Vout can be expressed
shown in equation 4.16 with bs – the sign bit taking values of 1 or −1; b0b1 – the binary
value of the adder cell coefficient; V+− V− – the differential input voltage; k – a constant
related to the implementation.
Vout = k · bs · b0b1 · (V+ − V−) (4.16)
The transistor sizes, their back-biasing, as well as the values of the capacitors are detailed
in Table 4.7. Switches M1 to M8 have strong back-biases to minimize their resistive
losses when conducting. Despite CL having a value of 0.53fF no actual capacitance of
that size has been used; when constructing a full adder composed of several elementary
cells, several instances of CL are placed in parallel and their values are lumped into a
single component. We will also show that there is no matching requirement between CL
(or its lumped equivalent) and C0, thus the value of CL can be chosen independently of
C0.
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Table 4.7: Component sizes of an elementary adder cell.
component type value back-biasing
M1 PMOS 1µm/30nm −2V
M2 NMOS 1µm/30nm 2V
M3 PMOS 1µm/30nm −2V
M4 NMOS 1µm/30nm 2V
M5 PMOS 1µm/30nm −2V
M6 NMOS 1µm/30nm 2V
M7 PMOS 1µm/30nm −2V
M8 NMOS 1µm/30nm 2V
S1–S4 CMOS switch 400nm/30nm 0V
MX1–MX4 multiplexer X5 0V
IV 1–IV 4 inverter X10 0V
C0 capacitance 5.1fF n/a
CL capacitance 0.53fF n/a
Full Adder
The previously presented elementary adder has a single differential input (consisting of
V+ and V−) and therefore cannot perform any addition operation. An Ntap input full
adder is obtained by connecting Ntap elementary adder cells in parallel, having a single
net in common, Vout, as shown in Figure 4.23. A DC block composed of two 500kΩ
resistors is used to bias the DC point of the resulting structure and to avoid leaving net
Vout floating.
A set of transmission gates controlled by local memory is used for each instance of
the elementary delay cell. The full adder thus becomes a capacitive network in which
asynchronous pulses control the amount of capacitance located between the output
node Vout and the three reference nodes: Vdd, VCM (= Vdd/2) and Vss. To get a better
understanding of the operation mode of the Ntap full adder we are going to suppose it is
configured in the following manner: the coefficient of n branches is set to the value 10,
the coefficient of p branches is set to 01 while the rest Ntap−n− p branches are set to 00.
To simplify the analysis, we also suppose that we compute Vout at a time instant when
all elementary delay cell inputs V+ are at state 1 (Vdd) while all V− inputs are at state 0
(Vss). A schematic view of the system in this configuration is given in Figure 4.24. The
addition is successfully accomplished if Vout can be written as given in equation 4.17.
Vout = k · (2n+ p) (4.17)
To compute Vout, we can simplify the full adder circuit in the following way:
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Figure 4.23: Proposed full adder cell.
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Figure 4.24: Scenario used to illustrate the operation principle of the proposed
weighted adder.
• branches with coefficient 10: n branches consist of a 2C0 capacitance connected
between Vout and Vdd in parallel with a 4C0 capacitance connected between Vout
and VCM as well as CL connected between Vout and VCM , as shown in Figure 4.25.
• branches with coefficient 01: p branches consist of a C0 capacitance connected
between Vout and Vdd in parallel with a 5C0 capacitance connected between Vout
and VCM as well as CL connected between Vout and VCM , as shown in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25: Elementary adder with its coefficient equal to 10 and with input V+
active (at Vdd).
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Figure 4.26: Elementary adder with its coefficient equal to 01 and with input V+
active (at Vdd).
• branches with coefficient 00: Ntap − n− p branches consist of a 6C0 capacitance
connected between Vout and VCM in parallel with a CL connected between Vout
and VCM , as shown in Figure 4.27.
  
CL
2C0 2C0
Vout
VCM
VCM
C0 C0
VCMVCM VCM
Figure 4.27: Elementary adder with its coefficient equal to 00 and with input V+
active (at Vdd).
If we now lump together the previously described circuit, we end up with the circuit
presented in Figure 4.28, with Cdd, Css and CCM given in equation 4.18–equation 4.20.
Cdd = n · 2C0 + p · C0 (4.18)
Css = 0 (4.19)
CCM = NtapCL + n · 4C0 + p · 5C0 + (Ntap − n− p) · 6C0 (4.20)
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CCM
Vout
VCM
Css
VssVdd
Cdd
Figure 4.28: Lumped representation of the proposed CT adder
The initial condition (or the DC value) of the node Vout is set by the DC block to
Vdd/2; moreover, we choose VCM = Vdd/2. We can thus conclude that in the previously
described configuration, Vout can be written as given in equation 4.21. Identifying the
terms in the equation with those from equation 4.17 on page 114, it follows that the
weighted addition has been successfully accomplished.
Vout =
Vdd
2
2nC0 + pC0
Ntap (6C0 + CL)
+ Vdd2 (4.21)
4.3.3 Adder Performance
Among the critical performance parameters for the proposed CT adder we distinguish
its power consumption as well as its conversion gain.
Power
The energy requirements of the proposed adder can be decomposed into two parts: a
“digital” part linked to the energy required to trigger the inverters in the direct signal
path (IV 1–IV 3) and an “analog” part required to charge the capacitive network. We
can thus compute the energy per elementary adder cell (per FIR tap) depending on the
value of the coefficients; results are summarized in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Energy required by an elementary adder cell to process a single CT-ADC
token.
coefficient value EtapADDdig E
tap
ADDan E
tap
ADDtotal
00 3fJ 0fJ 3fJ
01 3fJ 3.9fJ 6.9fJ
10 3fJ 7.8fJ 10.8fJ
11 3fJ 11.7fJ 14.7fJ
We can see that, compared to a delay tap which requires 42fJ per CT-ADC token, the
power requirements of the adder are significantly smaller.
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Conversion Gain
It is difficult to define the conversion gain for a component which has a digital-to-analog
conversion embedded in its operation mode. However, it will be seen that the “voltage
gain” of the addition plays an important role in the design of the DF-CT-ADC feedback
loop.
To compute the conversion gain of an Ntap input adder we suppose the following scenario:
all coefficients are programmed to 11 (maximum value) and all Ntap positive inputs
(V+) are toggled. Ideally, the output voltage should be Ntap times Vdd, as shown
by equation 4.22. This is clearly impossible since the passive implementation of our
adder does not allow us to achieve output voltages above Vdd. The real adder output
voltage, computed following the same reasoning as described in Section 4.3.2, is given in
equation 4.23. The second term in the previous equation represents the common mode
of the adder output and does not have any contribution to an AC analysis.
V addideal = NtapVdd (4.22)
V addreal =
Vdd
2
3NtapC0
Ntap(6C0 + CL)
+ Vdd2 =
Vdd
2
3C0
6C0 + CL
+ Vdd2 (4.23)
We now express the adder conversion gain as the real output swing divided by the ideal
output swing, as in given in equation 4.24.
Gconv = 20log10
V addreal
V addideal
= 20log10
(
1
2Ntap
3C0
6C0 + CL
)
(4.24)
Replacing C0 and CL with values given previously results in a conversion gain for the 9th
order output FIR of −32dB. This is an attenuation applied to all input frequencies and
therefore does not affect the filter transfer function. On the other hand, the 3rd order
FIR embedded in the DF-CT-ADC operates at a conversion gain of −24dB, which has a
direct impact on the DF-CT-ADC transfer function, as shown in Figure 4.2 on page 89.
Consequently, an active voltage gain stage is required to compensate for the attenuation
of the CT adder.
4.4 DF-CT-ADC
The previously presented delay taps and adder enable us to construct a CT-FIR of an
arbitrary order. However, for the implementation of the DF-CT-ADC, several elements
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are missing, as the CT-FIR analog output needs to be interfaced with the CT-ADC
input.
4.4.1 CT-ADC – CT-FIR Integration
The classic solution for implementing the addition at the input of the CT-ADC is through
the use of an analog adder, constructed around an OTA. However, this implies the use
of a DC power even when the DF-CT-ADC input and the CT-FIR output are “quiet“.
Alternatively, the CT-ADC ”front-end“ also features a Gm − C cell, which enables
us to implement an addition in the current domain, by simply connecting a separate
transconductance to the same capacitance. The second transconductance is driven by
the CT-FIR output and, in terms of specifications, is similar to the one used for the
CT-ADC, thus it doesn’t need to be too power consuming. A detailed view of the
resulting DF-CT-ADC architecture is presented in Figure 4.29. Note that the circuit
which splits the CT-ADC output into the 5 parallel data streams of the CT delay cells is
described at a later point in this chapter; the pulses are recombined at the output of
each delay tap using a 5-input OR gate.
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Figure 4.29: View of the complete DF-CT-ADC implementation.
We have opted for a fully differential implementation of the feedback path; due to the
low CT adder conversion gain, a voltage amplifier has been used at its output. Moreover,
since the current injected on the CT-ADC capacitance is scrambled by the flipping
switches present at its input, it is clear that, if we want to apply the feedback at this
point, a similar operation is required for the feedback signal. Consequently, a set of
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flipping switches has been introduced in the feedback path, after the amplification of the
adder signals, which are controlled by the same signals as the flipping switches located at
the CT-ADC input. We now discuss the implementation of the extra circuitry required
by the DF-CT-ADC.
4.4.2 Dispatcher
The dispatcher is used to split the CT-ADC output stream in five parallel streams thereby
increasing each stream’s granularity (Tgran) by a proportional factor and enabling the
use of the chosen delay tap architecture. A schematic view of this circuit is given in
Figure 4.30; a summary of the sizes of the components used is also given in Table 4.9.
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Figure 4.30: Schematic of the dispatching circuit used to split the CT-ADC output in
5 parallel streams.
Table 4.9: Sizing of the components used for the dispatcher.
component type value back-biasing
DFF1 DFF with set X10 0V
DFF2–DFF5 DFF with reset X10 0V
S1–S10 CMOS switch 180nm/30nm 0V
The 5 D-flip-flops are set to an initial state in which only one of their outputs is equal to
Vdd while the rest are pulled down to Vss. Each CT-ADC token toggles the clock inputs
of the D-flip-flops thereby shifting the position of the logic 1 in a cyclic manner. Finally,
each DFF controls a transmission gate which is used to select the input to be connected
to each stream: choosing between either the CT-ADC output or ground (Vss). Compared
to the adder or tap delay, the energy required by the dispatcher does not scale linearly
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with the number of taps, making its power consumption relatively small. Post-layout
simulations have shown an energy requirement of 17fJ per CT-ADC token.
4.4.3 Voltage Gain and Filtering
As seen in Section 4.3.3 on page 118, the −24dB of CT adder conversion gain must be
compensated by the use of an active gain stage. Furthermore, the CT-ADC generates
strong high power components which must be attenuated in the feedback path before
being injected into the input of the CT-ADC. These two functions are incorporated in
an active, filtering voltage gain stage GV (Figure 4.29 on page 119); its transistor-level
implementation is given in Figure 4.31. The sizing of the components used is detailed in
Table 4.10. Note that a current mode implementation of this stage is rendered difficult
by its filtering requirement.
  
M2
M1
Vin VoutR1 R2 R3
C1 C2
C3
C4
Figure 4.31: Schematics of the active voltage gain stage used in the feedback loop of
the DF-CT-ADC.
Table 4.10: Sizing of the components used in the active voltage gain stage.
component type value back-biasing
M1 PMOS 4.5µm/40nm −0.75V
M2 NMOS 1.5µm/150nm 0V
R1 resistance 400kΩ n/a
R2 resistance 400kΩ n/a
R3 resistance 200kΩ n/a
C1 capacitance 118fF n/a
C2 capacitance 118fF n/a
C3 capacitance 250fF n/a
C4 capacitance 20fF n/a
A second order low-pass filter is used to remove high power components from the CT-
ADC output signal. The series capacitance C3 is used to decouple the CT adder output
from the second Gm cell input, by adding a zero in its transfer function at 0Hz. The
push-pull stage is self biased using the R3 resistance and its output current is injected
into a capacitance to obtain the required voltage gain. The simulated transfer function
of the voltage gain stage is given in Figure 4.32.
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Figure 4.32: Voltage transfer function of the GV block.
4.4.4 Feedback Gm
For the feedback Gm we have used a design very similar to the one utilized in the
CT-ADC; its detailed schematic is given in Figure 4.33. Since both Gm cells have their
differential outputs connected together, it follows that only one common mode feedback
block is required. We thus use the common mode feedback control generated in the
CT-ADC Gm cell to control the gates of the active load transistors in the feedback Gm
cell. The sizing of the various components used in this design is given in Table 4.11.
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VC+ VC-
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M3 M4
RdegFB
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Figure 4.33: Schematics of the feedback Gm cell.
Depending on the configurations of the switches controlling the degeneration resistance,
RdegFB, the resistance can be varied from 0Ω to 50kΩ. The transconductance is thus
decreased from 43µS to 21µS, for a standard bias current of 2µA.
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Table 4.11: Sizing of various components used in the design of the feedback Gm cell.
component type value back-biasing
M1 PMOS 1.28µm/400nm −0.75V
M2 PMOS 1.28µm/400nm −0.75V
M3 NMOS 2µm/60nm 0.75V
M4 NMOS 2µm/60nm 0.75V
M5 NMOS 2µm/200nm 0.75V
M6 NMOS 2µm/200nm 0.75V
M7 NMOS 2µm/200nm 0.75V
Rdeg1–Rdeg5 resistance 10kΩ n/a
S1–S5 CMOS switch 1µm/30nm 0V
4.5 Simulation/Measurements Results
The goal of this section is to highlight the performance of the proposed CT-DSP system.
Unfortunately, due to unexpected delays in the fabrication (the delivery date was
postponed by more than 4 months), the chip is not back from the foundry; results
presented in this section are based on transistor level simulations only. The rest of
this section is organized as follows: first, the achievable DF-CT-ADC transfer functions
are presented. The same analysis is then conducted for the output FIR filter. A CT-
DSP system configuration is chosen and tested with a two interferer input scenario; a
breakdown of the system power consumption is thus given. Finally, we show the scalability
of the proposed system’s power consumption versus the input signal characteristics as
well as its single tone noise performance. The proposed CT-DSP is also compared to
other existing implementations from literature.
4.5.1 DF-CT-ADC Performance
The DF-CT-ADC has four tunable parameters which influence its transfer function:
• CT adder coefficients: a0, a1, a2 and a3 – determine the type of transfer function;
• delay reference current Iτ – sets the transfer function repetition frequency;
• feedback loop degeneration resistance RdegGM – contributes to the feedback loop
direct gain, kad, thereby setting the quality factor of the DF-CT-ADC IIR transfer
function;
• feedback loop reference current IrefGM – contributes to the feedback loop direct
gain, kad, thereby setting the quality factor of the DF-CT-ADC IIR transfer
function.
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• direct path CT-ADC Gm and comparator threshold ∆ – influence the overall
conversion gain of the system, but do not contribute to the filter transfer function.
These tuning options are demonstrated in the following paragraphs.
Coefficients Tuning
Here, we set Iτ such that the tap delays are configured to 100ns and we use an RdegGM
of 10kΩ along with an IrefGM of 2µA. Three configurations for the CT adder coefficients
are chosen as showed in Table 4.12, corresponding to a highpass, lowpass and bandpass
implementation.
Table 4.12: Coefficients which demonstrate the transfer function reconfigurability of
the DF-CT-ADC.
coefficient highpass lowpass bandpass
a0 0.75 0.75 0.75
a1 0.5 −0.5 −0.5
a2 −0.5 −0.5 0.75
a3 0.25 −0.25 0.25
The resulting, simulated transfer functions are plotted in Figure 4.34. Due to the 100ns
configuration of the delay cells, only 10MHz of spectrum is required to define the DF-
CT-ADC transfer function over the entire frequency range; consequently, we choose to
plot the 4th repetition of its transfer function, located between 40MHz and 50MHz.
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Figure 4.34: Highpass, lowpass and bandpass configurations for the DF-CT-ADC
transfer function.
We conclude that tuning the DF-CT-ADC coefficients allows us to achieve any type of
transfer function.
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Delay Tap Tuning
In this section we configure the DF-CT-ADC in the previously presented highpass
configuration with a feedback loop gain determined by choosing RdegGM = 10kΩ and
IrefGM = 2µA. The delay reference current is then varied from 117nA to 147nA such that
the repetition frequency is increased from 12MHz to 14MHz. The resulting DF-CT-ADC
transfer functions are plotted in Figure 4.35.
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Figure 4.35: Tuning the center frequency of the DF-CT-ADC signal transfer function.
Tuning the delay tap values as well as reconfiguring the IIR filter from a highpass to a
lowpass configuration allows us to cover the entire 40MHz bandwidth of the CT-ADC.
Feedback Gain Tuning
Tuning the feedback gain of the DF-CT-ADC loop has a direct impact on the “sharpness”
of the its signal transfer function. We choose a highpass configuration of the DF-CT-ADC
along with a tap delay of 100ns. Three feedback loop configurations are studied, the
amount of rejection achieved in these configurations is summarized in Table 4.13.
Table 4.13: Simulated IIR feedback configurations.
configuration # IrefGM RdegGM simulated rejection
1 3µA 10kΩ 23dB
2 2µA 10kΩ 14dB
3 3µA 50kΩ 11dB
The resulting DF-CT-ADC transfer functions are plotted in the Figure 4.36. Increasing
the feedback loop gain by 9.5dB (equivalent from switching from configuration #3 to
configuration #1) enables us to increase the rejection of the filter from 11dB to 23dB
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which translates into an increase of Aatt from 4.5dB to 8.5dB along with an increase of
Again from 6.5dB to 14.5dB (Figure 2.19 on page 47). These results are summarized in
Table 4.14.
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Figure 4.36: DF-CT-ADC transfer functions for different configurations of the feedback
loop voltage gain.
Table 4.14: Rejection performance achieved by the proposed DF-CT-ADC.
configuration # Aatt Again
1 8.5dB 14.5dB
2 6.6dB 7.4dB
3 4.5dB 6.5dB
4.5.2 CT-FIR Performance
In this section we study the performance of the 9th order output FIR. As previously, the
parameters of interest are the amount of rejection achieved along with a tunability of
the central frequency and of the type of transfer function. The CT-FIR transfer function
can be changed through the following parameters:
• CT adder coefficients: b0, b1, . . . b9 – determine the type of transfer function;
• delay reference current: Iτ – sets the transfer function repetition frequency;
Coefficient Tuning
The search algorithm described in Section 1.3 on page 9 requires a reconfigurable FIR
filter capable of changing its transfer function from lowpass to highpass and bandpass.
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To showcase this, the FIR filter is studied in three configurations, corresponding to the
coefficients given in Table 4.15, with all tap delays configured to 100ns. The spectrum
repetition frequency thus becomes 10MHz, meaning that it is sufficient to simulate the
filter with an input signal which has its frequency swept between 40MHz and 50MHz to
completely determine the CT-FIR frequency response.
Table 4.15: Highpass, lowpass and bandpass CT-FIR configurations.
coefficient lowpass highpass bandpass
b0 0.25 0.25 0
b1 0.5 −0.5 0.25
b2 0.5 0.5 −0.25
b3 0.75 −0.75 −0.5
b4 0.75 0.75 0.5
b5 0.75 −0.75 0.5
b6 0.75 0.75 −0.5
b7 0.5 −0.5 −0.25
b8 0.5 0.5 0.25
b9 0.25 −0.25 0
The resulting transfer functions are plotted in Figure 4.37. We conclude that by tuning
the coefficients of the CT-FIR adder, the resulting frequency response can be changed
from lowpass to highpass and bandpass.
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Figure 4.37: Highpass, lowpass and bandpass configurations for the CT-FIR transfer
function.
Delay Tap Tuning
We set the FIR in highpass configuration and tune the value of its delay taps such that
its spectrum repetition frequency is shifted from 12MHz to 14MHz. The resulting FIR
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transfer functions, simulated over the 40MHz to 50MHz frequency range, are plotted in
Figure 4.38.
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Figure 4.38: Tuning the central frequency of the CT-FIR filter transfer function.
We have thus shown that by tuning the FIR coefficients and its delay taps, we can
generate a transfer function with a pass band which can be shifted over the entire
CT-ADC frequency range, from 10MHz to 50MHz.
4.5.3 Interferer Rejection
We now study the CT-DSP with a worst case input scenario consisting of two interferers
and a useful signal, which have a total input swing equal to the full scale of the CT-ADC.
The position of the useful signal is fixed inside the passband of the DF-CT-ADC and
CT-FIR at 45MHz assuming a highpass configuration of both filters. Concerning the
interferers, one is kept at 40MHz in the stopband of the CT-DSP, while the other is
injected at 42.25MHz, such that it generates a third order intermodulation term inside
the CT-DSP passband, at 44.5MHz. A schematic representation of the input is given in
Figure 4.39.
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Figure 4.39: Input scenario used to test the performance of the proposed CT-DSP.
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Simulations are done for an input signal-to-interferer ratio of −23dB, close to the limit
of robust reception according to the results from Section 1.6 on page 28. Figure 4.40
shows the spectrum of the input, DF-CT-ADC and CT-FIR output.
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Figure 4.40: Spectrum of the signal at various points in the proposed system (DF-
CT-ADC & CT-FIR).
We note that, going through the DF-CT-ADC, the SIR improves from −23dB to 4.5dB,
meaning that the DF-CT-ADC achieves an out-of-band rejection of 27.5dB. Moreover,
the DF-CT-ADC operates at 12.8dB of SFDR, meaning that the ratio between the useful
signal and third order intermodulation term is 17.3dB, sufficient not to compromise
robust reception of input signals (as specified in Section 1.5 on page 20, the baseband
demodulator only requires 12dB of SNR). Finally, at the output of the FIR, the SIR
further improves, from 4.5dB to 27.8dB, meaning that the CT-FIR adds an extra 23.3dB
of rejection. Note that the CT-FIR improves the signal to intermodulation ratio only
marginally, by around 4dB, as both the useful signal and the third order intermodulation
term from the interferers are located inside the CT-FIR bandwidth.
To quantify the improvements offered by the DF-CT-ADC, the same input signal is used,
this time into a system consisting only of the CT-ADC followed by the CT-FIR. In this
scenario, there is no feedback path around the CT-ADC, hence there is no predictive
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interferer cancellation. The spectra of the signal at the input of the system, CT-ADC
output and FIR output are showed in Figure 4.41.
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Figure 4.41: Spectrum of the signal at various points in the proposed system with no
feedback loop around the ADC (CT-ADC & CT-FIR).
Besides observing less interferer attenuation, there is another fundamental, more impor-
tant difference between the results of the two previous simulations. With DF-CT-ADC
feedback, the average activity observed at the output of the CT-ADC was around 130MHz
(one event every 7.5ns), while the simulation without the DF-CT-ADC, yielded an average
activity of 256MHz (one event every 3.9ns). As a consequence, the power of the output
CT-FIR drastically increases in the second scenario in comparison with the first. This
difference is highlighted in Table 4.16.
A power breakdown for a full-scale input of the complete DF-CT-ADC-DSP system is
given in Figure 4.42. Note that the power consumption of most presented blocks (IIR
delays, IIR adder, FIR delays and FIR adder) scales linearly with the amplitude of the
input swing, making the results a worst case estimation of the system power consumption.
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Table 4.16: Power breakdown of the proposed CT-ADC-DSP system with and without
DF-CT-ADC feedback.
component DF-CT-ADC & CT-FIR CT-ADC & CF-FIR
token frequency 130MHz 256MHz
CT-ADC core 17.5µW 26.2µW
IIR delays 13.5µW n/a
IIR adder 3.2µW n/a
IIR analog FB 6.4µW n/a
FIR delays 40.8µW 78.5µW
FIR adder 8.8µW 16.9µW
total 90.2µW 121.6µW
19 %
CT-ADC (17.5µW)
15 %
IIR delays (13.5µW)
8 %
IIR analog FB (6.4µW)
45 %
FIR delays (40.8µW)
9 %
FIR adder (8.8µW)
4 %
IIR adder (3.2µW)
Figure 4.42: Breakdown of the complete DF-CT-ADC-DSP power consumption.
4.5.4 Power Consumption Scaling
To demonstrate the scalability of the proposed system’s power consumption with respect
to the input signal characteristics, we perform a set of simulations in which the amplitude
of the input is swept. We choose a single tone input signal, located at the high end
of the bandwidth, 50MHz, inside the passband of both filters. It is important to note
that the DF-CT-ADC performs in a very similar manner to the CT-ADC: the rate of
events it generates at the output is proportional to the amplitude of the input signal and
independent of its frequency. Thus, we predict that the CT-FIR as well as the DF-CT-
ADC itself will have a power consumption proportional to this event rate. Simulation
results are plotted in Figure 4.43.
We can now extract the linear relation linking the power consumption of the two parts of
the system to the input amplitude. The resulting equations are given in equation 4.25, for
the CT-FIR, and equation 4.26, for the DF-CT-ADC. The standby power of the proposed
system is computed by activating all blocks without applying any input; simulations
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Figure 4.43: CT-DF-ADC and CT-FIR power consumption versus the input amplitude
(system event rate). Note that the power consumption of the CT-ADC is included in
both previously defined systems.
show that the CT-FIR thus draws a static power of 15.7µW (11.1µW for the CT-ADC
and another 4.6µW for the other CT processing blocks used in the CT-FIR) while the
DF-CT-ADC draws a static power of 20µW (11.1µW in the CT-ADC and 9.6µW in
the feedback loop). Most of the latter comes from the static power of the CT-ADC
and from the continuous power required by the feedback loop: more specifically, by the
transconductance and filtering, voltage gain stage.
PCT−FIR = 0.93
(
µW
mVp−p
)
· Vin(mVp−p) + 13.8µW (4.25)
PDF−CT−ADC = 0.36
(
µW
mVp−p
)
· Vin(mVp−p) + 20.76µW (4.26)
We thus confirm that the power of the CT-DSP (CT-IIR and CT-FIR, excluding the
CT-ADC) scales linearly with the input amplitude requiring a static power consumption
under 14.2µW, which can be broken down into: 9.6µW for the DF-CT-ADC active
feedback path and another 4.6µW consumed by the rest of the CT-DSP blocks.
4.5.5 Noise
To compute the noise in the proposed CT-ADC/DSP, we input a −3dBFS single tone
signal at the input, at 50MHz, inside the passband of both filters. A transient noise
simulation is done and the resulting noise is integrated over the entire ADC bandwidth:
[10MHz 50MHz]. The extracted SNR is 31dB, close to the specification defined in Fig-
ure 4.6 on page 94: the proposed filter does not degrade the worst-case noise performance
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of the lone CT-ADC. This corresponds to an average, in-band, input referred noise of
252nV/
√
Hz.
The spectrum of the output signal is plotted in Figure 4.44. The low frequency noise
spectral density is determined by the delay cell noise of the CT-FIR, and hence is white and
not first order shaped. As the frequency increases, the CT-ADC noise becomes dominant
and a 20dB/dec increase in the noise floor is observed. For very high frequencies, the noise
power decreases, hinting at the presence of several high frequency poles. Throughout
the spectrum, small peaks are observed in the noise power at multiples of 10MHz, which
correspond to different order repetitions of the CT-DSP passband.
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Figure 4.44: Output spectrum of a full-scale, 50MHz single tone input, for a transient
noise simulation of the entire system.
4.5.6 Comparison with State of the Art
Previous CT-ADC-DSP implementations are either aimed to process low frequency voice
signals ([68] and [61]) or GHz range ultra-wide band RF signals ([37]), therefore a direct
comparison between these solutions is not evident. Nevertheless, a comparison of the
main performance metrics is provided in Table 4.17.
We now compare the proposed, continuous time, method of achieving tunable filtering
with existing analog or discrete time implementations. Consequently, we slice the
proposed CT-ADC-DSP in two parts and draw a comparison between the proposed
DF-CT-ADC and existing analog or discrete time IIR filter implementations along with
another comparison between the proposed CT-FIR and existing analog or discrete time
FIR implementations. The first comparison is highlighted in Table 4.18; as a figure of
merit, we use the energy figure of merit usually employed to compare IIR filters, its
formula is given in equation 4.27 with PDC – the filter power consumption (in W ), N –
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Table 4.17: Comparison between the proposed DF-CT-ADC-DSP and other, state of
the art, CT-DSP implementations.
performance Kurchuk ([37]) Schell ([68]) this work
technology 65nm 90nm 28nm FDSOI
supply voltage 1.2V 1V 0.65V
max frequency 3.2GHz 20kHz 50MHz
bandwidth 0.8GHz− 3.2GHz 20Hz− 20kHz 10MHz− 50MHz
area (CT-ADC) 0.06mm2 n/a 0.06mm2*
area (CT-FIR) 0.55mm2 0.073mm2 0.09mm2
DSP order 6 (FIR) 14 (FIR) 9 (FIR) & 3 (IIR)
power 1.1mW− 10mW 0.35mW− 1.71mW 25µW–215µW
(*) DF-CT-ADC: includes the continuous time digital feedback loop
the filter order (no unit), fc – the cutoff frequency (in Hz) and SFDR – a measure of
linearity (in dB). It is important to note that the SFDR used here is not the two tone
SFDR presented previously in this chapter but rather a measure of the circuit linearity –
through its third order interception point, IIP3 (measured in dBm) – combined with a
measure of the circuit noise – Pn (integrated over the filter passband and measured in
dBm) – as shown in equation 4.28.
Table 4.18: Comparison between the proposed DF-CT-ADC and existing analog or
digital IIR filter implementations.
performance Drost [77] Zhao [78] Lechevallier [79] Tohidian [80] D’Amico [81] Liscidini [82] Oskooei [83] this work
implementation ring oscillatorintegrator
switched
capacitor* Gm − C DT-IIR*
source follower
based active RC Gm − C CT-IIR
technology 90nm 65nm 28nm FD-SOI 65nm 180nm 90nm 90nm 28nm FD-SOI
supply 0.55V 1.2V 0.7V 1.2V 1.8V 2.5V 1V 0.65V
order 4 4 3 7 4 4 6 3
power
consumption 2.9mW 0.68mW 4mW 1.96mW 4.1mW 1.25mW 4.35mW
activity-dependent
20µW – 79µW
input-referred
noise 62.4µVRMS 19.5
nVRMS√
Hz 5.9
nVRMS√
Hz 2.85
nVRMS√
Hz 7.5
nVRMS√
Hz 32µVRMS 75
nVRMS√
Hz 252
nVRMS√
Hz
TF type lowpass lowpass lowpass lowpass lowpass lowpass lowpass all**
tunability cutoff cutoff no cutoff no no cutoff full***
tuning
range 7MHz–30MHz 0.5MHz–10MHz n/a 0.4MHz–30MHz n/a n/a 8.1MHz–13.5MHz 10MHz–50MHz
IIP3 28dBm 17.6dBm 5.2dBm 16dBm 12dBm 36dBm 22dBm 14.8dBm
area 0.29mm2 0.02mm2 0.04mm2 0.42mm2 0.26mm2 n/a 0.239mm2 0.06mm2
FoM IIR*** 25.1aJ 20.5aJ 61.33aJ 7.15aJ 83aJ 3.3aJ 287aJ 200aJ****
(*) requires clock generation
(**) lowpass, bandpass, highpass & notch
(***) computed according to the formula given in equation 4.27
(****) obtained for a −3dBFS single tone input signal which corresponds to a power consumption of 49.6µW; fc = 1MHz
FoM IIR =
PDC
N · fc · 10SFDR/10 (4.27)
SFDR = 23 · (IIP3 − Pn) (4.28)
To provide a fair comparison with the state of the art, we have chosen an fc = 1MHz for
the proposed DF-CT-ADC which corresponds to a bandwidth equal to half of that of a
standard bandpass configuration of our filtering CT-ADC. We can see that despite having
an inferior energy efficiency, the proposed DF-CT-ADC achieves by far the smallest
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power consumption as well as the best tunability. Moreover, the proposed system’s
output coincides with that of the CT-ADC, meaning that it has an embedded CT analog
to digital conversion, potentially easing the implementation of subsequent filtering / data
processing blocks. Note that the input signal configuration used to extract the data
required to compute FoM IIR implies the use of a single tone, near-full scale signal (i.e.
−3dBFS) and fails to take into account the scalability of the power consumption with
respect to the signal characteristics.
We now compare the proposed CT-FIR with discrete time or analog FIR filter implemen-
tations. As a figure of merit we use the FoMFIR which is the power per pole per hertz
per number of input bits per number of coefficient bits as given in equation 4.29, with
PDC – the power consumption, N – the filter order, fs – the sampling frequency, Bin –
the number of input bits and Bcoeff – the number of bits used for the filter coefficients.
Note that this figure of merit cannot be computed if the filter input is analog, as the Bin
would be undefined.
Table 4.19: Comparison between the proposed CT-FIR and existing analog or digital
FIR filter implementations.
performance Chang [84] Ma [85] Jin [86] O’hAnnaidh [87] Hwang [88] this work
implementation DT-FIR DT-FIR analog FIR analog FIR DT-FIR CT-FIR
technology 90nm 130nm 500nm 45nm 130nm 28nm FD-SOI
order 8 14 8 16 8 9
input bits 8 8 n/a n/a 8 5
coefficient bits 8 8 8 6 8 3
supply 300mV 360mV 3.3V 1.1V 85mV 650mV
power consumption 0.74µW 5.9mW 160mW 64mW 40nW activity-dependent15.7µW–163µW**
frequency 148kHz 187MHz 180MHz 3.2GHz 240Hz 50MHz
area 0.48mm2 9.91mm2 0.28mm2 1.21mm2 1.54mm2 0.09mm2**
FoMFIR***
(nW/MHz/order/in− bit/coeff − bit) 9.76 35.31 n/a* n/a* 325 8.2****
(*) cannot be computed since the number of input bits is undefined (analog implementation)
(**) excluding the CT-ADC
(***) computed according to the formula given in equation 4.29
(****) obtained for a −3dBFS single tone input signal which corresponds to a CT-FIR power consumption of 88.5µW;
fs = 2 · fBW = 80MHz
FoMFIR =
PDC
N · fs ·Bin ·Bcoeff (4.29)
We can see that the FoMFIR achieved by the proposed implementation is competitive
with respect to existing, state of the art designs of discrete time FIR filters. Moreover,
the proposed system is capable of scaling its power consumption, achieving a standby (0
input) power consumption of only 15.7µW.
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4.6 CT-DSP Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented the implementation of a CT-DSP designed to enable
an ultra low power, tunable filtering transfer function suitable for interferer rejection
and channel selection in low power radios. We have showed that the proposed system is
capable of achieving highpass, lowpass and bandpass transfer functions, with rejection
levels which can be traded off for an even lower power consumption by switching OFF a
part of the filter. The central frequency of the filters is also continuously programmable
through the tuning of an external current reference.
We have also proposed a filtering loop around the CT-ADC which enables us to cancel
out unwanted frequency components before injecting them into the CT-ADC. In high
interferer situations, the proposed scheme effectively reduces the total signal swing, as
seen by the CT-ADC, thereby reducing its power consumption. Simulations have shown
that a power reduction of a factor between 2 and 3 is achievable.
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Conclusion
T
he conclusion of this manuscript is divided into three parts which cover the following
topics: first, a summary of the contributions to the state of the art is presented,
followed by a section covering possible improvements of the proposed circuits and
architecture. Finally, the last part of this chapter discusses the possibilities opened by
the proposed low power, programmable interferer rejection stage in terms of receiver and
IoT network design.
5.1 Motivations and Contributions of this Work
The success of IoT networks depends on the implementation of easily deployable, cheap,
low-cost, low-maintenance wireless nodes. These nodes are expected to have a lifetime
of several years with very limited human interaction, meaning that they should be
independent from a power perspective, either relying on batteries or on different forms
of energy harvesting. This imposes a hard limit on the amount of power available for
the different electronic systems used in each node. One of the most power consuming
systems is the wireless receiver which can consume up to several milliwatts when turned
ON.
Current low power wireless communication standards rely on receiver duty cycling
(turning ON the receiver for only very short periods of time) to limit its average power
consumption. This solution works well when the wireless node needs to exchange data
relatively often, such that the synchronization overhead is small compared to the energy
requirements for the data exchange. However, some applications can have an average
time between two consecutive packets of several tens of minutes, greater than the network
synchronization period. This means that for each useful data packet, the receiver needs to
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be turned ON several times to guarantee it maintains its synchronization with the network,
thereby greatly increasing its power requirements. Moreover, another disadvantage of
dramatically decreasing the duty cycle is related to the communication delays which
increase proportionally.
Recently, a new receiver paradigm has been proposed which consists of embedding a
second, ultra low power, low performance receiver (WU-RX) next to the main receiver.
This opens up the design space, as it is now possible to monitor the channel activity
while consuming a power two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the initial data
receiver. An analysis of WU-RX state of the art has shown that the main feature missing
from existing implementations is the possibility of robustly receiving the desired signal
in the presence of interferers.
Consequently, this thesis focuses on the implementation of an ultra low power IF filtering
stage suitable to be used in the context of wake-up receivers. Its specifications have been
derived from the WU-RX architecture presented in the introduction of this manuscript.
The filter is implemented based on the operation principle of CT digital signal processing
systems which enable a clock-less, low power operation which natively scales its energy
consumption based on the characteristics of the input signal.
The CT-ADC-DSP chain uses a CT-ADC inspired from the operation of delta modulators,
which, thanks to its looped structure has modest hardware requirements (number of
comparators) regardless of the number of converted bits. This enables us to achieve a
very low power consumption for a moderately precise, in terms of ENOB, ADC. The
greatest strength of the proposed solution also happens to be its greatest weakness, as
the inevitable delay of the feedback loop limits the maximum input frequency. To combat
this, we have opted for an architecture with a very simple feedback path, consisting only
of a comparator, two logic gates and a set of switches, which achieves loop delays, in
simulation, of only 250ps. What results is an alias-free, error-shaping, asynchronous ADC
with a Walden figure of merit between 3fJ/conv− step and 10fJ/conv− step, among the
best reported for the selected frequency range [10MHz 50MHz] which also represents an
improvement of at least 3X compared to existing CT-ADCs.
In the last part of the manuscript we have presented the CT-DSP designed specifically
to operate alongside the previously presented CT-ADC. The first issue encountered for
this block was related to the increased CT-ADC activity in the presence of high power,
out-of-band signals which also generates a proportionally increased power consumption in
the digital part of the CT-DSP. To counter this, we have proposed a feedback structure
in which the CT-ADC output is injected in a CT-DSP which is then injected back to
the CT-ADC input; its operation resembles that of a CT-IIR filter. Thus, the CT-DSP
can be programmed such that it cancels certain frequencies at the CT-ADC input while
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boosting others. This structure has the advantage of attenuating interfering signals
while at the same time increasing the linearity of the conversion with respect to these
out-of-band components. Simulations show, that in high power interferer configurations,
the proposed CT-DSP structure reduces CT-ADC output activity by factors between 2
and 3 corresponding to an equivalent power reduction in the digital part of the system.
The proposed DF-CT-ADC achieves an out-of-band rejection of up to 20dB; supple-
mentary rejection is implemented by adding a CT-FIR at the output of the filtering
CT-ADC structure. We have opted for a 9th order CT-FIR; simulations show that it
adds around 25dB of rejection. Moreover, its power consumption also benefits from the
reduced filtering CT-ADC output activity, as the number of tokens which need to be
processed is reduced.
5.2 Improvements of the Proposed Design
In this section we discuss possible ways of improving the different blocks of the proposed
CT-ADC-DSP system.
5.2.1 CT-ADC
By design, the CT-ADC scales the average time between two consecutive output events
according to the swing of the input signal it is presented: high amplitude signals generate
a high number of output events while low amplitude signals generate a low number of
output events. In the case of a purely digital behavior, the CT-ADC would scale its
power accordingly, i.e. reducing the average input swing by a factor of 4 should result
in a 4 times lower power consumption. However, measurement results from Figure 3.37
on page 85 show that reducing the amplitude of the input signal from 200mVp−p to
40mVp−p (factor of 5) results in a power which decreases from 18.7µW to 11µW (factor
of 1.7).
The main reason for this loss in scalability is the high power required by the following,
mostly analog, components:
• comparators: according to results from Figure 3.31 on page 80 the two core com-
parators draw 50% of the CT-ADC power and the two overflow comparators draw
15% of the CT-ADC power. The offset compensated, inverter-based architecture
chosen for their implementation requires a power which can be divided into two
categories according to its scalability with respect to the characteristics of the input
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signal. On the one hand, the first inverter stage draws a significant crowbar current,
as it is behaving like a high gain stage; it requires a power which depends only
on the difference between the instantaneous capacitor voltage and the comparator
threshold. On the other hand, the last 3 inverter stages have an almost purely
dynamic power consumption, proportional to the average number of CT-ADC
tokens.
• Gm − C: the purely analog implementation of the transconductance imposes a
constant power consumption regardless of the characteristics of the input signal.
This means that even in the case of a 0 input (stuck to common mode), the Gm−C
will still require 2.6µW of power.
Optimizing the behavior of the previously presented items is not trivial. The Gm − C
cell requires a more power-efficient architecture, however it is difficult to imagine an
implementation which can scale its power consumption according to the input. The
comparator design, on the other hand, needs to be optimized to minimize the crowbar
current of its first stage. This poses a problem because this also means decreasing the
gain of this stage which results into an increased comparison time, thereby reducing
the maximum frequency the CT-ADC is able to process. One solution which allows an
escape from the previously presented trade-off consists in using two comparators: one
designed for low crowbar current and slow operation and another using a high input gain
resulting in a very fast operation but functioning at a higher threshold. This concept is
described in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Concept of the improved CT-ADC design.
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The CT comparators draw a high crowbar current when the signal is close to their
threshold voltages; designing low crowbar current comparators is not an option as their
speed inevitably degrades. We suggest an architecture level solution which consists in the
addition of an extra set of comparators, labeled C2 on top of the comparators from the
original design, C1 (core) and Covf (overflow). With the new design, comparators labeled
C1 can be designed to consume a low static power and have a poor delay performance; as a
consequence, there will be an increased overflow event rate with respect to their threshold
(∆1). A second set of comparators C2 can be optimized for high speed, and hence draw
a significant static current when the capacitor voltages approach their threshold (∆2).
However, this event will not occur very often, as the capacitor voltages are most of the
time bounded by ∆1. Finally, in the unlikely event that C2 comparators are overflown,
an extra set of comparators is used, labeled Covf , which reset the capacitors when they
are triggered.
The newly proposed system has the information encoded on 4 wires (inc1, inc2, dec1 and
dec2) which need to be flipped before being sent to the output. This results in a more
complex and power consuming logic controlling the input and the output switches, which
has the advantage of scaling its power consumption according to the CT-ADC output
activity.
5.2.2 DF-CT-ADC Feedback Path
For the implementation of the DF-CT-ADC feedback path we have opted for a voltage
domain adder for the CT-FIR filter. Its output is amplified and then sent into a Gm
cell, similar to the one located in the direct CT-ADC path. The reason behind this is
the fact that, as seen in Chapter 3, the CT-ADC has high frequency components at its
output which need to be filtered before being sent back to its input. This filtering is
accomplished in the voltage domain, either by the amplifier which has a first order roll-off
beyond 50MHz or by a passive second order R − C filter located before the amplifier
input, as seen in Figure 4.31 on page 121.
A more direct approach would be to inject the outputs of the digital delay cells into a
series of switchable current sources which act as a current mode adder and are connected
to the CT-ADC capacitors. An example of such a current source is given Figure 5.2.
A reference current, Iref , is injected into the diode connected transistor M1 and is used
to tune the gain of the feedback path. A switchable current mirror (M21 – M2N ), whose
configuration sets the value of the respective coefficient, copies Iref and injects it into a
second diode connected transistor M3. Finally, digital pulses coming from the continuous
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Figure 5.2: Switchable, current mode FIR adder cell.
time delay cells control switch transistor M4 which injects current IFIR on the plates of
the CT-ADC capacitance.
The proposed current mode adder cell enables us to simplify the DF-CT-ADC architecture
from Figure 4.29 on page 119 to the one given in Figure 5.3. The analog feedback path
along with the voltage mode adder have been replaced by the current mode adder
presented previously. This current mode adder has the advantage that it can be designed
such that it doesn’t require any static power, rendering its power consumption perfectly
scalable with the CT-ADC token frequency.
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Figure 5.3: DF-CT-ADC architecture using the proposed current mode adder.
The disadvantage of the current mode addition lies in the difficulty encountered in filtering
its output: the CT-ADC generates a series of narrow pulses, which has been shown to
contain high power, high frequency harmonics. These components must be filtered before
being injected into the CT-ADC input, otherwise risk generating an erroneous behavior.
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The CT-FIR cannot be used for such filtering, as its transfer function is periodic with a
period equal to τtap: if a signal of frequency f lies in the passband of the CT-FIR, then
all of its harmonics will also lie in higher order repetitions of its transfer function. One
solution, which has not been investigated, would be to apply pulse shaping to the current
impulses generated by each current mode adder cell.
5.2.3 CT-DSP Delay Cells
The CT-DSP delay cells need to be calibrated so that the value of their standard deviation
is small enough not to degrade the CT-DSP transfer function. In the current version of
the CT-DSP, this calibration is done manually, meaning that the delay cell inputs can
be disconnected from the CT-ADC enabling the injection of external pulses which are
then sent through the delay taps and finally to a system output. The resulting delays of
each individual tap are then measured and a value is computed for the control current,
Iτ , as well as the number of programming 10ns elements and 1ns elements which need to
be added.
In a more advanced version of the CT-ADC-DSP system, a delay calibration system
should be embedded on chip. However, its design is not trivial, as the value of each
delay cell is affected by two parameters: a local variable, corresponding to the value of
the memory controlling the supplementary 10ns and 1ns elements, as well as as global
variable, the current Iτ , which controls the values of all delay cells.
5.3 Future Work
The obvious follow-up of the work presented in this manuscript would be the implemen-
tation of the proposed CT-ADC-DSP system in a wake-up radio. However, in order to
efficiently leverage the interferer filtering capabilities of the proposed circuits, several
considerations should be kept in mind.
The main feature of the proposed system lies in its capability of scaling its power
consumption according to the characteristics of the input signal (presence or lack of
strong interferers). Therefore, the optimization of its power consumption requires a
thorough analysis of the expected environment conditions before deciding on the best
signal search strategy as well as on the required performance levels of the CT-DSP.
Moreover, the proposed system could also benefit from being coupled with adaptive
learning algorithms. An analysis of the average network-wide environment conditions
would lead to a network-level optimized power consumption of the receivers but it would
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fail to take into account the fact, once deployed, some nodes would find themselves in
more favourable conditions than others. Consequently, the long term power consumption
of each individual receiver could be optimized at a node level, by having every node sense
its environment and change its filtering strategy accordingly.
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Appendix A
Squarer Noise Analysis
In this appendix we analyse the expression and shape of the noise at the output of a
squarer circuit, employed for the asynchronous demodulation of OOK signals. The input
scenario is presented in the Figure A.1: the input signal is composed of a single tone
signal, situated at frequency of fsig, along with bandlimited white noise, bounded by
BW noise, determined by the filtering achieved in the receiver front-end. This signal is
then inserted into a squarer, at which point its SNR is computed over a narrow bandwidth,
BWBB, determined by the communication data rate.
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Figure A.1: Scenario used to study the noise performance of a squarer.
We start by remarking that the self-mixing (squaring) operation generates frequency
components around DC and 2fsig. The shape as well as the bandwidth of the noise
observed at the output is discussed and explained at a later point in this appendix.
We define the input signal-to-noise ratio (SNRin) as the ratio between the input tone
power and the input noise power integrated from 0 to infinity. Since we are considering
bandlimited white noise, the previous relation can be rewritten as the ratio between the
input signal power divided by the noise power spectral density (PSD) multiplied by the
noise bandwidth, as shown in equation A.1. Note that the total noise input power (σ2in)
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can be expressed as given in equation A.2.
SNRin = 10log
P insig∫∞
0 PSDinnoise(f) · df
= 10log
P insig
PSDinnoise · BW noise
(A.1)
σ2in = PSDinnoise · BW noise (A.2)
To compute the output signal-to-noise ratio, we consider the ratio between the power of
the DC signal component and the noise integrated from DC to BWBB (determined by the
data rate of the communication). The corresponding equation is given in equation A.3.
Note that for OOK modulation, if we are targeting a bit error rate of 1e-3, 12dB of
SNRout is required.
SNRout = 10log
P outsig∫ BWBB
0 PSDoutnoise(f) · df
(A.3)
We now express the mathematical equations describing the input and the output signal
in order to determine the relation between PSDinnoise and PSDoutnoise (equation A.4 and
equation A.5). In the latter expression, k is the conversion gain of the squarer, measured
in V −1, necessary to adjust the unit of Vout.
Vin = s(t) + n(t) = Ainsin(2pifint) + n(t) (A.4)
Vout = k · (Ainsin(2pifint) + n(t))2
= k ·
(
A2insin2(2pifint) + n(t)2 + 2 ·Ainsin(2pifint) · n(t)
)
= k ·
(
A2in
2 −
A2in
2 cos(2pi2fint) + n(t)
2 + 2 ·Ainsin(2pifint) · n(t)
) (A.5)
Analyzing the expression of Vout (equation A.5) we can conclude that the noise is
made up of two components: self mixed noise (n2(t)) and noise mixed with the signal
(2 ·Ainsin(2pifint)) ·n(t). The DC signal component is given by A
2
in
2 while the component
at twice the signal frequency, A
2
in
2 cos(2pi2fint), can be ignored since it is not inside the
BBBW . To compute the output noise power we use the definition of the variance, given
in equation A.6.
σ2out = E
[
V 2out
]
− (E[Vout])2 (A.6)
We replace Vout by k · (Sin +Nin)2 in equation A.6; the result is given in equation A.7.
Note that the odd moments of Nin have been removed since they are all equal to 0, i.e.
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E [Nin], E
[
N3in
]
etc. This derivation has been developed in [38].
σ2out = k ·
(
E
[
(S2in + 2SinNin +N2in)2
]
−
(
E[(Sin +Nin)2]
)2)
= k ·
(
S4in + 6S2inE(N2in) + E
[
N4in
]
−
(
E
[
S2in + 2SinNin +N2in
])2) (A.7)
We now replace the odd moments by 0 and the even moments by the values given by
theory: E
[
N2in
]
= σ2in and E
[
N4in
]
= 3σ4in. The output noise power thus becomes as
given in equation A.8, which is divided into two equal parts, one corresponding to the
noise around the DC point and another corresponding to the noise around 2fsig.
σ2out = k ·
(
4S2inσ2in + 2σ4in
)
(A.8)
Analyzing equation A.8, we note that the first term corresponds to the noise resulting
from mixing between the signal component and the bandlimited white noise at IF, while
the second part corresponds to noise created by self-mixing of the IF noise. The power
spectral densities of these two components are analyzed next.
Noise Mixed with the Signal
To determine the shape of the baseband noise issued by the cross-mixing of the signal
with the noise component, we use the multiplication – convolution duality with respect
to the Fourier transform. The spectrums of the signal, noise and baseband noise (issued
from the convolution of the previous two components) are plotted in the Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2: Baseband noise generated by the cross-mixing of the IF noise with the
signal component.
We note that the noise power spectral density until ∆f1 is twice that between ∆f1 and
∆f2. This can be explained by the fact that, from a spectrum perspective, the noise is
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symmetric with respect to the signal in the [fsig −∆f1 fsig + ∆f1], thus generating a
double convolution product, while the noise located inside the [fsig −∆f2 fsig −∆f1] is
single side banded with respect to the signal, generating a single convolution product.
The value of the PSD1 can be computed by integrating this noise and equating it to the
corresponding noise power derived in equation A.8, as done in equation A.9. We thus
compute PSD1 and express it in equation A.10.
k ·
(
2S2inσ2in
)
=
∫ ∆f2
0
PSD1(f)df = 2 · PSD1 ·∆f1 + PSD1 · (∆f2 −∆f1) (A.9)
PSD1 (f) =

2k·(2S2inσ2in)
∆f1+∆f2 f < ∆f1
k·(2S2inσ2in)
∆f1+∆f2 ∆f1 < f < ∆f2
0 ∆f2 < f
(A.10)
Noise Self-Mixing
The PSD of the noise generated by noise self mixing can be computed in the same way
as done previously. A representation of the spectrums which mix at the input along with
the resulting output is given in Figure A.3. The convolution of the two bandlimited
white noise spectrums at the input yields a triangular shaped baseband PSD.
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Figure A.3: Baseband noise generated by the self-mixing of the bandlimited IF noise.
The baseband noise PSD can thus be written as equation A.11. Integrating it from
0 to BW noise and equating it with half of the corresponding noise power computed
in equation A.8, we can deduce the expression of the PSD2(f), which is given in
equation A.12.
PSD2(f) = −cst · f + cst · BW noise (A.11)
PSD2 (f) =

2kσ4in
BW 2noise
· (BW noise − f) f < BW noise
0 BW noise < f
(A.12)
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Compact Expression of the Baseband Noise PSD
Combining results from equation A.10 and equation A.12 we can derive the compact
expression of the baseband noise PSD, which is given in equation A.13.
PSD(f) =

2kσ4in
BW 2noise
· (BW noise − f) + 2 · k·(2S
2
inσ
2
in)
∆f1+∆f2 f < ∆f1
2kσ4in
BW 2noise
· (BW noise − f) + k·(2S
2
inσ
2
in)
∆f1+∆f2 ∆f1 < f < ∆f2
0 f > ∆f2
(A.13)
The last step in computing the noise performance of the squarer consists of replacing
the previous expression in the output SNR definition, equation A.3 on page 146. Given
that the noise PSD is a piecewise defined function, the requirement for the SNRin for
12dB of SNRout may depend on the frequency of the signal as well as the precise noise
bandwidth. This result is further discussed in the main body of the manuscript as it is
beyond the scope of this appendix.
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Appendix B
The 28nm UTBB FDSOI CMOS
Technology
The Ultra Thin Body and Buried oxide Fully Depleted Silicon On Insulator (UTBB
FDSOI) CMOS technology is a planar process which consists of isolating a thin layer of
silicon (the channel of the MOSFETs) between a top gate oxide and a thin layer of body
oxide; the entire structure is created on top of a silicon base. A cross sectional view as
well as a schematic view of an UTBB FDSOI NMOS transistor is given in Figure B.1.
(a) Photo of an actual device.
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source drain 7nm
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(b) Schematic view.
Figure B.1: Cross sectional view of an UTBB FDSOI transistor [89].
The main advantages of the 28nm UTBB FDSOI technology are all linked to the addition
of the second transistor gate (sometimes referred to as backgate) which enhances the
electrostatic control of the channel.
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Threshold Voltage Control
The most important feature of the FDSOI technology consists in the possibility of
controlling the threshold voltage of the transistors by applying a strong bias on their
backgate. This enables a dynamic control of the state of the transistor from low speed,
low leakage to high speed, high leakage depending on the requirements of the circuit at
the specific time instant. This technique is well known and has been employed in bulk
technologies, however, the FDSOI technology allows for an 85mV/V threshold voltage
scaling, while a classic bulk node only allows for 25mV/V slope.
A cross sectional view of a PMOS transistor next to an NMOS transistor is given in
Figure B.2 along with the allowed range of variation of their backbias voltages. Simulated
threshold voltages of the FDSOI transistors (PMOS and NMOS) are compared against
those of bulk transistors of the same node, Figure B.3.
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Figure B.2: Sectional view of an FDSOI PMOS transistor next to an FDSOI NMOS
transistor, along with the allowed backgate bias voltages.
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Figure B.3: Threshold voltage variation of FDSOI and standard bulk transistors.
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Channel Control
The presence of the second gate as well as the very thin channel thickness account for
two important features which have a significant contribution to the continued reduction
of channel length. First, the very precise control of the channel potential enabled by the
presence of the backgate allows for the use of an undoped channel which significantly
reduces mismatch as the channel length of the transistors is reduced. Bulk processes
generally require the use of a doped channel, with the total number of dopants proportional
to the surface of the channel. As the channel length is reduced, the average number
of dopants per channel is also reduced, while the deviation of this number is constant.
This results in a higher spread of the characteristics of a transistor as its dimensions are
scaled down. Furthermore, the BOX reduces the cross section of the channel thereby
also reducing the source to drain leakage.
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